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SUMMARY 
A finite element program, applicable to the pre- 
and post-buckling behaviour of plates with imperfections, 
is developed. Suitable incremental stiffness matrices 
are generated for a plate element with four nodes and 
twenty degrees of freedom. 
Preliminary work, together with a prototype pro- 
gram, is carried out on a simple strut in order to 
compare various nonlinear solution techniques, both 
incremental and iterative. Th6 plate program is veri- 
fied by large deflection calculations for a square plate 
under lateral pressure, and by comparison with theoretical 
buckling loads for a perfect plate, closely agreeing 
with previous theoretical work. 
Experimental results in compression, both with 
and without an artificially introduced imperfection, are 
used to demonstrate real plate behaviour, and they enable 
a comparison to be made with computed results. Measure- 
ments of deflection are made by the Moire fringe tech- 
nique, as well as by dial gauges. 
The program is used to investigate the effect of 
buckling on the compressive and shear stiffness of plates 
with various degrees of imperfection, including the 
compressive stiffness of a square plate after buckling 
in shear. 
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1.1 NONLINEAR BEHAVIOUR 
To deal successfully with nonlinear problems has 
long been the goal of the engineering analyst, for it 
is true to say that no structure ever built behaves 
linearly, and only a very few materials are truly elas- 
tic. The ever increasing precision with which we must 
predict structural response demands that we should 
account for nonlinearities in the structure's behaviour. 
Fundamental theory has been developed and directed to- 
ward such problems for a considerable period of time. 
There are two sources of nonlinearity in structural 
problems: 
Geometric nonlinearity - deformation large 
enough to significantly alter the geometry 
of the structure. 
Material nonlinearity - material properties 
which cause nonlinear behaviour of the structure. 
1.1: 1 GEOMETRic NONLINEARITY 
Geometric nonlinearity results in two classes of 
problem that are well known to the structural engineer, 
the large deflection problem and that of structural sta- 
bility. Problems falling within the category of large 
deflection need not have actual deflections which are in 
the usual sense large; in fact they can be (and often 
are) as small as those arising in a linear problem. The basic difficulty with geometric nonlinearity is that, 
since there are significant changes in geometry of the 
structure, the equations of equilibrium must be formu- 
lated for the deformed configuration, which is not known 
in advance. 
1 1: 2 MATERIAL NONLINEARITY 
Material nonlinearity arises from a stress - strain 
relationship for the material which may be nonlinearly 
elastic, elasto-plastic, visco-elastic, or some other. 
Nonlinear problems which have been solved using the finite 
element procedure are frequently concerned with material 
nonlinearities, in particular elasto-plastic behaviour. 
Two general methods have been developed for the elasto- 
plastic analysis of structures: 
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a) The initial strain method 
b) The tangent modulus method 
The initial strain method (Ref. 1) treats plastic 
strains at each incremental load step as initial strains 
for the next load step. 
The tangent modulus method, on the other hand, is 
based upon the incremental stress - strain laws of 
plasticity. In this method, plasticity effects are 
accounted for in the stiffness of the structure, which 
is updated at each load step. 
1.2 IMPERFECTION SENSITIVITY 
Van der Neut (Ref. 2) has studied the behaviour of 
thin-walled members under compressive load. He has 
shown that elastic columns made from thin plates are 
sometimes highly sensitive to 'the presence of geometri- 
cal imperfections. His study initially was with straight 
columns containing only local imperfections, but he also 
studied columns having both local and overall imperfec- 
tions, and concluded that imperfection of the column axis 
appears to have only a minor effect on the load carrying 
capacity. The main reduction stems from initial waviness 
of the cross-section. 
However, Van der Neut (Ref. 3) later re-examined 
the question of the way in which local and overall im- 
perfections interact to reduce the carrying capacity of 
a column, and concluded that, in the region of maximum 
imperfection sensitivity, the effects of local and over- 
all imperfections are co*mparable. 
The effect of imperfections is to merge the pre - 
and post-buckled behaviour of the structure, so that 
buckling develops progressively before the theoretical 
critical load is reached. Thus the loss of stiffness 
associated, in particular, with local buckling occurs 
prematurely, causing in some cases a high degree of 
imperfection sensitivity and a significantly reduced 
load carrying capacity. The analysis of this loss of 
stiffness, or more generally the deformation of a plate 
containing imperfections, requires a large deflection 
analysis incorporating the geometric nonlinearity 
associated with buckling. 
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1.3 POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR OF PLATES 
Interest in the analysis of instability phenomena 
for complicated plate structures and shells has inten- 
sified recently, due in part to the development of finite 
element analysis procedures for such structures. It is 
well known that structures of this type collapse at 
load levels which are less than those predicted by linear 
instability theory, because of the role played by initial 
imperfections. 
Koiter (Ref. 4) has presented a comprehensive, 
higher order theory describing the stability and immedi- 
ate post-buckling behaviour of structures and the effect 
of imperfections. His work was extended by Thompson 
(Ref. 5) and Budiansky and Hutchinson (Ref. 6). The 
finite element method has been applied to the analysis 
of large displacement behavious of structures by con- 
sidering a higher order incremental theory. Higher 
order incremental equilibrium equations have also been 
applied to the large deflection behaviour of different 
types of structure in the post-buckling region (Ref. 7). 
The nature of the post-buckling response of a 
structure under the influence of specified imperfections 
yields information on the sensitivity of the structure 
to jump from the initial state to an adjacent state, at 
loads below the critical load of the perfect structure. 
This phenomenon, originally investigated by von Karman 
and Tsien (Ref. 8) is described mathematically by Koiter 
(Ref. 4). 
In a practical example, a long plate with simply- 
supported edges under axial compression, buckles prin- 
cipally in the central part of the plate, and an increa- 
singly large proportion of the load is carried by the 
material close to the supported edges of the plate. Von 
Karman (Ref. 9) suggested (for aeroplane design) that 
an effective width of the buckled skin could be included 
as load carrying material at each stiffener. In a more 
general situation, it is necessary to define the in-plane 
stiffness of a plate both after buckling and (in the case 
of a plate containing imperfections) as pre-buckling 
deformation takes place. 
1.4 GENERAL METKODS OF ANALYSIS 
Essentially, the solution of a nonlinear problem 
is reduced to tracing a nonlinear algebraic solution of 
the differential equations. Accordingly, many different 
ft 
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schemes for solving the governing equations have under- 
gone development. In the procedures developed in recent 
years, attention has been given primarily to those em- 
bodying geometric nonlinearities, for until about 1968, 
researchers had little choice of solution procedure to 
solve geometrically nonlinear problems. Before that 
time, only two solution procedures had been utilized: 
a) incremental stiffness procedure 
b) iteration or successive substitution 
procedure. 
The development and use of these methods was a 
rather direct extension of linear analysis, and they 
evolved in a natural manner from the very simple step- 
by-step linear incremental technique. Recent years, 
however, have seen an abundance of procedures for 
attacking the nonlinear equilibrium equations. These 
include iteration combined with systematic relaxation, 
perturbation methods, Newton-Raphsonprocedures, self- 
carrenting incremental forms, incremental procedures 
combined with Newton-Raphson iteration, initial value 
formulations, and self-correcting initial-value formu- 
lations. With this variety of solution procedures, 
naturally comes the question of which solution technique 
is best suited to a particular application. The answer 
to this question of course hinges upon many factors: 
the type of problem to be solved, the degree of nonlin- 
earity involved, the accuracy desired, the familiarity 
of the investigator with nonlinear analysis, the ease 
of application to automatic computation, the computer 
time required for a solution, and so on. 
15 CHOICE OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
The general problem in structural mechanics is 
that of finding the forces and displacements (or the 
stresses and strains) in a continuous system. In the 
finite element method, the system consists of a finite 
number of elements suitably chosen and joined at selected 
node points. Each element has a finite number of force 
and/or displacement parameters at the nodes. Stresses 
and strains within the element are defined by assumed 
functions of the nodal parameters. Relations between 
nodal forces and nodal displacements are obtained by 
applying a variational principle. Relations for the 
entire system are obtained by combining individual 
elements. The most common finite element formulations 
for an elastic structure are derived from the total 
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potential energy principlel using assumed displacement 
functions. Linear response, instability and large- 
displacement behaviour can all be analysed by such 
formulations if appropriate terms are included in the 
str&in-displacement relations. 
The simplicity and broad application of an organ- 
ized matrix approach to structural analysis based upon 
the finite element idealization was made clear in an 
important paper by Turner, et al (Ref. 10) in 1956. As 
a consequence, much development took place to realize 
this potential. Stiffness matrices were sought for 
elements within diverse classes of structures, and ana- 
lytical generalizations were proposed to extend the 
approach to the predictions of different types of be- 
haviour. 
Evolution of finite element technology within the 
theoretical framework of the assumed mode or Ritz ap- 
proximate variational methods of continium mechanics 
has led to a rational, unified approach to representa- 
tions of finite element characteristics. Element matrices 
derived in conformity with this governing# theoretical 
framework are referred to as consistent. Since the 
structural design of a major portion of aerospace flight 
hardware components is governed by elastic stability 
requirements, their relevance to the realistic design 
situation has provided a strong motivation for the 
generalization of the powerful finite element analysis 
techniques to accommodate geometric nonlinearities. 
Accordingly, many research efforts have been devoted to 
this objective, and several alternative analyses pro- 
cedures have emerged. Turnen Dill, - et al, (Ref. 11) 
published the first paper directed towards geometrically 
nonlinear finite element analysis. Extension of this 
work was reported subsequently by Turner, Martin and 
Weikel (Ref. 12). The general approach followed was to 
introduce nonlinearity by finite grid point displace- 
ments. 
Gallagher and Padlog (Ref. 13) presented an al- 
ternative approach based upon the introduction of non- 
linearity from within the finite element model. Ex- 
tension and application of this work were subsequently 
reported (Ref. 14). 
Argyris (Ref. 15,16) presented additional work 
along the lines of the two foregoing approaches, 'and 
Martin (Ref. 17) presented a useful review of the work 
during this period, attempting a clarification. 
Considerable literature has since appeared which 
documents the implementation of finite element eigen- 
value buckling analysis capability (Ref. 13,18,19). 
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The more ambitious objective of nonlinear behaviour 
has been pursued also (Ref. 20,21). Understandably, 
linearized, incremental methods have found favour in 
matrix oriented analyses (Ref. 22,23). Nonlinear models 
have provided the means for predicting post-buckling 
behaviour (Ref. 24,25). rHowever, the models employed 
for predicting critical loads and nonlinear behaviour 
have not experienced the standardization achieved for 
linear finite element analysis ! ýJ 
In Reference (17), the finite element theory for 
geometrically nonlinear problems was established in 
terms of the Lagarangian strain tensor and the principle 
of virtual displacements. Theoretical developments since 
then have occurred along several paths. The development 
in (Ref. 17) retained quadratic terms in nodal displace- 
ments in the expression for the strain energy but dis- 
carded higher order terms. Retaining the quadratic terms 
led to the so-called initial stress (or geometric) stiff- 
ness matrix. Although this formulation permitted both 
large deflection and stability analyses to be undertaken, 
it left unanswered the question as to the possible im- 
portance of the discarded terms. Marcel (Ref. 26) pre- 
sented an alternative development which retained these 
higher order terms. This led to a hierarchy of stiffness 
matrices which Marcal called the initial displacment 
stiffness matrices. 
A second formulation due to Purdy and Przemieniecki 
(Ref. 27) showed that an alternative formulation was 
possible which also retained the higher order terms. 
This formulation leads to the same stiffness matrices as 
the earlier development based on the quadratic terms; 
however, an additional generalized load vector is intro- 
duced to account for the higher order terms in the 
strain energy. The choice of whether the higher order 
terms should be retained or not will obviously have a 
significant effect on computer programs and computer time. 
7 
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2.1 MATERIAL NONLINEARITY 
Among the earlier applications of the finite element 
method to nonlinear problems were investigations concerned 
with inelastic behaviour. In 1963, a finite element analy- 
sis of a class of two-dimensional nonlinear problems was 
described by Wilson (Ref. 28) dealing with materially non- 
linear structures. Subsequent applications of finite 
element techniques to problems of creep and elasto-plastic 
behaviour were published by Argyris, Kelsey, and Kamel 
(ref. 16), Swedlow and Yang (Ref. 29). 
More recent investigations have been made of the 
elasto-plastic problem. Two-dimensional problems were 
considered by Felippas (Ref. 30), Reyes and Decre (Ref. 31) 
Marcal and King (Ref. 32), Richard and Blacklock (Ref. 33). 
Zienkiewics, Valliappan and King (Ref. 34), along 
with Marcal (Ref. 32), point out that two main approaches 
have been used successfully in analyzing elasto-plastic 
problems. One of these, the so-called "initial strain" 
approach, involves computing an increase in plastic strain 
during a load increment and then treating the plastic 
strain as an initial strain for which the stress distri- 
bution is adjusted. This approach fails in the case of 
ideal, perfectly plastic materials. The second approach 
is basically a "tangent stiffness" approach in the sense 
that incremental stiffness relations are derived from 
incremental stress-strain laws for the material. These 
stiffness matrices are modified after each load increment 
in the case of elasto-plastic, work hardening materials. 
Zienkiewicz, Valliappan and King (Ref. 34) uses a 
third method for elasto-plastic problems, termed an 
"initial stress"approach, wherein total incremental stress- 
strain relations are used to correct the total value of 
stress at the end of each load increment. 
Further applications of the finite element method 
to combined geometrically and materially nonlinear 
structures, and to the analysis of elasto-plastic beha- 
viour of plates and shells, have been investigated. 
Finite element formulations of the problem of flexure of 
thin elasto-plastic plates were discussed in the papers 
of Swedlow and Yang (Ref. 29), Witmer and Kotanchik 
(Ref. 35), among others. 
The paper by Armer, Pifko, and Levine (Ref. 36), 
which also considers geometrically nonlinear behaviour, 
points out the difficulties encountered in depicting 
progressive yielding through the thickness of plates and 
shells subjected to bending. 
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2.2 GEOMETRIc NONLINEARITY 
Many researchers have applied finite element and 
finite difference methods to geometrically nonlinear 
problems. From all this work we can classify two solu- 
tion procedures: 
"Class V Methods which are incremental and do 
not necessarily satisfy equilibrium. 
"Class IV Methods which are self-correcting and 
tend to stay on the true equilibrium. 
2.3 "CLASS ONE" TECHNIQUES FOR GEOMETRIC NONLINEARITY 
2.3: 1 INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS PROCEDURE 
In Class I, (historically, the first finite element 
approach to solving geometrically nonlinear problems), 
the load is apppied in small increments in order to make 
the structure respond linearly during each increment. 
Each increment of load produces increments of displace- 
ment and corresponding increments of stress. Of course, 
for each increment, the geometric stiffness matrix has 
to be taken into account because of the deformed geometry 
of the structure. It was natural to attempt to handle 
nonlinearities by calculating corrections to linear so- 
lutions. Consequently, most of the work on applications 
of the finite element method to nonlinear structural 
problems involve incremental procedures and are confined 
to problems involving infinitesimal strains. 
Turner (Ref. 37) and Argyris (Ref. 38) discussed 
such incremental procedures as early as 1959, and in 
1960 Green (Ref. 39) employed geometric stiffness matrices 
in an unpublished memorandum dealing with the instability 
of beam-columns. Similar work was reported by Ortega 
(Ref. 40). 
Geometric stiffness matrices were also used to 
calculate large displacements of finite element models 
by Argyris (Ref. 9, Ref. 41) as presented in the first 
Dayton Conference on matrix methods in structural me- 
chanics in 1965 (Ref. 42). Martin (Ref. 11) reviewed 
the work on geometrically nonlinear problems up to that 
time and presented geometric stiffness matrices for a 
number of structural elements. Martin's paper was pub- 
lished in 1966 along with his summary report on the 
subject (Ref. 43). General formula for computing geo- 
metric stiffness matrices were subsequently presented 
10 
by Oden (Ref. 44) and later by Przemieniecki (Ref. 42). 
Since 1965, numerous investigators have used incremental 
procedures and geometric stiffness matrices to study 
both stability and large displacements of complex 
structures. These include studies of stability of thin 
plates by Hartz (Ref. 45), Kapur and Hartz (Ref. 46), 
Anderson, Irons and Zienkievicz (Ref. 47). Large deflec- 
tions of plates by Murray and Wilson (Ref. 48, Ref. 49) 
are also chronicalled in journals. 
The incremental approach is clearly popular. This 
is due to the ease with which the procedure may be 
applied. However, the procedure has a serious disadvan- 
tage in that no real estimate of the solution accuracy 
is known since, in general, equilibrium is not satisfied 
at a given load level. This is evidenced by the drifting 
of the solution from the true solution. Recourse must 
be made to solving repeatedly the same problem with suc- 
cessively smaller load increments until convergence of 
two successive solutions can be established. In addi- 
tion, for structures requiring many degrees of freedom, 
the updating of the incremental stiffness matrix plus 
the inversion of the new coefficient matrix at each load 
step may become excessively time consuming. 
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2.3: 2 PERTURBATION METHOD 
In another "Class I" procedure, Thompson and Walker 
(Ref. 50) have applied the perturbation method to non- 
linear problems. In this procedure, the incremental 
displacements are expanded in a Taylor series with re- 
spect to some incremental load parameter and about some 
known or assumed equilibrium state. Equations are ob- 
tained in the form 
{qj {qj + {Aqj A-P + ý{Aqj "2 i+l .ii izp 
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to the 
load parameter T, '{Lql, {Aq), etc., are path derivatives 
and i denotes the load increment index. The terms in 
the Taylor series are obtained through the solution of 
several sets of the linear equations equal in number to 
the number of terms retained in the expansion. Once 
the displacements are obtained at a particular load 
value, the whole process is repeated to obtain the dis- 
placements at the next load value. The procedure may, 
of course, drift from the true solution since errors will 
tend to accumulate. The amount of drift is dependent 
upon the load-step size, and number of terms retained may 
cause the solution to become time consuming because of 
the number of evaluations of the path derivatives. This 
method is also limited to problems where nonlinearities 
are not too large. 
A short review of this technique and its relation 
to finite element shell stability analysis was well 
introduced in the paper by Connor and Morin (Ref. 51). 
Connor and Morin applied the perturbation technique to 
obtain the nonlinear eigenvalue, i. e., buckling following 
nonlinear pre-buckling deformations, and also to trace 
the post-buckling equilibrium path. Lang and Hartz (Ref. 
52) presented a matrix formulation for the perturbation 
of total potential energy and applied it to the analysis 
of initial post-buckling slope and imperfections sensi- 
tivity of flat plates subjected to inplane forces, and 
shallow arches. Further development of this method is 
described by Walker (Ref. 53). 
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2.3: 3 INITIAL VALUE APPROACH 
A final "Class V procedure is the initial value 
formulation (Ref. 54). This approach again treats the 
displacements and loads as a function of some load para- 
meter F, such that {q) = F'{-ql. By differentiating 
the equilibrium equations with respect to P, a set of 
differential equations is obtained in the form 
(2-2) 
where [K] is a nonlinear stiffness matrix dependent 
upon displacement Jq), and {5) is a vector of scaled or 
normalized generalized forces. Values of'{i5l at any 
load F can be obtained by numerical integration from a 
known initial displacement state. If the simple Euler 
method is used for integration, then the incremental 
approach is obtained. More accurate integration schemes 
such as the Runge-Kitta method or the Predictor-corrector 
method may be used to reduce the drifting effect which 
is so prominent with Euler integration. 
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2.4 "CLASS Two" TECHNIQUES FOR GEOMETRIC NONLINEARITY 
The following solution techniques may all be des- 
cribed as Class II type. The procedures make use of 
some method by which equilibrium is satisfied at any 
given point on the load displacement curve. These pro- 
cedures are perhaps best described as self-correcting. 
2.4: 1 ITERATIVE APPROACH 
The iterational approach to solving the governing 
nonlinear algebraic equations has been used by many 
investigators (Ref. 16, Ref. 55). This approach is 
relatively simple to apply. Starting with an intiial 
estimate to the displacement solution,,, the nonlinear 
effects are estimated and a set of linearized equations 
is'solved to obtain an improved solution. This solution 
is back substituted into the equations and the iteration 
continued until convergence is obtained. The success 
of the method depends to a large extent upon the accuracy 
of the initial estimate of the displacements. The load 
may be applied in increments and various extrapolation 
procedures utilized to obtain accurate estimates. Re- 
laxation schemes (Ref. 22, Ref. 56) may be used to 
accelerate convergence. While the iterational method 
is extremely fast from a computational standpoint, it 
has a serious disadvantage in that it will converge only 
for moderately nonlinear problems. 
The iterational approach for solving nonlinear 
problems to give very accurate results and quite rapid 
convergence for realistic initial estimates of the solu- 
tion are classified as: 
a) Newton-Raphson Iteration 
b) Modified Newton-Raphson Iteration. 
If we take the first-order Taylor series expansion at a 
Point A, (see Figure 2-1), we obtain 
ff 
(q 
A+ ql) 
I=fI+f 
Aq 11 
[23 
q 
f (q A) 
E 
(2-3) 51A 
where 
rapi 
is the slope of the curve at point A, the C3 q TqJ A 
structure tangent stiffness [K],. Since'{f(q A+ Aql)j = 
{PB' 
and {f(q A" = 
{p 
A 
), therefore, we can write: 
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IKIA {Aqll = '{PB) - 'PAl (2-4) 
where'{q A+ Aql) is the new estimate of q B' which, because 
the Taylor Series has been truncated, is not exact. In 
the next iteration, we have the unbalance forces of 
{P 
B1 -'{Pl 
) with the new slope [Kl] as the tangent stiff- 
ness at Point 1. 
By using the Modified Newton-Raphson method, the 
coefficient matrix is held constant for a number of iter- 
ations and then, after the rate of convergence has begun 
to deteriorate, the matrix is updated on the current 
displacement. The difference between these two methods 
is shown graphically. Figure (2-1) and Figure (2-2) 
are the result of the Newton-Raphson and the Modified 
Newton-Raphson computer runs. For one step of load, 
the characteristics of these two methods are demonstrated. 
These show that the Modified procedure took seven iter- 
ations whereas, for the same step load, the Newton-Raphson 
method took only two iterations to reach a certain accu- 
racy of the solution. In the Modified method, the slope 
is retained at its value for the first solution (parallel 
lines). obviously convergence is now much slower. Since 
for each iteration by the Newton-Raphson method, the 
coefficient matrix must be updated, which is time con- 
suming, one might expect to take larger load increments, 
but it was found this could not be done for the Modified 
Newton-Raphson method, because of the danger of conver- 
gence (see Chapter 4). 
Various extrapolation and, relaxation procedures 
again can be incorporated into the iterational cycle 
to ensure and accelerate convergence. 
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2.4: 2 SELF-CORRECTING FORMULATION 
Self-Correcting forms of the incremental stiff- 
ness procedure have been developed by a number of 
researchers. Reference (57) describes combined pro- 
cedures wherein the incremental stiffness procedure 
is used for a certain number of load steps, and then 
equilibrium is corrected by applying Newton-Raphson 
iteration. Self-correcting incremental procedure has 
the advantage in that it is as easy to apply as the 
standard incremental procedure but is much more accurate. 
A self-correcting initial value formulation was 
proposed by Stricklin, Haisler and Von Riesemann 
(Ref. 58) and Massett and Stricklin (Ref. 59). The pro- 
cedure applicable to highly nonlinear problems is com- 
putationally economical and relatively accurate. 
18 
INITEELEMENTMETH0DS 
TECHNIQUES 
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3.1 INCREMENTAL PROCEDURES 
In the finite element process, the element incre- 
mental stiffness matrix is derived by first formulating 
the total potential energy of an arbitrary element (plate or beam) and then minimizing the energy on the basis of the minimum. potential energy principle. The 
potential energy expression is derived in terms of the 
undeformed geometry of the element. The incremental 
stiffness matrices thus obtained are seen to be simple 
and easy to apply since they too are written in terms 
of the geometry of the undeformed element. 
The incremental approach consists of a sequence 
of sufficiently small increment loads so that the struc- 
ture behaves linearly during each increment. For each increment of load, increments of displacementýand cor- 
responding increments of stress and strain are computed. 
These incremental quantities are used to compute various 
corrective stiffness matrixes (variously termed geometric, initial stress, and initial strain matrices) which serve 
to take into account the deformed geometry of the struc- 
ture. A subsequent increment of load is applied and the 
process continued until the desired number of load in- 
crements has been applied. The net effect is to solve 
a sequence of linear problems wherein the stiffness pro- 
perties are recomputed, based on the current geometry 
prior to each load increment. The solution procedure 
takes the following form mathematically: 
+ KG]i_l {, &q) = {, &PI (3-1) 
where [K is the elastic stiffness matrix, [Kr El 'I 
is the 
geometric stiffness matrix based on displacements at 
load step i-1; {Aq) is the increment of displacement 
due to the i th load increment; and'{API is the increment 
of the load applied. 
The correct form of the incremental stiffness 
matrix has been a point of some controversy. Marcal (Ref. 26) separates EKG] into initial stress and dis- 
placement matrices but neglects quadratic terms of the initial displacement. Some researchers, on the other hand, include these higher order terms. 
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3.2 ITERATIVE METHOD 
In the purely incremental appraoch (as previously 
discussed), incremental stresses and strains are computed 
at each step load and are used in the following step load. 
Although this method is computationally very rapid, it 
has the disadvantage that equilibrium at any particular 
load level is not necessarily satisfied. Indeed, no 
attempt is made to determine whether equilibrium require- 
ments are met. In the iterative method, at the end of 
each applied load, equilibrium is checked. Oden (Ref. 60) 
has applied the well known Newton-Raphson technique 
successfully to nonlinear problems of elasticity. The 
Newton-Raphson method is one of the oldest techniques 
for solving systems of nonlinear equations, as well as 
one of the most reliable. Moreover, it is possible to 
estimate the rate of convergence, existence of solutions, 
and to find multiple solutions using this method. Re- 
stricting attention to small strains, the equation of 
equilibrium is obtained as an application of Castigliano's 
theorem: 
. aq) 
(3-2) ý 11- 
in which, 
U= the total strain energy, 
{ql = generalized displacements, 
{P) = generalized forces. 
The strain energy function is a scalar quantity 
and therefore may be separated into components. It is 
convenient to separate the strain energy into a contri- 
bution due to linear terms, UL and one, U NL , due to the 
nonlinear 
The strain 
quadratic 
placements 
terms ifithe strain-displacement relations. 
energy due to the linear theory yields a 
expression in terms of the generalized dis- 
and thus 
au 
in which, 
(3-3) 
CK] = structural stiffness matrix. 
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Combining equations (3-2) and (3-3), the complete 
equations of equilibrium become 
[K] * {ql +' 
DU NL 
=* {pl (3-4) 
ý 
aq 
ý 
Equation (3-4) represents a system of nonlinear 
algebraic equations which must be solved for any gener- 
alized load vector {P). Two methods of approach will 
be presented: 
1) Newton-Raphson Method 
2) Modified Newton-Raphson Method. 
The procedure is used to determine the unbalance 
in nodal forces at the end of a load increment, and then 
an iterational approach is used to reduce the unbalance 
to zero. 
a 
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3.2: 1 NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
In general, equation (3-4) can not be satisfied 
with an arbitrary displacement vector'fql i (subscript 
denotes the iterational index) and an improved displace- 
ment vector fq) i+l is desired. The Newton-Raphson 
method takes Equation (3-4) and treats it as a function: 
{f (q) 1= [K] {q 1+ -LU - {P 1= {O 1 (3-5) 
ýaqI 
A first order Taylor expansion is used: 
([K) +f32 UNL {Aq) [K] {qj, -ý+ {P) (3-6) 
3q 
in which [K] is the conventional structural stiffness 
matrix evaluated on the basis of the undeformed geometry. 
Equation (3-6) is solved for tq). The iterational pro- 
cess is continued until {Aql is sufficiently small, or 
Equation (3-5) is sufficiently close to zero. If the 
problem is highly nonlinear, the application of the full 
load in a single step may cause the solution procedure 
given by Equation (3-6) to diverge. Consequently, most 
investigators apply the load in increments and solve for 
this displacement at all intermediate load steps. 
3.2: 2 MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
The standard form of the Newton-Raphson approach 
given by Equation (3-6) consists of evaluating new co- 
efficients and solving the set of algebraic equations 
for each iterational cycle. For large order systems, 
this involves a tremendous amount of computational 
effort. To reduce the computational effort, a modified 
Newton-Raphson approach may be used where the coefficient 
matrix is held constant for a number of load increments 
and iteration cycles. 
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3.3, MOVING AND FIXED COORDINATES 
In addition to the basic choice between incremental 
or iterative methods, there is a further choice of 
coordinate systems: 
1) Moving 
2) Fixed 
The moving coordinate system assumes that the co- 
ordinates move with each element. An analysis based 
on this system requires the use of basic elastic and 
geometric stiffness. Using the iterative procedure, 
all displacements, forces, and unbalanced residual 
forces are found in local system. A particular advan- 
tage of using moving coordinates is that large rotations 
may be accommodated. 
The fixed coordinate system has the advantage of 
eliminating the need for coordinate transformations 
between the global and local systems that travel with 
each element. All displacements, forces and unbalance 
residual forces refer to the global system. 
The beam column is a simple member which embodies 
all the basic concepts of geometric nonlinearity. It 
is therefore used here to illustrate the finite element 
approach to problems such as incremental and iterative 
procedures in both moving and fixed coordinate systems. 
Fixed Coordinates X, Zz 
Moving Coordinates XI, Z' 
FI'GURE 
x 
ALB 
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3.3: 1 MOVING AXES 
Under the action of applied load, the beam is 
displaced from its original locations AB to AIB' as 
shown in Figure (3-1). Longitudinal strain ex at any 
point in the beam column is given by 
E 
Du 
- Z( 
ý2W 
)+ý (2W) 2 (3-7) 
x ax =ax ax 19 
where u and w are displacements of the point in the 
x and z directions, respectively. The term k(-ýW )z is ax 
only the first term of the series expansion for strain 
due to large lateral displacements. 
The strain energy U associated with longitudinal 
strain is 
UffE F2 dAdL, (3-8) 
LA2x 
where L and A are the length and cross-sectional area, 
respectively, of the beam column, and E is Young's 
modulus. Upon substituting (3-7) into (3-8) and inte- 
grating over the area, the strain energy becomes a 
function of four terms in the displacement derivatives: 
rE (2u) 
2+ EI EI (au) (3w) 
2+ EA W Dw 
4 
(2L) +() IdL ax 3X2 ax ax ax 
(3-9) 
where I is the moment of inertia of the symmetric cross- 
section. This expression for strain energy accounts 
for both linear and nonlinear effects, and it can be 
used as the basis for several methods of solution. In 
the stiffness method, the terms involving (2-u) 
2 
and'( 
92W 
--T ax DR 
are associated with the usual constant stiffness of 
- aU - aW 2 
linear analysis, the term (ý- - x)(-ýx 
) is a contribution 
from nonlinear component of the strain. Using the 
4 
moving coordinate system, the higher order term ( 
2w) 
can be neglected. 
ax 
The finite element method involves the selection 
of assumed functions for the axial and lateral displace- 
ment terms in Equation (3-9). Each function has a finite 
number of components, and the amplitude of each component 
25 
is determined by an unknown displacement parameter. 
The displacement distribution for a beam element given 
by Przemieniecki (Ref. 61) would result in the following 
stiffness: 
[K] = 
1 
EI 
ur 
1 
2 
3 
p 
k 
5 
6 
AL 2 
I 
0 12 SYMMETRICAL 
0 GL 4L 2 
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2 
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+ 
0 
6 0 SYM ME T R1 C AL 5 
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L L2 L 2 oý _ - - i L2 10 30 io 5 
1 
(3-10) 
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where P 
EA (u -u constant L41 
KE is the conventional elastic stiffness matrix 
and KG gives rise to what will be called the "element 
geometric stiffness" matrix. 
If the expression for the slope 
2w- is taken as ax 
aw (w ax 2 
then the nonlinear term in the strain energy expression 
is simplified. In other words, an average constant 
slope over the whole length of the element has been 
assumed; the simplified geometrical stiffness matrix 
then yields: 
E 
L "2 
[KG] 
«' L 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
S Y M M E T R I C A L 
0 
0 0 
0 0 o 
0 0 0 
12 
(3-12) 
If the load is applied to the structure in small 
increments so that the displacements for any given load 
application are small, the only effect to be considered 
will be the change in stiffness due to the axial forces 
in members: 
'ýp 
IKE + IýGl * {Aq (3-13) 
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If we take [KII to be the stiffness matrix of a deformed 
member X' Z' and transform this matrix to the undeformed 
local coordinates XZ by the standard transformation, we 
obtain (K] = [X]T [KI] [Xj, 
lIV-11--e qa 
L 
qs 
p 
FIGURE (3-2) 
where 
1 
2 
3 
1XI 
= 4 
5 
6 
cosý siný 0 0 0 0 
-siný Cos 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 cosý siný 
0 0 0 
J-siný 
cosý 
0 0 0 0 0 
3 
(3-14) 
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and, displacements obtained referred to as the global 
displacements: 
{Aq) [K + K,, (3-15) E 'j-, 
. {Apl 
Moving coordinates account for all nonlinear 
effects. This means that nonlinear effects may be 
introduced "externally" by means of coordinate rotations 
as well as by "internally" through the strain-displace- 
ment relations. 
Distortion of a beam element after load has been 
applied must be described beEore the iterative procedure 
in moving coordinates. 
z 
(a) 
FIGURE (3-3) 
(b) 
In Figure (3-3a), an undeformed beam element is 
shown in global axis XZ, where Vol wol Lo, could 
be obtained. In terms of the''total displacement, the 
element has both rigid body motion and distortion, 
and a local axis X' is established through nodes A and 
B by subtracting out the rigid body motion: 
vVa+q4qI 
wIwa+ q5 q2 (3-16) 
arctan 
" AL X1 
B 
L 
Zýx 
A 
x 
V. 
3 U. 
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Also, element distortions in local axis XIZI are 
AL L L 
1 
q3 
q 4 2 6 
(3-17) 
The iterative cycle has the following steps under 
a specified external load for equilibrium. 
Global displacements are used to establish 
the location and orientation of the displaced 
local axes. 
2) Displacements of the nodal points, from an 
undeformed "reference element" are now de- 
termined with reference to the displaced 
local coordinate axes. These displacements 
will be referred to as the local displacements. 
3) Local nodal forces which equilibrate the cur- 
rent local displacements are now determined 
by premultiplying the local displacements by 
the element stiffness matrix. 
4) The element stiffness and equilibrating forces 
are transformed to global orientation. 
5) Step 1 through Step 4 are carried out for each 
element and the equilibrating force and struc- 
tural stiffness matrix are assembled for the 
entire structure for the current configuration. 
6) The difference between the applied forces 
and the equilibrating forces now form a set of 
unbalanced loads'{AR) acting on the column. 
The increments in global displacements {AqI, 
are estimated by solving the incremental 
equilibrium equations: 
[K] {Aql = {ARI (3-18) 
7) Global displacements are incremented by'{Aq) 
to form a new estimate of global displacements, 
and the entire process is repeated from Step 1 
until the differences between equilibrating 
forces and the applied loads become sufficiently 
small. This indicates that an equilibrium 
condition has been reached. 
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A new load increment may now be applied and 
the procedure is repeated until equilibrium 
is established for the new load increment. 
Mathematically, the foregoing steps are shown as: 
(3-19) 
{q) 
i+j 
{qj 
i -ý{Aqj i+j 
where'{P) represents external loads; [k] 1 and also 
[K]i 
are based on current displacements'{q) i and are updated 
every cycle. Some comments on the above procedure for 
any structure can now be made. 
Although displacements and displacement gradients 
may be large with respect to the global coordinate sys- 
tem, they may be reduced to arbitrarily small quantities 
with respect to the displaced local coordinate system 
by refining the subdivision of the structure, providing 
engineering strains remain small. Essentially, the non- 
linear strain displacement relationships have been trans- 
ferred from the strain displacement equations to the 
geometric transformations required in Step 2. Since 
the stiffness matrix has been assembled using current 
geometry, any change of configuration of the structure 
is included in the equilibrium equations. Since the 
final configuration is based on an equilibrium balance, 
between the equilibrating forces and the total applied 
load, the stiffness used to estimate displacement in- 
crements need not be exact. The principal disadvantage 
of the method is the computational effort involved. 
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3.3: 2 FIXED AXES 
The axial strain energy for a beam element is 
given by Equation (3-7) and the corresponding strain 
energy U is shown in Equation (3-8). If the higher 
order terms are not neglected, as was suggested for 
the moving coordinate system, it is observed that 
Equation (3-20) consists of two terms, as follows: 
Uf 
[E2 
(2-U) + 
2w) 2] 
dL +f 
rE I (au) (2W) 
2+ EA (2-W) dL 9x 2 qX2 U2- 3x 3x ax 
(3-20) 
The first term on the right side of Equation (3-20) is 
UL and the second term is UNL* UL and UNL are the 
parts of U arising from linear and nonlinear strain- 
displacement expressions respectively. We can show in 
the following that by including the higher order term 
( Ow 4, there is no need for ordinary coordinate trans- 
formation. But is should be emphasized that, in general, 
assembly of elements into the structure is accomplished 
from the undeformed element position, and local coor- 
dinates are not established. Taking into account the 
initial displacements of the deformed structure, the 
expression for strain can be written as: 
au D2W 
Z+1D 
(W+W 
n) -1 
21 DW 2 
(3-21) 
ax =ax 2L ax- J 
or 
Ee- 
32W 
Z+ 
j«) 
+ ß)2 _1 ß2 (3-22) 
xx aX2 
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2 
q4 
q, 
ýq 
FIGURE (3-4) 
x 
where ex= linear expression for strain, 
e= q4 - q, E) q2 (3-ý-23) XLL 
u -1 fEeX2 2 
u AE f[ e2+D2w2z21 dx (3-24) L2x 
('ý ýX2 ) 
ýE f (eE)2 + . $2 + 2eGo + 02a2 + 03ý + -2ý) dx e UNL 24 
From UL we obtain the conventional linear element 
stiffness matrix [K] , which is shown by Equation (3-10). UNL could be broken down to three parts. The effects 
of initial deflection and large bending on the nonlinear 
stiffness foumulations are characterized by the zero-r 
first-, and second-order incremental stiffness matrices. 
The strain energy Ua, which gives the zero-order in- 
cremental stiffness is: 
Uý AE ýL (E) 2a2+ 2e. 0a) dx (3-25) 
02 
or, by differentiation, 
aun L 
E)B2 DO- ! BaE) f (2 + 2e + 20Baem) dx aqi 2 Tc @qi Bqi 
(3-26) 
where i=1,6. 
0 33 
Substituting e, and 0 from Equation (3-23) in the partial 
derivatives gives: 
-20a 
-20 a2 -2%6 
0 
20a 
200 2+, ' e, a 
0 
Another differentiation and substitution of partial 
derivatives gives: 
AE 
L 
5 
6 
Duo 1 
DqiDqj 
(3-27) 
a2 
0 
SY 
0 
METRICAL 
0 0 
-ý2 0 
0 0 0 0 
12 .356 
(3-28) 
Similarly, the strain energy U, which gives the first 
order incremental stiffness matrix is 
U AE 
L 
E)2 + 03a +e ý2 ) dx (3-29) 
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or, by differentiation, 
aun LE f (()2De2t + 2eO20 + 3CP'ý() + 2M. ) dx, (3-30) 3qi 2 Dqi x @q, 7 3q, 
I 
where i=1,6. Substitution of Equation (3-23) into 
partial derivatives gives: 
-E) 2-ý2 
-2%0-3E)2 
au, AE 
0 
(3-31) -q, f- Y- 
E) 2 +0 2 
2eO+3 C)2 
0 
Another differentiation and substitution of partial 
derivatives gives: 
DU, 
DqiDqj 
AE IN 
13 L 
1 
2 
3 
SYMMETRICAý 
01 
0 e; t30lß - 
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(3-32) 
Similarly, the strain energy U. which gives the second 
order incremental stiffness matrix is: 
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AE f 
LE) 4 
U2 dx (3-33) 
or, by. differentiation, 
L au AEf 0330 dx (3-34) "qi T- 
0 
Dqi 
where i=1,6. Substitution of Equation (3-23) into 
partial derivative gives: 
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Another differentiation and substitution of partial 
derivatives gives: 
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As the so-called geometric stiffness matrix for a 
beam is given by Equation (3-12), at this stage, it is 
necessary to correlate the present results with Equation 
(3-12). If, for the sake of simplicity, we ignore the 
initial displacements, by using the definition: 
P= AEc I 
or 1 (3-37) 
AE (e + -f (0+1 2) 
the nonlinear stiffness matrix in Equation (3-24) may 
be written as: 
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(3-38) 
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or: 
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These two matrices may be compared with those 
presented in Equation (3-12) and Equation (3-14). This 
procedure is based on the fact that (0 + is re- 
stricted to small values and thus cos(O +=1 and 
sin(O + 0) = (0 + a). For the first matrix on the right 
hand side of Equation (3-39), the results are similar, 
when theelement stiffness matrix is included. The 
second matrix on the right hand side is identical to 
Equation (3-12), which is the geometric stiffness [K GI and as usual it accounts for the effect that membrane 
forces has on lateral displacements. 
As Argyris (9) points out, for small additional 
displacements the element stiffness matrix is the same 
as the one used in linear theory provided one considers 
the transformation from deformed to global coordinates. 
This is shown in Figure (3-4) where the transformation 
matrix should be based on a transformation from the 
deformed XI - ZI coordinates to the global X-Z co- 
ordinates. 
For small values of ý the transformation matrix 
from the deformed to the undeformed coordinates is 
given by Equation (3-14). 
Forming the matrix product EXIT [K ,I [X] yields 
the first matrix on the right hand side of Equation 
(3-39) plus the usual element stiffness matrix for a 
beam element which has been chosen to be separated out 
and designated as in this formulation. Thus Equation 
(3-39) has a simple interpretation. The first term is 
due to a rotation of coordinates from the deformed to 
the undeformed system. 
There has been much debate in the literature 
about the importance of including the fourth order 
strain energy expression of Equation (3-9), which was 
neglected in the moving coordinate system. However, 
this comparison has shown that the fourth order terms 
are automatically accounted for in the transformation 
from deformed to undeformed coordinates and in the 
definition of the load P. 
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3.4 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
The first stage in the development of a program 
for pre- and post-buckl ' 
ing analysis is the establish- 
ment and testing of a method of dealing with the non- 
linearities inherent in such an analysis. In the 
earlier stages of program development, it is desirable 
to analyse simple structures, to avoid the complica- 
tions associated with the manipulation of large matrices. 
The strut model was used as a simple structure for a 
buckling analysis, using different approaches such as 
the incremental or iterative, in the two different 
coordinate systems, moving and fixed. The simple strut 
can be modelled with considerable accuracy by means of 
" small number of simple bending elements, resulting in 
" relatively small number of degrees of freedom for the 
structure. 
The purpose of the program was to develop an 
incremental and iterative procedure for geometrically 
nonlinear problems, the principles of which could be 
applied to more sophisticated problems such as a plate. 
Initially, the incremental procedure with consistent 
geometric stiffness in the moving coordinate system was 
investigated. As expected, the results were not suffi- 
cently accurate and could only be improved by a load 
increment refinement, requiring more computer time. The 
iterative procedure then followed, transforming displace- 
ments from global to local coordinates in'order to find 
the local internal load vector. Initially, it was found 
that for the modified Newton-Raphson procedure, when the 
applied load reached approximately 60% of the critical 
load, the solution began to diverge. From these inves- 
tigations, it was found that correction for the rotation 
of the elements must be made. This problem arises from 
the shortening of the element in a given direction due 
to rotation with respect to the structure. The total 
shortening in terms of structure coordinates can be 
considered as a component due to inplane strain, and a 
component due to rotation. This is true for either 
compressive or tensile strain provided that the rota- 
tional strain is always assumed to be positive. The 
problem of the existing divergence was overcome, but 
nevertheless, it must be mentioned that with the modi- 
fied Newton-Raphson method, there is always the danger 
of divergence if the load increment size is not care- 
fully chosen. 
Since it was intended to develop an efficient pro- 
gram producing reasonably accurate results, the fixed 
coordinate system was followed. A reduction of computer 
effort for the fixed coordinate system was anticipated, 
since it uses the simple geometric stiffness (string 
stiffness), and it eliminates the need for direct 
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coordinate transformation. Since there is no direct 
transformation from global to local coordinates in the 
iterative procedure, therefore it is not necessary to 
find the out-of-balance forces in the local coordinate 
system and to account for the correction of the rotation 
in the element. 
With the availability of numerous standard routines 
provided by the Cranfield Institute, the NAG (62) in- 
version routine was used for both the moving and the 
fixed coordinate programs. 
It should be noted that the stiffness matrix of 
a finite element is not positive definite unless the 
element has been properly constrained. Positive defi- 
niteness of the stiffness matrix means that for any 
displacement vector qT kq > 0. In order to avoid the 
default of positive definite in the routine, the con- 
straint degrees of freedom in the boundary conditions 
are multiplied by the large number 1050 in the leading 
diagonal of the assembled stiffness matrices. 
For buckling problems, lateral displacements occur 
with the first load increment provided that initial im- 
perfections are supplied by the input data. The only 
initial imperfections required to activate the geometri- 
cally nonlinear part of the program are the initial 
lateral displacements. 
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3.5 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - MOVING COORDINATE SYSTEM - D67A 
The process is illustrated by the flow chart in 
Figure (A-1). The program is to perform either the 
incremental or the iterative procedure, as the strut deflects under compressive load. The structural stiff- 
ness matrix is assembled at the beginning of the first 
step, according to an assumed initial deflected shape. The load is then used with the stiffness matrix to de- 
termine the displacements of the strut. The objective in developing this program was to make it to some ex- 
tent general so that the user would have a number of 
options to apply to his own particular problem and pro- 
cedure. Therefore it was devised so that up to 16 
elements can be chosen for the strut and the dimensions 
and properties of each element can take different values. 
Any degree of freedom at any node can be restrained and 
the load can be applied at any of the degrees of freedom 
at any node. There are four choices of procedure avail- 
able in the program: purely incremental, incremental 
with iteration by Newton-Raphson, incremental with iter- 
ation by. the modified Newton-Rapshon process, and incre- 
mental with carry over of out-of-balance forces. Any 
or all of the procedures can be used at different levels 
of applied load, thus making all options available. 
Since, in the geometrically nonlinear problem of 
an imperfect strut, displacement increments get larger 
when the load increments are held constant, the purely 
incremental procedure results in progressively greater 
drift from the true solution (see Chapter 4), and the 
modified Newton-Raphson procedure is also in danger of 
divergence in the solution (see Chapter 4). To correct 
for these errors, an "approximately constant displace- 
ment" option, based on the initial displacement, is 
incorporated into the program. In the iterative pro- 
cedure, the number of iterations can be fixed for each 
increment of load, or can be controlled by the accuracy 
of the solution obtained. 
To account for the reduction in the strut stiffness 
with increasing axial load, the geometric stiffness ma- 
trix is included with the elastic stiffness in the assem- 
bled stiffness matrix. The geometric stiffness is in 
terms of current load in the element. 
The assembly of the structural stiffness matrix 
to conform to the current deflected shape of the strut 
requires a transformation of the element stiffness ma- trices from local to global coordinates. This is 
achieved by means of a transformation matrix. The trans- 
formation matrix is a matrix of coefficients obtained by resolving displacements of the structure in the 
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direction of the local coordinates. In order to obtain 
these displacements, the load vector must be multiplied 
by inverted assembled stiffness matrix. The inversion 
process in the program is using the standard NAG (Ref. 62) 
routine provided by Cranfield Institute computer facilities. 
At the end of each increment, if an equilibrium 
check is desired, first the nodal forces (and out of 
balance) forces must be determined. This is achieved 
by transforming the displacements from global to local 
coordinates, and then multiplying that by the stiffness 
matrices. Second, the displacements due to residual 
forces are found by multiplying the inverted stiffness 
matrix by these out of balance forces. 
A detailed description of the program with a pro- 
gram listing is given in Appendix A. 
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3.6 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - FIXED COORDINATE SYSTEM - D67B 
The main object of using a fixed coordinate system 
is to eliminate the need for coordinate transformations 
between the global and local systems. As shown in 
Section 3.3: 2, the nonlinear terms in the strain energy 
expression can be simplified by assuming an average, 
constant slope over the whole length of the element, if 
the element is small in relation to the overall length 
of the actual strut. This leads to a simplified geo- 
metric stiffness (string stiffness) matrix, and without 
the transformation manipulation will result in less com- 
puter effort. 
The main process in the solution of the strut 
problem in the fixed coordinate system, as far as the 
choices and options available in the program are con- 
cerned, is the same as for the moving coordinate system 
discussed in the previous section. In the fixed coor- 
dinate system, the assembled stiffness matrix consists 
of elastic, zero incremental, first incremental, and 
second incremental stiffnesses. The zero incremental 
stiffness matrix is related to the initial deformation 
of the strut. The corresponding geometric stiffness 
transformation is obtained from first, and second in- 
cremental stiffness. In the iterative procedure, since 
there is no transformation of global to local coordin- 
ates, the displacements obtained from increments are 
used directly for finding the nodal forces, and subse- 
quently for the residual forces. 
This program also uses the standard NAG (Ref. 62) 
routine for the inversion of the assembled stiffness 
matrix. The details of the process are shown by the 
flow chart in Figure (A-1), and Figure (A-3). The de- 
tailed description of the program with a program listing 
is given in Appendix A. 
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4.1 USE OF A SIMPLE STRUT AS A MODEL 
A strut, because of its simplicity and the relative 
easewith which accurate finite element calculations can 
be carried out, is commonly used to represent the non- 
linear behaviour of more complex structural problems. 
Since exact solutions are available in suitable cases, 
the strut is therefore an ideal model on which to base 
comparisons of performance of the various nonlinear 
finite element techniques. 
The structure modelled in this analysis is a uni- 
form (constant EI) pin-ended strut which has an initial 
imperfection of sinusoidal half-wave shape. The strut 
is loaded in axial compression at the ends. Since the 
deformational behaviour of the imperfect strut can be 
readily predicted by theory and expressed in non-dimen- 
sional form, the choice of dimensions and material pro- 
perties can be made arbitrarily. 
The classical (Euler) solution for the critical 
load of a pinned strut is 
p 
cr 
Tr 2EI/L 2 
where EI is the flexural rigidity and L the length of 
the strut. Assuming the initial imperfection W0 to be 
exactly the half-sine wave pattern: 
W sin (Trx/L) (4-2) 
00 
the increase in deflection w under a compressive load 
P (Ref. 63) is 
W -= 
W0 sin OWL) 
(4-3) (P 
cr 
/P) -1 
Since the maximum deflection occurs at the middle of the 
strut, x '= L/2, the maximum deflection W is: 
(4-4) (P 
cr 
/P) 
The total deflection WT is then 
WT=W+W01 (4-5) 
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or 
(4-6) (P/P 
cr) 
Equation (4-4) may be re-arranged as 
(P 
cr - 
P)w =wap (4-7) 
or, dividing both sides of this Equation by P, 
(P WW (4-8) 
cr P0 
which is a linear equation in and W. Thus a plot of P 
W 
against W should produce a straight line, the slope P 
'l of which is F- and the intercept on the W axis is W0 
cr 
This is universally known as the "Southwell Plot, " 
and is used here to determine a theoretical critical 
load from the computed deflection of the imperfect strut. 
However, it is the non-dimensional Equation (4-6) which 
is principally used in this chapter. 
Although the computer program devised by the author 
is a prototype for the more general plate program, its 
specific function here is to perform finite element cal- 
culations for the strut. The program uses a standard 
matrix inversion routine rather than the frontal solution 
used subsequently for the plate program, but is in other 
respects quite similar. It is suitable for a purely in- 
cremental solution, as well as for the various iterative 
techniques. 
To find the number of elements necessary for a 
reasonably accurate solution, the program was run for 
various numbers of elements. Figure (4-1) shows the 
accuracy of the strut model for 2,6,10, and 14 elements, 
taking six step loads to reach the critical load. It 
must be noted that Figure (4-1) is intended only to com- 
pare accuracy with various numbers of elements, and being 
a purely incremental calculation with rather few incre- 
ments of load, it obviously does not represent an ac- 
curate result for a strut. 
It is observed that the results for 6,10, and 14 
elements are very close to each other, indicating that 
increasing the number of elements beyond six does not 
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substantially improve the accuracy. By using the six 
element model, the results obtained will be sufficiently 
accurate and the computer effort consequently less. 
Therefore the six element strut has been adopted as 
standard for all subsequent work in this chapter. In 
addition, it is necessary to analyze only one-half of 
the strut, because of the symmetry about the mid-height. 
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4.2 FINITE ELEMENT REPRESENTATION 
The element stiffness, in the deformed position 
at any stage in the incremental process, may be written in the global coordinate system as 
[XjT [k, j [XI 
, 
where [kll = [kl GI + 
[k I El 
and [X] is the displacement transformation matrix 
arising from the deformation of the structure. 
This transformation couples the axial and bending behaviour. - The incremental equilibrium equation for 
the entire structure is in the form of 
[Y, l {Aq) = 'JAPI , 
where [K] is the incremental stiffness matrix obtained by the direct stiffness assembly procedure. 
For a given increment of load {AP) the equation 
is solved for increments of nodal displacements {Aq). 
These are then added to the previous nodal displacements 
and, if an iterative solution is being used, element 
equilibrating forces are evaluated and the difference 
between the sum of equilibrating forces and the applied loads is considered as the load increment vector for the 
next iteration. A new stiffness matrix is evaluated for 
the current state of stress and geometry, and the solu- 
tion is repeated until the unbalanced nodal forces are 
arbitrarily small (see Chapter 3). 
The two alternative techniques which may be used in the definition of element stiffness at each stage of the process described above are: 
1) Fixed coordinates 
2) Moving coordinates 
In the moving coordinate system, there are two forms of geometric stiffness matrix, the consistent KG 
matrix and the so-called string stiffness matrix, the latter being a simplified version of the former (see 
Section 3.3). The fixed coordinate system is necessarily 
equivalent to the use of the string stiffness. 
so 
The apparent simplicity and advantage of the fixed 
coordinate system, that it avoids the explicit trans- 
formation of element stiffness already referred to, has 
been discussed (Section 3.3: 2). A comparison is now 
made between the use of fixed and moving coordinates, 
as follows: 
1) Fixed coordinates, 
2) Moving coordinates with consistent IKGI matrix, 
3) Moving coordinates with the string stiffness 
[K 
G) matrix. 
The computer program for the strut model was run 
using each of these three methods, first for the purely 
incremental solution and then the incremental solution 
with modified Newton-Raphson iteration (taking two iter- 
ations at each level of load increment). In order to 
reach the theoretical buckling load with reasonable 
accuracy, 20 increments of load were used. 
Figure (4-2) and Figure (4-3) show that results 
obtained for the string stiffness in moving coordinates 
and for the fixed coordinate systems are very similar. 
These figures are plotted in the non-dimensional form 
described in Section (4il), and the curves labelled 
"Southwell Plot" refer to Equation (4-6). The results 
for the consistent geometric stiffness matrix are, of 
course, slightly better, although the difference is not 
significant. 
These results are also plotted as net deflection 
vs. net deflection/total load (Southwell Plot) in 
Figures (4-4), (4-5), (4-6), and (4-7). The dimensions 
chosen for the strut model were such that the critical 
load obtained from Equation (4-1) is P cr ý__ 
12600 lbf. 
The initial imperfection was taken as 1/100 of the strut 
length (0.28) in. 
The following observations are made from Figures 
(4-4), (4-5), (4-6), and (4-7): 
1) The lines plotted are quite straight. 
2) The prediction of critical load which is ob- 
tained from the slope of the lines in each 
case provides a convenient measure of ac- 
curacy, and shows that use of the string 
stiffness and fixed coordinates both give 
results within 1 to 2 per cent of that ob- 
tained by use of the consistent geometric 
stiffness matrix. 
3) The lines in each case intercept the deflec- 
tion axis at 0.28 in., which is the initial 
imperfection of the problem. 
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4.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN ITERATIVE AND INCREMENTAL PROCEDURES 
In Figures (4-2) and (4-3), already referred to, 
the accuracy achieved by the purely incremental procedure 
in moving and fixed coordinates and by the iterative pro- 
cedure, again in moving and fixed coordinates, can be 
compared in a representative calculation. The error in 
critical load obtained by the iterative method is found 
to be less than 1% of the theoretical buckling load, the 
actual figure given for the theoretical buckling load 
being 12600/lbf and the best computer result 12720/lbf. 
Figure (4-8) compares further results obtained 
for the strut by the purely incremental and iterative 
methods (both Newton-Raphson and modified Newton-Raphson) 
with the theoretical result (Southwell Plot). The drift 
of the incremental solution is readily noticeable. The 
number of increments is arbitrarily chosen to be 20, but 
in this case, the number of iterations at each load 
level is controlled by accuracy; that is, when the out-of- 
balance forces are reduced to 2% (or less) or the load 
increment, the iteration cycle is terminated. 
At this point, the following hypotheses are made: 
1) Accuracy will be improved by increasing the 
number of increments used. 
2) Accuracy will be improved by taking a large 
number of iterations. 
The first hypothesis led us into an investigation 
of the rate of improvement with increase in the number 
of increments. Here we were also interested in the 
additional computer time required by this increase in 
the number of increments. As the incremental procedure 
is not self-correcting (see Section 3.1), some drift is 
expected. 
The second hypothesis required a study of the best 
balance between the number of increments and the number 
of iterations. Since iteration is a corrective procedure 
by which as much accuracy as the finite element repre- 
sentation allows can be achieved, a large number of 
iterations, whatever the number of increments, can be 
used for the desired accuracy. The necessity of ob- 
taining convergence must be considered, as well as the 
amount of computer time required for the solution, and 
it was decided that both the Newton-Raphson and the 
modified Newton-Raphson methods would be used to demon- 
strate the validity of this hypothesis. 
In the purely incremental procedure (hypothesis 1) 
no attempt is made to check the equilibrium of the 
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solution obtained, the accuracy depending on the size 
of the load increments taken. Figure (4-9) shows the 
results for the strut taking 10,20,40, and 80 incre- 
ments to reach the critical load. It shows that, as the size of the load increment reduces, the accuracy 
of the solution increases. These improvements are 
plotted on Figures (4-10), (4-11), and (4-12), where 
the percentage error is plotted against the number of increments at 50%, 70%, and 75% of critical load. The 
points for the incremental method fall in a straight line on the log scale (the uppermost line on Figures (4-10), (4-11), and (4-12) showing that the accuracy improves as a power law approximating to an index 
P= -0.56, i. e., the error reduces roughly as the 
square root of the number of increments. The exact figure for the different levels of critical load are 
shown on the appropriate graphs. 
For the highly nonlinear problems, when conver- 
gence is more difficult, the step size may be decreased 
or the stiffness matrix be updated. When the strut was 
analyzed for 5,10,20,40, and 80 load increments to 
reach the critical load, it was found that, using the 
Modified Newton-Raphson method for five increments with 
one iteration, convergence failed at about 40% of cri- 
tical load; for 10 increments with one iteration, it 
failed at approximately 60%; and for 20 increments with 
one iteration, convergence failed at about 85% of cri- 
tical load. Improvements on iteration for the modified 
Newton-Raphson method is shown on Figures (4-10), (4-11), 
and (4-12). 
As in the incremental procedure, a straight line 
was obtained for each number of iterations, at the same fractions of critical load. The graphs show the improve- 
ment on each of the increment loads using the iterative 
method and it is readily apparent that the first itera- 
tion has proportionately the greatest effect. The im- 
provement obtained by each iteration for the 20,40, and 80 increments are shown on Figures (4-13), (4-14), and (4-15), where the difference, i. e., the improvement on initial incremental value is plotted against the number 
of iterations. It is observed that the pattern of im- 
provement in the accuracy obtained for the different 
number of increments is similar. The values are tabu- lated in Tables (4-1), (4-2), and (4-3). 
Since the results of the iterative procedure are 
so near to each other, in order to clearly show the 
accuracy of the different load increments with the vari- 
ous iterations, graphplotting was not used, but the 
results are tabulated with their corresponding computer 
mill time in the next section. 
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The use of the iterative procedure however, re- 
quires the user to decide at what load level the matrix 
should be updated, when the load increments should be 
changed, and so forth. If precautions are not taken, 
the procedure may diverge. 
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'D 75*19 PC cr 
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INCREMENTAL WITH MODIFIED N. R. PROCEDURE 
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50% p 
cr 
20 INCREMENTS 
Difference Difference/ % 
lst Inc. 
INCREMENT 0.5035 
0.0245 0.049 4.9 
st 1 ITER. 0.528 
0.001 0.002 0.2 
nd 2 ITER. 0.529 
0.0003 0.00059 0.059 
th 4 ITER. 0.5293 1 1 
40 INCREMENTS 
Difference Difference/ 
lai- Tnt- 
INCREMENT 0.514 
0.0144 0.028 2.8 
1 st ITER. 6.5284 
0.0009 0.00175 0.175 
2 nd ITER. 0'. 5293 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
4th ITER. 0.5293 
80 INCREMENTS 
Difference Difference/ 
INCREMENT 0.52 
0.009 0.017 1.7 
1 st ITER. 0.529 
0.0003 0.00058 
. 
0.058 
nd 2 ITER. 0.5293 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 th ITER. 0.5293 
TABL'E (4-ý'I) 
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70% P 
cr 
, 
20 -INCREMENTS i 
Difference Difference/ 
lst Inc. 
INCREMENT 0.728 
0.09 0.124 12.4 
1 st ITER. 0.818 
0.008 0.011 1.1 
2 nd ITER. 0.826 
0.002 0.0027 0.27 
4 th ITER. 0.828 
40 INCREMENTS 
Difference Difference/ 
Ist Inc. 
INCREMENT 0.765 
0.057 0.0745 7.45 
1 st ITER. 0.822 
0.006 0.0078 0.78 
2 nd ITER. 0.828 
0.0004 0.00052 0.052 
4 th ITER. 0.8284 
_ 
80 INCREMENTS 
Difference Difference/ 
Int Tne- 
INCREMENT 0.789 
0.038 0.0 1 48 4.8 
1 st ITER. 0.827 
0.0013 0.0016 0.16 
2 nd ITER. 0.8283 
0.0001 0.00013 0.013 
4 th ITER* 0.8284 
TABLE (4-2) 
-70 
75% P 
cr 
'29-INCREMENTS 
Difference Difference/ 
INCREMENT 0.8125 
-L5-u 
0.1295 0.159 15.9 
1 st ITER. 0.942 
0.018 0.022 2.2 
2nd ITER. 0.96 
_ 
0.005 0.0061 0.61 
4th ITER. 0.965 
. 
40 INCREMENTS 
Difference Difference/ % 
INCREMENT 0.865 
LST- J. UQ. 
0.089 0.103 10.3 
1 st ITER. 0.954 
0.01 0.0116 1-16 
2nd ITER. 0.964 
0.001 0.00116 0.116 
4 th ITER. 0.965 
1 
80 INCREMENTS 
Difference Difference/ 
INCREMENT 0.901 
is, 
0.061 0.068 6.8 
1 st ITER. 0.962 
0.003 0.0033 0.33 
2 nd ITER. 0.965 
__ 
0.00002 0.0000 0.0022 
4 th ITER. 0.96502 1 
1 1 
TABLE (4-3) 
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44 COMPUTER Ti ME AND AcCURACY 
A primary concern in structural analysis by computer 
is the amount of computer time required, the attempt al- 
ways being made to find a more accurate solution for less 
computer time. In all the previously described approaches, 
both incremental and iterative, and with moving and fixed 
coordinate systems, the relationship between computer 
time and accuracy must be considered. 
Computer mill time as well as accuracy is found to 
vary considerably among the various solution techniques. 
To illustrate this point, the total mill time consumed 
by each method is shown against the appropriate graphs 
in Figure (4-8), already referred to. 
In order to investigate more systematically the 
computer time taken by various parts of the program, and 
to obtain an efficient solution technique, the four main 
stages of the program may be defined as follows: 
1) Compilation 
2) Incremental solution 
3) Iteration (Modified Newton-Raphson) 
or 4) Iteration (Newton-Raphson. 
Stage 1 is the compilation of the program which is 
common to all procedures. 
Stage 2 consists of calling various subroutines to 
perform assembly of the stiffness matrix, transformation 
of coordinates (in the case of the moving coordinate 
system), inversion of the stiffness matrix and finally 
obtaining the incremental displacements by multiplying 
the inverse matrix by the load vector. 
Stage 3 is the iterative procedure, which determines 
the out-of-balance forces by multiplying the stiffness 
matrix for each element by the current displacements, 
and subtracting the result from the load vector. It then 
determines displacements due to these residual forces, by 
multiplying the already stored inverse stiffness matrix 
by the out-of-balance forces. 
Stage 4, which is alternative to Stage 31 finds the 
out-of-balance forces and multiplies the updated inverse 
stiffness matrix by these residual forces. Obtaining the 
updated inverse stiffness matrix involves calling sub- 
routines to reassemble the stiffness matrix, to perform 
the coordinate transformation (in the case of moving co- 
ordinates), and to invert the assembled stiffness matrix. 
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A standard time routine was used to examine the 
computer time for each stage of the program. This routine 
is set up to give the mill time to the nearest whole num- 
ber, and since some subroutines in the program use much 
less than one unit of mill time, those subroutines were 
artificially repeated one hundred times, regardless of 
the actual results of the program. 
The results for each stage of the program are shown 
in the following table: 
Compilation Incremental Iterational Iterational 
Solution Mod. N-R. N-R. 
Computer 
Mill Time 27 6.60 0.15 6.65 
TABLE (4-4) 
Relatively, the computer time involved in other operations 
in the program including input of data and output of 
results, is small enough to be ignored. 
In the previous section (4.3), it was shown that for 
the purely incremental procedure, as the number of incre- 
ments increases, the accuracy continuously improves. 
Figures (4-10), (4-11), and (4-12) show that the error re- 
duces approximately as the square root of the number of 
increments. Since, according to Table (4-4), each incre- 
ment takes 6.6 mill time, the desired level of accuracy 
can be related to the computer time required. 
In the incremental procedure with iteration, there 
are two ways of improving the accuracy; either by in- 
creasing the number of load incrementst or by increasing 
the number of iterations. In the Modified Newton-Raphson 
method, the computer time involved for each iteration is 
comparatively small. Referring to Table (4-4), it appears 
by reducing the number of load increments while increasing 
the number of iterations, considerable computer time can 
be saved. In this case however, precautions must be taken 
to prevent divergence. In the Newton-Raphson method, 
computer time is significantly greater than in the modified 
Newton-Raphson method because the stiffness matrix is 
updated and the assembled matrix inverted. Since the 
Newton-Raphson procedure could be interpreted at each iter- 
ation as an incremental procedure with no applied load in- 
crement, there is no danger of divergence, and any number 
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of increments could be chosen. The optimum number of 
increments and number of iterations with respect to 
computer time could be deducted from Table (4-41 and 
Tables (4-5), (4-61, (4,71, '(4,81, and C4-91,, where the 
percent error and computer time for the incremental 
and iterative procedures with one, two and four itera-- 
tions are tabulated at 50%, 70%, and 75% of P cr* 
To illustrate the relationship between time and 
accuracy in a specific example, the computer program was 
run first for the incremental procedure with an arbi" 
trary number of increments, and second for the incre- 
mental procedure with iterations, where the number of 
increments and number of iterations were arranged from 
Table (4-4) to give the same amount of computer mill 
time. It must be mentioned that normally, recorded com- 
puter mill time fluctuates within one unit of mill time. 
The computer mill time for the incremental procedure was 
recorded as 185, and for the iterative method as 184. 
Figure (4-16), the result of these two procedures re- 
quiring computer time, shows that the iterative procedure 
is more accurate than the incremental method, using the 
same computer effort. 
Briefly, the iterational process consists of two 
parts, the first of which finds the out-of-balance forces' 
and the second of which finds the displacement due to 
these residual forces. In an attempt to reduce computer 
time, the so-called "carry over out of balance forces" 
method was examined. This method, which performs the 
initial half of the iteration process, carries the out- 
of-balance forces to the next step load as applied in- 
cremental load without executing any iterations, thereby 
presumably reducing computer time. 
The case was also examined where, after the itera- 
tional process, the residual forces in one load step were 
introduced as a pseudo-load in the next step load in order 
to gain better accuracy. 
However, as the computer time for the initial phase 
(the out-of-balance forces) requires twice as much com- 
puter time as the second phase (displacement due to re- 
sidual forces), it was found that it is more efficient 
to use the complete iterational procedure as it requires 
less computer time. 
The displacement error is considered as: 
error 
Theoretical '(SouthweIl' Plot) -' 'Computer result 
(Theoretical result) 
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The relationship between time and accuracy was 
also investigated for the fixed and moving coordinate 
systems. As shown in Section 4.2, the results for the 
fixed coordinate system are similar to those for the 
moving coordinate system. However, the fixed coordinate 
system is a much simpler technique than the moving co- 
ordinate system, and it also uses less computer time 
because there is no coordinate transformation involved. 
Table (4-10) shows the computer time for different pro- 
cedures with their respective number of increments and 
per cent error at 75% of P cr* 
It must be observed that 
the difference in computer mill time for moving and 
fixed coordinate systems is only for the three element 
model, and by considering bigger problems with more 
degrees of freedom, the distinction will obviously be 
relatively more apparent. 
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50% P 
cr 
INCREMENTAL AND MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON 
P 
cr/Ap 
Incremental lst 2nd 4th 
Procedure Iter. Iter. Iter. 
10 % error 9 3.1 1.65 . 95 Time (CMT) 60 61 62 63 
20 % error 5.7 1.14 . 91 . 88 Time (CMT) 93 95 96 99 
40 % error 3.7 1.04 . 883 . 88 Time (CMT) 159 162 165 171 
80 % error 2.6 . 96 . 881 . 88 Time (CMT) 291 297 303 315 
TABLE (4-5) 
70% P 
cr 
INCREMENTAL AND MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON 
p 
cr/Ap Incremental 
lst 2nd 4th 
Procedure Iter. Iter. Iter. 
10 % error 19.78 
Time (CMT) 73 
20 % error 13.33 2.59 1.5 1.42 
Time (CMT) 119 121 123 127 
40 % error 8.92 2.1 1.42 1.384 
Time (CMT) 212 216 220 229 
8 % error 6.1 1.68 1.39 1.38 0 Time (CMT) 397 405 
I- 
414 
I 
431 
I 
TABLE (4-6) 
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75% P 
cr 
INCREMENTAL AND MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON 
P 
cr 
/ap Incremental lst 2nd 4th 
Procedure Iter. Iter. Iter. 
20 % error 17.089 3.87 1.65 1.535 Time (CMT) 126 128 131 136 
% error 11.714 2.612 1.599 1 1.532 40 Time (CMT) 225 230 235 244 
80 % error 8.026 1.82 1.535 1.528 Time (CMT) 423 433 442 461 
TABLE (4-7) 
70% P 
cr 
NEWTON-RAPHSON 
p 
cr 
/Ap lst 2nd 4th 
Iter. Iter. Iter 
10 % error 8.84 
Time (CMT) 116 
TABLE (4-8) 
75% P 
cr. 
NEWTON-RAPHSON 
p 
cr 
/Ap lst 2nd 4th 
Iter. Iter. Iter, 
% error 1.62! 
Time (CMT) 60.2 
TABLE (4-9) 
78 
85% P 
cr 
Type Procedure % /p P Mill 
error cr Time 
Moving Incremental 22 20 140 
(Consistent KG) 
Moving Incremental 23 20 138 
(String Stiffness) 
Fixed Incremental 23 20 127 
Moving Modified 24 20 146 
(Consistent KG) Newton-Raphson 
Fixed Modified 26 20 132 
Newton-Raphson 
I I 
TABLE (4-10) 
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4.5 REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this chapter has been to compare the 
methods of solution Uncremental and iterative) as well 
as to evaluate the procedure for a geometrically nonlinear 
problem using a strut as a model. The results are, of 
course, specific to the model chosen, but it is considered 
that the following comments on the recommended choice of 
solution technique apply very generally to the incremen- 
tal and iterative processes. 
By the modified Newton-Raphson method, iteration 
is shown to be both a very powerful and an economical 
means of correcting the solution at each increment of 
load. Since most of the correcting is achieved by the 
first iteration, and after the second iteration the 
error in deflection (as a percentage of the deflection 
in that load increment) appears frequently to be less 
than 0.1%, there is generally little purpose in proceed- 
ing beyond two iterations. At the same time, the com- 
puter mill time'for each modified Newton-Raphson itera- 
tion is only about 2% of that for the incremental stage 
of the solution. By iteration, therefore, an accurate 
solution of the nonlinear problem (at least as accurate 
as the finite element model itself will permit) is readily 
available. 
On the other hand, improving the accuracy simply 
by decreasing the load increment size is likely to be 
very expensive in terms of computer time, since to halve 
the error requires roughly four times the number of load 
increments and consequently, four times the computer time. 
To obtain the most efficient use of computer time, 
it is recommended that the minimum number of load incre- 
ments be used; i. e., by taking the minimum number of 
points necessary to obtain a suitable plot of load against 
deflection, while insuring that convergence is maintained. 
In order to get an accurate result, it is recommended 
that the option in the computer program for an accuracy 
test, which stops the iteration cycle when the desired 
accuracy is obtained at each load increment, be used. 
However, if the complete curve of load-deflection is not 
required, or if deflections are needed at one (or only a 
few) loads, a single increment (or a few increments) of 
load, with the Newton-Raphson iteration might be more 
efficient than the modified process. 
In view of the relatively small amount of computer 
time required for modified Newton-Raphson iteration, the 
policy of carry over of residual forces into the next in- 
crement of load without actually completing the iteration 
is not recommended. 
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The loss of accuracy involved in the use of the 
fixed coordinate system is very small compared with the 
moving coordinate system. Since there is a considerable 
simplification in the formulation of the element stiff- 
ness for the fixed coordinate system, and also less com- 
puter effort is necessary because of lack of coordinate 
transformation, it is recommended that the fixed co- 
ordinate system be used. 
For bigger problems, such as a plate, which ob- 
viously has more elements as well as more degrees of 
freedom per node, there is a corresponding increase in 
computer time consumption. However, as the greater part 
of the computer effort for the incremental method is 
for the stiffness inversion process, according to the 
standard inversion routine (NAG Manual, Ref. 62), the 
time taken for the routine is approximately proportional 
to M', where M is the order of assembled stiffness ma- 
trix. On the other hand, modified Newton-Raphson iter- 
ation is basically a multiplication of a square matrix 
by a column matrix, in which the computer time roughly 
follows the square law M2, so that the advantage of 
the modified Newton-Raphson procedure over the purely 
incremental is likely to become greater with increasing 
problem size. 
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5.1 PRE- AND POST-BUCKLING ANALYSIS OF PLATES 
If the. deflectkon. of a plate is of the order of 
magnitude of its thickness (but is still small compared 
to its other dimensions-1 the analysis of the problem 
must include the strain of the middle plane of the plate. 
Classical formulation of this problem leads to a set of 
nonlinear partial differential equations which are char- 
acterized by the coupling of the dependent variables 
describing the membrane and bending behaviour of the 
plate. These equations are difficult to solve. Several 
methods have been used to solve the large deflection 
problems, some of which used the Ritz energy method with 
polynominals satisfying the boundary conditions, and 
others employed the double Fourier series to solve the 
governing equations for rectangular plate by evaluating 
coefficients. 
It is known that Cox (Ref. 64) proposed a very 
successful energy method for analysis of the geometric- 
ally nonlinear problems of elastic plates, whose basic 
equations were originally derived by von Karman (Ref. 26). 
Numerical calculation in this method, however, is so 
laborious that problems of simple plate shapes, boundary 
conditions, and loading conditions could only be consi- 
dered after high-speed digital computers became available. 
An alternative approach to these problems is avail- 
able by the use of the finite element method. This 
method formulates the problem in terms of simple physical 
concepts and achieves the numerical solutions without 
directly dealing with the complex differential equations. 
The analysis of large displacement and stability problems 
by the use of finite elements has attracted considerable 
attention in recent years. A variety of analysis methods 
has been developed, which could be divided into four 
categories. 
The first category is based on formulating the 
equilibrium equation in linear matrix form and approxi- 
mating the geometrically nonlinear behaviour by a step- 
by-step linear incremental approach. In the second cate- 
gory, mathematical iterative techniques are applied to 
the governing nonlinear equations. The third category 
involves applying a direct search technique to the po- 
tential energy functional. The fourth category employs 
an approximate incremental stiffness matrix and solves 
the linearized incremental equilibrium equations by 
iterative method. The procedure is iterative as well as 
incremental. 
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A finite element procedure for predicting large 
deflection, pre- and post-buckling behaviour of thin 
elastic plates with. initial imperfections is considered 
here. 
The element nonlinear stiffness formulations are 
derived on the basis of von Karman's assumptions of 
large deflection of plate and by the use of the minimum 
potential energy principle. The stiffness matrices thus 
obtained include the basic linear stiffness matrix and 
the zero-, first-, and second-order incremental stiff- 
ness matrices. Since the incremental stiffness matrices 
are given in terms of the geometry of the undeformed 
element, they require no coordinate transformation. 
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5.2 NONLINEAR THEORY 
The problem may be presented mathematically as the 
solution of the von Karman large deflection differential 
equations: 
94 F+2 94 F+ 2_ýF E 
32W )2 32W 32W 
"§ -X4 a -: j, 2-a Y= Dy4 
[ (TX 
-ay i 3X2 DýT 
.3 
4W 
+2 
D4W 
+ 
D4W 
=U+ 
j(32F 32W + 
32 F a2W 
aX4 aX2ay2 ry"r DD UF -9-X2» -j-x2-D-y-z' - 
2 32 F 92W (5-2) axay axay 
where D is flexural ridigity of a plate 
Et3 
-1-2 7T 
(5-3) 
If the longitudinal, transverse, and normal dis- 
placements at a point in the middle surface of the plane 
are u, v, and w (w, = initial displacement), it can be 
shown that the total strain in the x- direction of the 
element, taken in the middle plane of the plate is given 
by: 
3u 
+ ýrg(W+W 
)12 qw 2 
Ex= -ä-x L- ax -0. - j-ý (ax 
av.. ra (W+Wo)l 2 aw 2 
Wy +kI ay -j k 
(5-4) 
c 
Gu 
+ . 
2v +D (w+wo) 9 (w+, vio) - 
DWO 2W2- 
XY j-y ax ax ay Dx Dy 
The left side of Equation (5-2) is obtained from expres- 
sions for bending and twisting moments; and, since the 
moments depend not on the total displacement, but only 
on the change in displacement of the plate, the net 
deflection W, instead of the total deflection W +-wa) 
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should be used on the left side for plates with initial 
displacements. The right side of the Equation (5-2) 
gives the combined effect of the normal load q and forces 
in the plane of the plates; and, since the effect of the 
forces in the plane of the plates depends on the total 
deflection (w + w, ), the right side of Equation (5-2) 
remains unchanged for plates with initial imperfections. 
Therefore, the equations of equilibrium for a 
plate with initial imperfections becomes 
34 4a42 D2(W+W DýW+w FF=- 1) 2+E 2ý(W+W') 
1 
-j3XF2 -ayv 2 -a-Y--q axay i 3X2 @y2 
(; 
2Wn) 
_ 
32W 32Wn (5-5) 
axay D; 
f -77 f 
34W a4W 
+ 
a4W 
a22F 
a2(W+Wn) 
+ 
LF a2(w+wo) 
+ + 23mr-a ay X Y2 ay4 tD 
[a 
2 aX2 DX2 DY2 
2 
D2]F D2 (W+Wn) 
(5-6) axay axay 
I 
The middle-surface stresses are 
cr 
; 2p 
a=. 
32 FT a2F (5-7) 
x =3Y y aX2 xy axay " 
Subsequently, the middle surface strains can be shown 
to be 
c1 (ux -v cr ) 
(cr va (5-8) yx 
-2 
(l+V) 
XY XY 
Equations (5-5) and (5-6) are the basic simultan- 
eous equations governing the elastic behaviour of the 
plate. Together with the boundary conditions, they can 
be used to find F and-w-, and the stresses can be found 
from Equation (5-71. The disadvantage of the basic 
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equations lies in their being fourth order, nonlinear, 
and in their being no rigorous solutions available. 
Because of the difficulty in solving the large deflection 
equations, the post-buckling behaviour of elastic plates 
is normally examined by an approximate method, and the 
energy solution. 
To formulate the necessary analysis for pre- and 
post-buckling of plates, the strain energy of the ele- 
ment during buckling and the potential energy of the 
applied in-plane load, are now calculated. Finite 
element procedure is then followed to obtain the elastic 
and incremental stiffness for the non-conforming shape 
functions. The post-buckled displacements and stiffness 
are then obtained for different boundary conditions. 
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5.3 FORMULATION OF INCREMENTAL STIFFNESs EQUATION 
The total potential energy 1r of a deformed plate 
with initial deflection of the order of magnitude of 
thickness and with the same order additional bending 
deflection is defined as 
rl = (5-9) 
where U is the potential energy of deformation and W 
is the potential energy of external loading. 
The state of equilibrium of a deformed plate can 
be characterized as that for which the first variation 
of the total potential energy of the system is equal to 
zero, 
61-1 = 6u - 6w =0 
or 
6u = aw 
(5-10) 
If the functions for U and W are formed, the equation 
of equilibrium can be obtained by executing the variation 
as indicated by Equation (5-10). 
The potential energy of the external load is 
W= Piq, (5-11) 
where Pi is the external load and qi is the displacement. 
The potential energy of deformation for a plate 
element with large deflection written in terms of the 
deflection and the strain of the middle surface (Ref. 65) 
is: 
(V2W) 2+22 ffý[ (L-) eI 2 t2 
2 (1-v) e2+ (a2W)(D2, 
W) I 
t2 2 3X2 ay2 
2 dxdy (5-12) axay 
II 
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In which 
ei E ir 
xyi XY il 
and t is the plate thickness. 
Upon substitution of strain displacement relations 
of Equation (5-4) into Equation (5-13), and integration 
through thickness, the strain energy expression of 
Equation (5-12) becomes 
UUk+u+u1+u2 (5-14) 
where 
uD ff (v2w 
2+ 12 (aU + 2V) 2-2 (1-v) 
r 32W ; 2W 
kf1 72- aX ay 
L -3 -X2 a =y 
(32W )2 + 12 
ýu 3y 3 (2U + V)2 --L dxdy axay tl ax Dy ay ax 
11 
(5-15) 
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(LW) 
2 
(aW 
2w awn a aK) (-L) () (-W-JL) ax 8 (, 5x ayax ay 
w (aW n)22 
aw 2 
(2 ) la'w'l -2 (-aýwx-) (tý4) ax *ax , ýay 
(w (Dwil) 
22 
(Dwn 
2 
-L) (3w') -4 (-D-W"-) Dy Dy ax ax ay 
Dw a (LW- + 
aw n) (aw + 
2Hti. ) dxdy 2 (1-'V) ' dw 0 ax ay ax ax Dy Dy 
(5-16) 
-+ V2- 
6D if C. Lu V) (aW 2 U) aw -2 + (av + V2- 
( 
ax Dy ax ax 
+ (1-u + 
ýV) lw- 3w 
+ (-LW), (-, W--0-) ay ax ax ay ax ax 
(2W)3(3Wn) W) 
2 
+ (2w - (3W) (3Wn) 3y 3y 3x ýY- 3y 
+ CaW) 
2 ;, W) W C- (L- dxdy C5-17) ay ax ax 
3D ff (LW)2 + (aW)2 
12 
2 dxdy (5-18) 2t-6' Dx Dy 
The derivative of initial deflection wo (constant 
slopes) are zero-order terms which do not contribute to 
the stiffness matrices; therefore, terms such as the 
following could be neglected from the above energy ex- 
pression: 
ýW 4 au 
(2w 
2 
(L) ... etc. ax ;; X- ax 
In order to apply the finite element method, shape 
functions have to be determined both for bending and for 
in-plane displacements. For bending displacement of the 
plate element in Figure (5-1) the following shape function 
is considered: 
90 
A1+A2x+A3y+A4 X2 + A5-xy +A6y2+A7 x3+ A8 X2 y 
A 
9XY 
2+A 
.2 cy 
3+A1.1 X3y +A 
. 12 
XY 3 (5-19) 
The twelve coefficients A, to A12 are determined 
uniquely by specifying at each node (corner) of the rec- 
tangular element the nodal displacement w and the two 
rotations 
Lw,, 
and 
aw 
ax ay, 
Next, for in-plane displacement, the following 
shape function is assumed: 
aI+a2x+a3y+a4 XY 
(5-20) 
(y, x+a7y+a8 XY 
where a_, - a. are arbitrary constants which are determined 
from the known displacements in the x and y directions at 
the four corners of the rectangle. 
The strain energy U consists of four components 
U k' UO' U,, and U2* Uk results in the so-called "elastic 
stiffness" which is related to in-plane deformation and 
linearized plate bending. 
U, results in the zero-order element incremental 
stiffness matrix, due to initial deformation 
of the plate. 
U, and U2 give additional stiffness due to mem- 
brane action of the plate. 
Note: The geometric stiffness is included in first-order 
element incremental stiffness matrix U. I. 
The coefficients in each of the above matrices can 
be obtained by performing the second partial differen- 
tiation of the proper component of strain energy with 
respect to the associated nodal displacements. Generally, 
an entry in ith row and jth column is given by: 
K 
32U kN ý2UA 
ij aqiaqj 
-0-ý-ij 
DqiBqj 
NIJ 
a2u., -N2a 2u, - ILI 
_j 
aqi3qj Bqi3qj 
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The potential energy of external loading expressed 
by Equation (5-11) can now be written in a matrix form. 
[P] (q) (5-23) 
where LPJ is the row vector of external loads. 
The element equilibrium equation can be obtained 
by executing the first variation of Equation (5-21) and 
(5-23) and following the equilibrium condition defined 
by Equation (5-10). 
{p) = 
[(k] 
+ InOl + '21[nll + '311n2l 
I fq) (5-24) 
The overall structural stiffness equation of an 
assemblage of individual finite elemerits is written by 
capital letters as 
[K] + [N + -1 
[N., + -1 
[N 
2] 
{Ql (5-25) 
231- 
This nonlinear stiffness equation is readily ap- 
plicable to the direct iterative analysis. 
The basic incremental stiffness equation follows 
immediately by applying an incremental operator A to 
Equation (5-25). In other words, replacing the displace- 
ments"{Qj by {Q + &Q) in Equation (5-25), then subtracting 
the original Equation (5-25) from the replaced equation 
and neglecting the second and third order terms of in- 
cremental degrees of freedom, AQiAQjr and AQ iAQ i AQU . 
UP) = 
[[K] 
+ [NO] + [NI] + (N 23 
1 
{AQ) (5-26) 
Zince the displacement shape can not be assumed, 
it is not feasible to apply displacement increments-J&Q) 
for solving Equation (5-25). The load increments*{LP) 
are applied instead and an inverse of the stiffness matrices 
is required for each step. 
UQJ, 
f[K] 
+ [No] + (NIJ + [N 21 
- 
UP) 15-27) 
I -i ; 
-I 
In step i, the load increment is to be multiplied by the 
inverse of the sum of four stiffness matrices which is 
based on the displacement state at the end of step 1. 
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12 
PLATE ELEMENT - 
FIGURE 5 -1 
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5.4 ELASTIC STIFFNESS-NTRI. X 
The calculation necessary for the elastic stiffness 
K is carried out in Reference (611. For simplicity, 
the in-plane and bending stiffness is given below as a 
single 20 x 20 matrix. 
K= 
K III Symmetric 
K II'I K II, II 
where the submatrices KI, I, Kjj,,, and KII, jj are pre- 
sented separately in the following tables. 
94 
a 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
Sub, Matr, tx K III 
34597 
K 
:2 
K 
2 SY MM ET R I C AL 
0 0 
0 0 K K 
0 0 K K K 
7 9 
K K 0 0 0 K 
10 1 
K 
1K 0 0 K 1 K 
12 13 l4 3 
0 0 K K 
1 
K 0 0 K 
15 1 16 17 4 
0 K K 
l 
0 0 0 K K 
16 1a " F; 
0 0 K 0 1 K 0 0 K K 
1KI 
19 20 2 11 2 2' 9 
(5-28) 
11 
22 
23 
14 
15 
16 
27 
18 
a9 
2a 
120 
K K 0 0 0 x K 0 0 0 
23 14 24 1 
K K 0 0 0 x K 0 0 0 
14 25 12 26 
0 0 K K K 0 0 K K K 
27 2 al 29 1 30 31 1 32 
0 K K 0 0 0 K K 0 
33 34 35 36 
0 0 K 0 K 0 0 K 0 K 
38 39 32 40 
K 0 0 0 0 K K 0 0 0 
24 23 2 f 
K 0 0 0 K X 0 0 0 
2. r 2 25 
30 Vi 42 27 28 38 
0 K K 0 0 0 K K 0 
135 1 36 1 33 34 
0 
1K 10 1K 
0 0 K 10 K 
42 40 29 3.! j 
Submatrix K 
(5-29) 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
a1 12 -1 3 14 :1sa617 as 2 0. 
K SY 'M METRICAL 2 
0 0 K 4 
0 0 0 K 
37 
K 
0 0 
21 8 9 
K 
10 
K 
12 
0 0 0 K 
K 
12 
K 
13 
0 0 0 K 
14 3 
0 0 K15 K43 K19 0 0 
--- 
K 
- 
0 0 K 
43 
K 
18 
0 
1 
0 0 
1 
K7 K 
] 
6 
0 K 
17 
10 
1K20 
10 
10 
K7 K 
22 
K9 
Submatrix K ii, ii 
(5-30) 
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S a/b C= Et/12 (1_V2) 
K 4S-'C+2(1-v)SC 
I 
K 3C/2(1+v) 
2 
K 4SC+2(1-N))S . 1c 
3 
K 4 (S2+S-2 )B+1/15(14-4v)B 
4 
K -2S2bB+1/5(1+4v)bB 
5 
K 4/3 S2 B+4/15(1-v)b 2B 
6 
K -2 S-2 aB-1/5(1+4v)aB 7 
K vabB 
8 
K 4/3S-2B+4/15(1-v)a 2B 
s 
K -4S--'C+(l-v)SC 
-10 
K= 3/2(1-3v)C 
1-1 
= -3/2(1-3v)C 
K= 2SC-2 (1-v) S-, 2C 
-1 3 
K= -3/2(1+v)C 
-1 4 
K= -2(2S-2 -S2 )B-1/5(14-4v)B 
.25 
K= _S2 bB+1/5 (1+4v) bB 
16 
K= 2S-ZaB+1/5 (1-v) aB 
17 
K= 2/3 S2 B-4/15(1-v)b 2B 
18 
K= -2 S-2 aB-1/5(1-v)aB 19 
K= 2/3 S-2 a2 B-1/15(1-v)a 2B 
20 
K= 2 S-2 aB+1/5(1+4v)aB 
21 
K= -vabB 22 
E t3 /12 (j_V2 ) ab 
K= -2S-'C-(l-v)SC 23 
K= 2S-'C-2(1-V)SC 
24 
K= -2SC-S-1(1-V)C 25 
K= -4SC+(l -V)S-'C 26 
K= -2 (S-2+S2 )B+1/15(14-4v)B 
27 
K = S2 bB-1/5(1-v)bB 
28 
K = S-2 aB-1/5(1-v)aB 29 
K = 2(S-2-2 S2 )B-1/5(14-4v)B 
30 
K =2 S2 bB+1/5 (1-v) bB 
3: 1 
K = S-2 aB-1/5(1+4v)aB 
32 
K =- S2 bB+1/5(1-v)bB 33 
K 1/3 S2 B+1/15(1-v)b 2B 
34 
K -2S2 bB-1/5(1-v)bB 35 
K 2/3 S2 B-1/15(1-v)b 2B 
36 
K = 2S2bB+1/5(1+4v)bB 
37 
K = -S-2aB+1/5(1-v)aB 38 
K = 1/3 S-2 Ba 2 +1/15(1-v)a2B 
39 
K = 2/3 S-2 a2 B-4/15(1-v)a 2B 
40 
K =2 S2 bB+1/5(1-v)bB 
41 
K = _S-2 aB+1/5(1+4v)aB 
42 
K =S2 bB- 1/5 (1+4 v) bB 
43 
K = 1/3 S2 b2 B+1/15(1-v)b 2B 
44 
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5.5 INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRICES 
The calculation of the incremental stiffness ma- 
trices is carried out in two stages. During the first 
stage OU/3q, j is calculated, and during the second stage the 
incremental stiffness [3U/aqi3q, ] is determined. 
Using Equation (5-16) for evaluating Ua, it follows: 
Dw 
= ox = 
q8 .-q3+q13-. q18 
7x 2a 
aw E) 
q 
18 
q3+q 
13 
q8 
Dy y 2b % 
au q6q -I 
+q 
-11 
q16 
ax x 2a 
av qA7q2+q12q7 
ay y 2b 
av + au q :12-q :17+q7q2q 11 -q6+q 16 -q1 7= exy + 77 y 2a 2b 
aw qo 
8qa+q cl 
qa 
T77, x 2a 
aw qqa+q0qa 
Dy 
0 By 18 
2b 
3-13- 
-8 
(5-31) 
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tDu 3D 
8 ß2 (2LX) (Dox) _8ß2E) 
Zý) 
+4v ß2E) 
2 t2 xx Dqi yY 
Dqi Yx Dqi 
ao DO 30 
4vß 32 ( X) + 4v ß2E) (_ _Y) +4 V2ß2ß (y) 
xy aqi xyaq: L xy aq, 
-4 ß2 ( 
Dex 
)-4 ß2 ( 
ae 
y) 
-8 E) ß(De x) - 8ß e( 
90 
x) 
x aq, y Dqi xx Dqi xx aqi 
3e 30 ae 
8008ýe( Y) -4v2( Y) yy Dqi yy aqi x 3qi 
- 4vß2 ( 
De 
X) 
- 8VE) ß( 
De 
y) - 8vß e( 
ao 
x) 
y Dqi xx Dqi xY aqi 
- 8vý 0( 
ae 
x) 
- 8va e( 
ae 
Y) 
-4 (1-v) 0a( 
ae 
xy) 
yy aqi yx aqi xy aqi 
- 4(1-v)e 0 (3()x) - 4(1-v)O ý( 
3e 
xy) 
xy y 3qi yx 3qi 
30 3e 
- 4(1-v)e Y) - 4(1-v)ý xy) xy x aqi xy Dqi 
zo 30 a E) 
- 4ß2E) ( 
x) 
- 8ß ß0( x) - 8ß ß0( 
y) 
yX Dqi xyy Dqi xyx Dqj 
- 40 a2 ( 
Be 
X) 
- 4620 ( 
30 
Y) 
- 4ý a2 (BOY) xy Dqi yy 3q, yx aq, 
ae 30 
2 (1-v) 0 (-2E) +2 (1-V) 0( Y) 
xyy 3q, xyx aqi 
30 
2 (1-v) ß ß2 ( x) ,2 (1-v) ß2ß (21) ab xy aqi xy Dqi 
1 
(5-32) 
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Where 1 1,2,3 ....... 20, substitution of ex, ey, e XY F 
0x, and y 
from Equation (5-31) into partial derivatives 
yields 
ae x ae, 
Dq 3q 
Be. ae x 
Dq 3q 
2.! z or 
ae y 
3q 3q 
16 6 217 
2a I 2a 
ae 
Z or 
ae y 
aq aq 
ae n or 
" 
aq aq 
ae n or 
ae XY 
aq aq 
17 12 172 12 7 
1 
2a -1 2a 
1 
2a 
ae XY ae xy aexy ae xy aox aox or aq aq or aq aq aq aq 
6 16 318 
1 1 
2b 2b ! a- 
Do x ao x 30 = or 
"'y L"Z 
or 
30Y 
aq aq 
813 
aq aq 
38 
aq aq 
13 
2a 2b 2b 
TAB LE (5-1) 
Substituting appropriate terms of Table 5-1 into the 
partial derivatives, it follows: 
 
100 
25'b +40 0b +2VO'b +4VO E) b +2(1-v)0 0a 
xxxyyyxy 
+2(j-V)E)yýxa +2(1-V)ý x0ya 
2ý2a +4B 0a +2vo2a +4va 0a +2(1-V)E)xa b 
yyyxxyy 
+2(1-v)O yBxb 
+2(1-v)e xayb 
ýB 
2b 020 b +4a2o a -2va2E) b -2vý -2vaýpya xxyyyxy 
_2Va2 ýa +4ý eb +4a ea +4va eb +4va ea ýo yxxyyxyyx 
+2 (1-v) eab +2 (1-v) eaa +2 a2o b XY y X. Y xyx 
+2 ý2 0a +4ý $0b +4a 00a +20 a2b +20 02a yyxyyxyxxyyx 
0b -(l-v)a a -(l-v)5 a 
2b 
xyyxyxxy 
-(l-v)ý2a a xy 
0 
0 
-2 a2 b -40 ajD -2va2b -4vo 0b +2(1-v)0 aa xxyyyxy 
+2 (1-v) E) 0a +2(1-v)O xya 
2 a2 a +4a 0a +2v $2 a +4vO 0a -2(1-v)O 0b yyyxxyxy 
-2(1-v)O yxb -2(1-v)O x0yb 
101 
3UOI= 
_3D ý 5 -q, 
2 t2 
II 
12 
13 
-4 ß2 E) b +4 ß2 E) a +2v ß2 E) b +2vß ß2b -2v ß2 E) a xxyyyxxyxy 
-2v ß2ß a -4ß eb +4ß ea -4vß eb +4vß ea xyxxyyxyyx 
ß20 ß2 -2(1-v)e XY 
ßyb +2(1-V)e 
xy 
ßxa -2 y xb 
+2 
y0ya 
-4ß ß0b +4ß ßyOxa -2ß ß2 b +2ß ß2 a xyyxxyyx 
+(1-v)ß ß0b -(1-V)ß ß0a +(1-v)ß ß2 b xyyxyxxy 
- (l_V) ß2 ßa xy 
0 
0 
-2 ß2 b -40 ßb -2v ß2 b -4vß 0b -2(1-v)E)Xß a xxxyyyy 
-2(1-v)0 yßya -2(1-v)ß xßya 
-2 ß2 a -4ß 0a -2v ß2 a -4vß 0a -2(1-V)0 ßb yyyxxyxy 
-2(1-v)0 y 
ß3cý 
-4 ß2 E) b -4 ß2 E) a +2 Vß2 E) b +2vß. ß. b +2 Vß2 E) a xxyyyxyxy 
+2v ß2 ßa -4ß eb -4ß ea -4vß eb -4vß ea xyxxyyxyyx 
-2(1-v)e ßb- 2(1-v)e ßa -2 ß20 XY y XY xy xý 
-2 
ß2 E) a -4ß ß0b -4ß ß0a -2ß ß2 b -2ß ß2 a yyxyyxyxxyyx 
102 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
0b +U-v)ý ý0a +(l-v)O ý2 b 
xyyxyxxy 
+ (1_V) 2a 
xy 
0 
0 
2 a2 b +40 ab +2v ý2 b +4v$ 0b 
xxxyyy -2(1-v)O $a xy 
-2(1-v)G y 
ax a -2(1-v)ý xaya 
-2 02 a -4ý 0a -2v ý2 a -4v$ 0 yyyxxy a +2(1-v)G ýb xy 
+2(1-v)O yxb 
+2(1-v)a 
x0yb 
4 ý2 0b -4 ý20 a- 2v ý2 0b -2va a2 b +2v ý2 0a xxyyyxxyxy 
+2v a2a a +40 eb -4ý ea +4v xyxxyy 
aeb -4va ea xyyx 
+2(1-v)e b -2(1-v)e a XY y xy x 
+2 a2 0b 
yx 
-2 a2E) a +4a ý0b -4a a0a yyxyyxyx 
+2a ý2 b -2a 2a xyyx 
- (1-v) 0a0b+ (1-v) a ýyOxa xyyx - 
(1-v) 002b 
xy 
+(1_V) a2 aa 
xy 
0 
(5-33) 
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32U D2 E) 
0 ! D- 802( 8 a2( y 3qi3qj 
2 t2 x 
DqiDqj y 3q, aqj 
+ 4v ß2 ()+ 4v ß2 ( 
y aq, aqj x aqiaq 
(Lex) (Dox 
DO De 
- 8ß -)-8ß( 
x)( -x) 
x aqi aqj x aqi Dqj 
- 8ß (aey )( 
DO 
x) 
- 8ß (DOY )( 
De 
y) 
y aq, Dqj y aq, Dqj 
EO) 
x (aox 
De 
- 8vß (221) (ý_) - 8vß )( y) x Dqi aqj x aqi Dqj 
(2ex) (? 
? 
-- 
Z) (2_ý 
3 ex) 
- 8vß - 8v ß Z) ( y Dqi gqj y Dqi Dqj 
-4 (1-v) ß( 
De 
XY )( 
DO 
x) 
y Dq, Dqj 
C1-v)ß (30. )(Dey) 
y aqi 3qj 
4(1-v)ß 
De 
xy H 
ao 
y 
x aqi Dqj 
D E) De 
4(1-v)ß y xy) 
x aqi aqj 
) ao 
x 4ß 2 16ß ßxHy 
y DqiDqj xy Dqi aqj 
DO 30 
4ß 2+2 (1-v) ßß (- xl YI 
y Dqiaqj xy Dqi''aqj' 
+2 (1-v) ßß 
CZ) 
*(ý0x) ab xy Dqi Dqj 
]. 
(3-34)- 
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ae ao ao 30 De ae 3e 
Substituting xxyyxx Y-1 T"q 
i Dqj' Dqif @q j 
-5-ql' -9-qj' -9-qi 
Dey Dexy 
, and 
Dexy 
into Table (5-1),. zero incremental Dqj 3q 
1 
Dqj 
stiffness is obtained. 
1 
01 
= 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
Sym. 
LII, I, 
SUBMATRIX L 
5678910 
0 
0 0 
Ll L2 L3 
SYMMETRICAL 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 L4 0 0 
0 0 L2 0 0 0 0 
Ls L6 L7 0 0 Ls L9 Lio 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
10 
0 0 0 0 
(5-351 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
1 10 
0 0 Lil 0 0 0 0 L12 0 0 
0 0 L13 0 0 0 0 -L14 0 0 
-LI 
I 
-L2 -L3 0 0 
1 
-L4 -L2 -L7 
10 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 Ll 0 0 0 0 L6 0 0 
0 0 Lis 0 0 0 0 LIG 0 0 
-Ls -L6 -L7 0 0 -LB -L9 -Lio 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUBMATRIX L ii, 1 
(5-36) 
11 
12 
13 
14 
is 
16 
17 
;8 
is 
20 
SUBMATRIX L ii, ii 
12 1314151617 19 20 
0 
0 0 
-Liii -L13 Ls 
0 0- 
0 0- 0 
10 
-' --0-1 SYMMETRICA 
0 0 -LI 0 0 oý 
0 -Li 5 
0 0 0 -0 
-L12 -L'14 L7 0 0 0 -Li6 Lio 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 1 
0. 
10 10 
0- P- F0 10 0 
(5-37) 
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H= b/a F= aýb A= Et3/12 (1_V2) C= 3A/2 t2 
L, = + C(2Hß 2vß x y 
L2 = C(2vß 
x+ 
2Fß 
y 
L3 = C(2H ß2 + x 2F 
ß2 Hv ß2 + 4ß ß+ iß2 +F ß2 - FV ß2 xx yx y yy 
- 2(1-V) ßxßy) 
L4 = C(-2Hß 
x 
+ - 2vß 2 (1-v) ß + 2F (1-V) ß X) y y 
L5 = C(-2Hß + 2vß x y 
L6 = C(-2Vß + 2Fß x y 
L7 = C(-2Hß2 x + HV 
ß2 + y 
2Fß2 +F ß2 - Hß2 - FVß2) yxyx 
La = C(2Hß - 2 (1-v) ß + 2F (1-V) ß ) - 2vß x X y y 
Lg = C(-2vß 2Fß ) x y 
Lio = C(M2 x Hvß2 +2F 
ß2 - 4ß ß+H ß2 +F ß2 - FV ß2 yyxyyxx 
+ 2(1-V) ß 
Xß y) 
Lii = C(-2Hß x 
2vß 2(1-v)ß 2F(l-v)ß 
X) y y 
L12 = C(2Hß 
x 
2vß 2(1-v)ß 2F(1-V)ß 
X) y y 
L13 = C(-2vß - 2Fß - 2H(l-v)ß - 2(1-V)'ßx) x y y 
L14 = C(2vß - 2Fß + 2H(l-v)ß - 2(1-v)ß X) x y y 
LI5 = C(- 2vß - 2Fß + 2H (1-V) ß +2 (1-v) ß X) x y y 
Llr = C(2vß - 2Fß - 2H(l-v)ß + 2(1-v)ß x x y y 
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Using Equation (5-17) for evaluating U it follows: 
Ddu 
E) 2 
aex) 
+ 20xex(E)x + V02 ( 
De 
y) + 2v0 e( 
30 
x) ýýqjl 
t2 x 
Dqi aqi x aq,. xy aqj. 
u 
()2 ( 
De 
Y) + 20 e( 
ao 
Y) + V02 ( 
3e 
X) 
y 3qi yy aqi y 3qi 
Do a0 
2vO e( Y) + (1-v)e 0 (52i) yx 3qi XY yqi 
e0(. 
30 
Y) + (1-v) 00(- xy), 
xy x 3qi xy Dqi 
90 30 ao 
+3 02 ß( x) + 3E)2 ß( y) + 20 0ß( 
x) 
xx Dq, yy aq, xyy aqi 
E)2a ( 
ao 
Y) + 20 0ý( 
30 
Y) + 02a (a 
E)Y) ] 
ab xy Dqi yxx 3qi yx 3qi 
(5-38) 
Where i=1,2.... 20, substitution of ex, ey, e XY 11 
0X 
and 0y from Eqýaation (5-31)into partial derivatives yields: 
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1/202b + 1/2V02b + 1/2(1-v)oxoya 
xy 
1/2 Vo2a + 1/202a + 1/2(1-v)oxoyb, xy 
0xexb+ vO xeyb+ 
oyeya + voye xa 
* 1/2(1-v)e XY 
0yb+ 1/2(1-v)e 
XY 0xa 
+ 3/2020 b+ 3/202ý a+00ýb xxyyxyy 
* 1/2 020 a+00ýa+ 1/202ý a xyyxxyx 
0 
0 
- 1/202b - 1/2ve2b + 1/2(J-V)E) oya xyx 
1/2vE)2a + 1/2()2a - 1/2 (J-V)E)xE)yb xy 
- (: ke xb- vE) xeyb+ 
E) 
yeya+ VE) yexa 
- 1/2 (1-v ) exyo yb+ 
1/2(1-v)exyoxa 
- 3/20; ý b+ 3/2 02a a- E) 0ab xyyxyy 
+ 1/2 02 6a+00ýa+ 1/2E)2a. a xyyxxyx 
0 
0 
(5-39) 
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Du De 30 a2 De 
1 6D 
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(5-40) 
Where j 1,2, 
30 
y 
30 y . 3e x 
Dqi 3qj Dqi 
Table (5-1), fi 
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7 
8 
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. Dex . . 
3ey . aey . . 3exy 
aqj Dqi 3qj Dqi ' 
rst incremental stiffness 
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x 
ao 
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ae 
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is obtained. 
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5 6789 10 
0 0 Mii 0 0 0 0 m12 0 0 
0 0 m13 0 0 0 0 M14 0 0 
-mi -M2 -M3 0 0 -M4 -M2 -M7 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 mi 0 0 0 0 m6 0 0 
0 0 Mi s i0 0 0 0 m16 0 0 
_MS -M6 -M7 0 0 -Ms -Mg -Mio 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
10 
10 0 0 0 
10 
0 0 
SUBMATRIX M 
(5-42) 
11,12 131415161718 19 2a 
0 
0 0 
-Mlll -M13 -M3 
01 0 0 0 SYMMETRICAL 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -MI 0 0 Oý 
0 0 -MIS 0 0 0 0- 
_M12 -M14 -M7 0 0 0 -M16 -MIO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5-43) 
SUBMATRIX M ii, ii 
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H= b/a F= a/b A=E t3 /12 (1-, V2) C= 3A/2 t2 
Mi = C(2HG x+ 
2VO 
y 
M2 = C(2VO x+ 
2FO 
y 
M3 = C(2He x+ 
2HVe 
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2Fe 
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2FVe 
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XY 
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Using Equation (5-18) for evaluating U it follows: 
3D 
13 
("X I 
Illy 
2 
NY 
40 )+ 403( )+ 40 0( '; 
Laq2 
t2 x Dqi y 3qi xy qi 12 
+ 40 E)2'(. 
aE)X) 
ab xy Dq, 
I, 
Where i=1,2,3 ...... 20, substitution of 0x and 0y 
from Equation (5 - 31) into partial derivatives yields: 
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2 3D 
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(5-45) 
Where j=1,2,3 ...... 20, substitution of 
DOX DOX 
ý-qi ' ý-qj 
and into Table (5-1), second incremental 'gqi qj 
stiffness is obtained. 
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a/b H= b/a A= Et3 /12 (l-V2) 
N, C(3HO2 + 3FO2 + 40 0+ H02 + F02) 
xyxyyx 
N2 C(-3HO2 + 3FG2 - H02 + F02) xyyx 
3A/2 t2 
N3 C(3HE)2 + 3FE)2 40 0+ H02 + F02) xyyxyx 
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THE GAUSS-ELIM'INATION SOLUTI I ON 
The method for an efficient assembly of element 
matrices into the, global system is considered here. 
The overall effectiveness of an analysis depends to a 
large extent on the numerical procedures used in the 
solution, and the accuracy of the analysis can always 
be improved by a more refined finite element mesh. 
Therefore, in practice, an analyst tends to employ 
larger and larger finite element systems to approximate 
the actual structure. This means that the success of 
an analysis depends to a considerable degree on the 
algorithms available for the solution. 
The most effective direct solution techniques cur- 
rently used are basically applications of Gauss elimin- 
ation. Although the basic Gauss solution scheme can be 
applied to almost any set of simultaneous linear equa- 
tions, the effectiveness in finite element analysis de- 
pends on the specific properties of the finite element 
stiffness matrix, i. e., j"t is symmetric, positive def- 
inite, and banded. The basic procedure of the Gauss 
elimination solution is to reduce the coefficient matrix 
of the equations to a lower triangular matrix from which 
the unknown displacements can be calculated by back sub- 
stitution. 
The reduction of the stiffness matrix k to lower 
triangular form can be written, 
C- 1r C-1 C-1 
n- 21 
k=T (5-49) 
where T is'the final lower triangular matrix and the 
elements C are the multiplying factors. By reversing 
the signs of the off diagonal elements in C, the stiff- 
ness matrix is obtained: 
C C-. C T, (5-50) 
12 n-1 
or 
CT. 
Since T is a lower diagonal matrix and the diagonal 
elements are the pivots in the Gauss eliminations; there- 
fore, 
CGC T. 
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This CGC T is a decomposttton of k that can be used 
effectively, to obtain thd', solution to k(ý -P in the 
following steps; 
CH =p 
or 
GC 
(5-52) 
where q is the displacement and the load vector P is 
reduced to obtain H, 
C-' C-' P (5-53) 
1 
and from Equation (5-52) the solution q is obtained by 
a back substitution 
cTq= G-lH . (5-54) 
In the implementation the vector H is very effectively 
calculated at the same time as the matrices Clare 
established. 
It must now be mentioned that the matrix multipli- 
cation to obtain C and H are not formally carried out, 
but C and H are established by directly modifying k and P. 
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5.6: 1 COMPUTER APPLICATION OF GAUSs ELIMINATION 
An important consideration in the computer imple- 
mentation of the Gauss solution procedure is to minimise 
the solution time. In addition, the high-speed storage 
requirements should be kept as small as possible, to 
avoid the use of back-up storage. Nevertheless, for 
large systems, it will be necessary to use back-up 
storage and for this reason it should also be possible 
to modify the solution algorithm for effective out-of- 
core solution. 
In principle, Gauss elimination assembles the 
equations in the order of elements. Since the bandwidth 
is determined by the element numbering system, an 
effective ordering of the elements is necessary. Owing 
to the symmetry of the matrix, it is not necessary to 
store terms above the main diagonal during the triangu- 
lization process. 
For large systems, instead of assembling the com- 
plete structure stiffness matrix, it is possible to 
assemble and reduce the equations simultaneously, in 
which case back-up storage for the total unreduced stiff- 
ness matrix is not required. A specific solution scheme 
called the frontal solution (see Section 5.7) method has 
been used effectively. In the solution procedure only 
those equations that are actually required for the elim- 
; ýnation of a specific degree of freedom are assembled, 
until the degree of freedom considered is condensed out, 
and so on. 
In principle, the frontal solution uses Gauss 
elimination, the important aspect of which is the speci- 
fic computer implementation. The advantage of the fron- 
tal solution technique is that at any one time only the 
equations that are currently needed are assembled in 
the high-speed storage. However, for large structural 
analysis, the number of coefficients in the work space 
becomes very large and may well exceed the storage that 
is available, in which case additional out-of-core oper- 
ations are required. 
The developed plate program makes use of available 
disc facilities to store the coefficient matrix as a 
block of 2000 for the back-substitution process. After 
completion of forward elimination, the last set of co- 
efficients in the working space are needed immediately 
in the back-substitution process, and it seems unneces- 
sary to store these on disc. But since the modified 
Newton-Raphson iterative procedure uses the same matrix 
coefficients all over again, the whole set of coefficients 
matrix must in fact be stored. 
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5.7 FRONTAL SOLUTION 
The accuracy of the finite element method in 
structural analysis is based on the type and charac- 
teristics of the finite element or elements used, and 
on the numerical efficiency of the solution routine 
written for the large number of simultaneous algebraic 
equations encountered. 
When the structure to be analyzed has so many 
unknown nodal displacements that core storage is ex- 
hausted, resort must be had to the use of high-speed 
peripheral storage such as a drum or a disc, or some 
other algorithm such as frontal solution (forward 
partitioning) must be used. This method was proposed 
by Irons (Ref. 66). It is seen from Figure (5-2) that 
when a set of banded equations is being reduced by 
Gaussian elimination, only the triangular portion of 
the band shaded is influenced by the operation on the 
row marked i, and hence this is the only portion needed 
in the core at that time, thus reducing the storage 
demand of the program on the computer. 
FIGURE (5-2) 
Banded Coefficient Matrix 'Load 
Stored Portion Vector 
One of the main factors affecting the efficiency 
of the solution of large sets of algebraic equations 
arising in the analysis of complex structures is the 
method of node numbering. Optimization of node number- 
ing is used to minimize the bandwidth of the algebraic 
equations. In the special case of plate structures 
consisting of single continuous components, not 
necessarily of a regular shape, optimization of the 
bandwidth can easily be obtained by starting the assem- 
bly of the elements at one corner of the structure, 
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proceding across its width and repeating the process 
along the next line of elements across the width until 
the entire structure is covered. 
,A suitable procedure to follow in the solution 
of a system by a direct stiffness method is outlined 
in the following steps: 
1) From storage available, and the band width 
of the X matrix, determine how many blocks 
are necessary to fit the band of K into core. 
These blocks are shown in Figure (5-3). 
21 From the member connectivity arrays, deter- 
mine which members contribute stiffness to 
each block. Notice that some members will 
contribute to both blocks I and II and III. 
It should be clear that the number of rows 
to a block should be a function of the number 
of unknowns per joint, so that member K's 
can be loaded by submatrices according to 
their nodes. 
3) The blocks I, II, and III are formed in 
turn from member stiffness matrices. 
These may have been calculated previously 
and stored. Modify as necessary for boundary 
conditions. 
4) When all blocks have been completed, reduce 
K by a Gaussian process that recalls the 
columns in step 3 to memory. 
Block I 
Block II 
Block III 
F. IGURE 
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5.7: 1 DESCRIPTION OF FRONTAL SOLUTION 
The process of the frontal solution developed 
in this program is illustrated in Figure (5-4) and has 
the dual purpose of finding the displacements due to 
the applied load for the incremental procedure, and of 
finding the internal load member in the equilibrium 
check. 
Having calculated the element stiffness matrix, 
assembly into the overall stiffness matrix is carried 
out by the method mentioned in Appendix A-3 for optimi- 
zation of the bandwidth. For example, for a structure 
divided into the 2x2 mesh shown in Figure (5-4), if 
the element stiffness matrix is partitioned in the form 
shown in Figure (5-5), the overall stiffness matrix be- 
comes as shown in Figure (5-6). This figure can be used 
to illustrate the main feature of the solution routine. 
Initially, the stiffness matrix for the first 
element is assembled in the appropriate positions in 
the working space. Since the stiffness matrix is sym- 
metrical, all terms below the diagonal are assembled 
, 
(Figure 5-6a). After making the appropriate calculations 
for the first node, the next stage is to reduce the term 
for the first node to zero and to move the remaining 
coefficients in Figure (5-6b) up the main diagonal to 
appear as shown in Figure (5-6c). The stiffness matrix 
for the second element can now be added and placed in 
position shown in Figure (5-6d). The process of tri- 
angulization, and the following shifting of the terms 
of the matrix can be repeated to obtain what is shown 
in Figures (5-6d, 5-6e, and 5-6f). This process is 
then continued until the triangulization of the entire 
overall matrix is performed. The program thus requires 
access only to the triangular area below the rows cur- 
rently being processed. With certain exceptions, the 
c6efficients of one node at a time are triangularized. 
The exceptions to this occur at the end of each row of 
elements, and at the very last element. 
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BLOCK SEQUENCE IN WORKING SPACE OF COMPUTER 
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BLOCK SEQUENCE IN WORKING SPACE OF COMPUTER 
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BLOCK SEQUENCE IN WORKING SPACE OF COMPUTER 
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BLOCK SEQUENCE IN WORKING SPACE OF COMPUTER 
44 
8 th Stage of Elimination Triangular Shifting 
FIGURE (5-6T) FIGURE (5-6U) 
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5.8 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - PLATE PROGRAM - D67C 
This program was originally developed to serve as 
an all-purpose program for beam and plate structures. 
Although a four node plate element with five degrees of 
freedom per node is used in this particular program, the 
program can be utilized for any type of beam or plate 
element with replacement of a few subroutines. If a 
user is interested in any other type of element other 
than the existing one, the stiffness subroutines in the 
program must be replaced. In addition, the strain dis- 
placement, and the rotation of elements in the subroutine 
TRANS, FM must be adjusted accordingly. 
The simplified flow diagram as given in Figures 
(A-4) through (A-9), illustrates the relationship among 
subroutines. 
The main function of the master segment is to read 
and print the input data as well as to call appropriate 
subroutines and to print out the results. The input 
data can be catagorized as two sets of information; one 
which is considered constant throughout the analysis, 
and the other which can be varied for different load 
increments. The first set of input data cards is used 
to describe the problem, i. e-., number of elements in the 
structure, properties of each element, existence of in- 
itial imperfection, etc. The second set of input cards 
is used to assign applied loads, to select the approxi- 
mate constant displacement, and to choose the type of 
procedure. In order to assure that input data cards are 
read correctly, the input information is all printed out. 
For detailed description of input information, see input 
data in Appendix A. 
When all of the input data is read, the program 
calls subroutine SOLV. This routine was developed for 
dual purposes: first, to find displacements for certain 
load vectors and second, to assemble stiffness matrix 
for calculating residual forces. The details of sub- 
routine SOLV is described in the solution routine. If 
the iterational procedure is desired, the program calls 
subroutine NODFORCE to find the nodal and out-of-balance 
forces. Subroutine ITER is then called to perform the 
iterational cycle. The number of iterations is control- 
led either by the input information or by accuracy. 
After each load increment, displacements and 
stresses are printed. 
A detailed description of the program with a pro- 
gram listing as well as a layout of input data is given 
in Appendix A. 
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5.8: 1 DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLUTION ROUTINE 
All data and information required by this subroutine 
is read from cards by the master segment and is stored 
in the common storage. The solution routine is used for 
dual purposes: 
1. To implement the incremental procedure, which 
consists of stiffness matrix assembly, elim- 
ination, back substitution, and calculation 
of incremental displacements. 
2. To re-assemble the stiffness matrix to deter- 
mine nodal forces for the equilibrium check 
in the iterative procedure. 
The subroutine distinguishes between these two options 
by the signal "MODE. " If "MODE" is unity, the routine 
uses the first option, and if it is greater than unity, 
it uses the second option. Part of the function of the 
routine from the beginning to statement "16" is to si- 
multaneously build up the equations and to triangulize 
them. The bandwidth of the equations depends on NS (the 
largest node number for the element) and NR (the lowest 
node number for the element) from which the matrix di- 
mension "MD11 is calculated. 
The routine starts with the comparison of the first 
node number of the first element with NR, which bei4g 
initially zero passes control to a loop which first al- 
locates the smallestvalue of the node number to NR, and 
then determines the largest node number and allocates 
that to NS. Subroutine ASSEMB is then called. 
Subroutine ASSEMB first calls another subroutine 
TRANSFM, which basically determines the elastic stiff- 
ness and element orientation to find the zero, first, 
and second incremental stiffnesses. Subroutine TRANSFM 
returns with one total element stiffness matrix which 
depends upon the desired option. If the first option 
is chosen, the total stiffness matrix is the summation 
of all the element stiffness matrices, and if the second 
option is selected, subsequently, the total stiffness 
matrix consists of the summation of the element stiff- 
ness matrices with different multiplying factors. The 
ASSEMB routine assembles the element stiffness matrix 
in the appropriate position in the structural stiffness 
matrix, using a pair of "markers" based on the node 
numbers of the element. - A system of nested loops is 
used in the assembly routine, a loop to assemble the 
coefficients for each degree of freedom, and a loop to 
assemble these by nodes. The outer loop determines the 
starting position in the structural stiffness matrix for 
the inner loop to assemble the degree of freedom co- 
efficients. Assembly only takes place below the leading 
diagonal. 
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After the element stiffness has been assembled 
into the structure, the counter for reading the node 
number and the degree of freedom codes is updated, and 
subsequently, the subroutine ASSEMB returns. 
The first node number for the next element is 
then compýared with NR. If the number is the same as NR, 
elimination is by-passed and the routine proceeds to 
the previous procedure by checking the lowest and the 
highest nodes and calls subroutine ASSEMB. If the new 
node number is greater than NR, the "IF" statement checks 
the solution options. If "MODE" is unity, the elimination 
subroutine "ELIM11 is called, and if "MODE" is greater 
than unity, the nodal force calculation subroutine 
"NODFORCE" is called. 
The procedure used in this program to impose con- 
straints on specified degrees of freedom is by means of 
an array "M" of length equal to the total number of de- 
grees of freedom. Each element of this vector is made L7. to have a value zero, -1, or a positive number'lot dis- 
tinguish between the constraint, a degree of freedom 
fully constrained, or coupled with another degree of 
freedom, respectively. Basically, subroutine "ELIM" 
calculates values of back substitution coefficients. 
The elimination loop starts by checking the degrees of 
freedom coded greater than zero as described above. If 
any degrees of freedom are coupled with another degree 
of freedom, then subroutine COUPL is called. 
Subroutine COUPL uses a process of accumulating 
the appropriate stiffness matrix and load vectors in 
order to obtain the same value of displacements. The 
COUPL routine is used mainly for the practical cases, 
i. e., a plate loaded in the testing machine where the 
top edge of the plate remains straight, or unloaded 
edges kept straight by moving laterally. 
Returning from COUPL routine, or finding the de- 
gree of freedom less than unity, the elimination loop 
continues with a limited number of eliminations which 
are controlled by "markers" based on the node numbers. 
The-number of back-substitution coefficients stored in 
"W" which has dimension 2000j, and the number of elim- 
inations carried out is recorded by a counter for each 
degree of freedom. If array "W" is about 2000, the 
back substitution coefficients are copied on to the 
augiliary storage unit (DISC) to be held for the back 
substitution process. The number of coefficients to 
be transferred each time is controlled by a factor 
called NWW, and the total number of coefficients trans- 
ferred is recorded by NNAA. 
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The function of the following DO loops (3 and 5) 
is to overwrite the eliminated coefficients in the struc- 
tural stiffness matrix by transferring the remaining co- 
efficients diagonally to the top left hand corner of the 
working space and to fill in with zeros the spaces where 
coefficients did exist but have now been removed. If a 
constrained degree of freedom is encountered, the elim- 
ination is by-passed, the number of back substitution 
coefficients stored is nullified, and the number of con- 
strained degrees of freedom are recorded. The number of 
eliminations and constrained degrees of freedom are taken 
into account by "markers" describing the limits of elim- 
ination. When the elimination process is completed, the 
routine returns. 
The process continues in the same fashion for all 
elements. When all the degrees of freedom have been 
completed, a check is made to establish whether the cur- 
rent node number is zero, marking the end of the struc- 
ture, a dummy element card being included at the end of 
the node number data for this purpose. With zero node 
numbers, the back substitution subroutine BCKSUB is called, 
and the solution of the equations is found. 
The back substitution process can be thought of 
as the reverse of the forward elimination. The sub- 
routine starts by transferring the remaining back sub- 
stitution coefficients to the auxiliary unit DISC in 
case, at the same load level, the iterative (modified 
Newton-Raphson) procedure is needed. In order to use 
the coefficients stored on DISC, the appropriate co- 
efficients, depending on the number of equations stored 
in array "MM", are transferred back to array "W". The 
solution of displacements is then ca*rried out by the 
Gaussian back substitution process. When the number of 
coefficients stored on DISC exceeds 2000, transfer of 
coefficients from DISC to array "W" will take place by 
checking the unused coefficients with the number of 
equations at every stage of the solution. 
After the back substitution process has been com- 
pleted, subroutine BCKSUB returns. 
In the last part of the subroutine SOLV, increments 
of'displacement are accumulated as both total net dis- 
placement in array "UM", and as total plus the initial 
displacements in array "U". 
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5.8: 2 SUBROUTINE TRANSFM 
The first part of this subroutine converts the 
structure displacement numbers into the appropriate 
element displacement numbers. For this purpose the 
subroutine makes use of the node numbering system. 
Subroutine TRANSFM performs all of the processing 
of the basic element stiffness matrices before assemb- 
ling them into the structure stiffness matrix. The 
processing required is the calculation of the average 
rotation of the element (0 
x, 
0y) with respect to the 
structure coordinates, as well as the calculation of 
the strain displacement of each element (e X, ey, e xy). 
Subroutines STIFFEL, NO, Nl, and N2 are then called 
for the calculation of elastic and incremental stiff- 
nesses. The stiffness matrices are factored by appro- 
priate values if they are used for iterative procedure. 
These matrices are added and stored in common storage. 
The subroutine also calls another subroutine STRESS for 
calculating the stresses in the element. 
5.8: 3 SUBROUTINE NODFORCE 
Subroutine NODFORCE is called if only the equili- 
brium balance is desired. The basic function of this 
subroutine is to find the nodal forces in each element. 
The process is the multiplication of the factorized 
assembled stiffness matrix by the net displacements. 
But since the assembled stiffness uses the frontal so- 
lution method, and only part of the assembled stiffness 
matrix is available at each stage, the process of find- 
ing partical nodal forces, followed by the elimination 
and shifting of the terms of the matrix must be used. 
This process is basically similar to the procedure de- 
scribed in Section 5.7: 1. The assembled stiffness 
matrix employed in this subroutine is different than 
the assembled stiffness matrix used for determining 
displacements. The incremental stiffness matrices used 
in this assembled stiffness matrix are first factored, 
and then added as explained in subroutine TRANSFM. 
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5.8: 4 SUBROUTINE STRESS 
The function of the subroutine STRESS is to cal- 
culate mean stresses in an element from the strain 
displacement obtained from the Subroutine TRANSFM. The 
two dimensional stress-strain relationships are used to 
obtain the stresses in the element. The stresses ob- 
tained by this process are the stresses at the center 
of the element. Correction of strain to account for 
the rotation of the element as well as the initial strain 
effect has been considered in this subroutine. 
5 8: 5 SUBROUTINE ITER 
The purpose of this subroutine is to find displace- 
ments due to residual forces. The subroutine is capable 
of carrying out Newton-Raphson as well as modified 
Newton-Raphson methods. By using the Newton-Raphson 
procedure, the subroutine calls another subroutine SOLVE 
to update the coefficient factors (inverse matrix) in 
assembled stiffness matrix. Subroutine SOLVE is by- 
passed if the Modified Newton-Raphson method is chosen. 
obtaining displacements due to out-of-balance 
forces is very similar to the subroutine BCKSUB except 
for the factorization of some coefficients in the back 
substitution process. The final task of this subroutine 
is to obtain the total displacements by adding the new 
displacement to the previous results. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The applicability of the present nonlinear stiff- 
ness formulation for a plate finite element to the pre- 
diction of large deflection behaviour of plate struc- 
tures, with or without initial deformation, is demon- 
strated through various examples. The purpose of these 
examples is to verify the performance and accuracy of 
the element stiffness in cases for which an analytical 
solution is resdily available. The cases to be studied 
are first, a plate under lateral pressure, and second, 
a plate with different initial imperfections under uni- 
axial compression. 
Generally, when a thin plate is loaded by lateral 
pressure, if it deflects less than about half of its 
thickness, this is considered to be a small deflection. 
In small deflection theory, the bending stiffness of 
the plate govern its deflection and a plate bending 
solution may be used. When the deflection is no longer 
small in comparison with the thickness of the plate, but 
has reached about half its thickness or more, the plate 
will develop some membrane action resulting from the 
stretching of the middle surface. When the plate has 
a deflection many times its thickness, the resistance 
of the plate to bending may even be ignored. Figure 
(6-1) shows the lateral pressure plotted against deflec- 
tion, characterized by an initial linear solution when 
the deflection is-small, and by nonlinear behaviour when 
the deflection becomes large. 
Pressure 
FIGURE (6-1) 
A plate loaded in compression and supported along 
one or both unloaded, edges will normally develop ad- 
ditional load capacity after the critical buckling load 
for the plate has been reached. For a plate with some 
Deflection 
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initial imperfection, again under compression, buckling 
deformation may begin at a very small load. If the 
compressive loading is continued to about four or five 
times the critical load, the load-deflection curve will 
be as shown in Figure (6-2). Note that Figure (6-1) 
and Figure (6-2) are for illustrative purposes only. 
Load 
p 
cr 
FIGURE (6-2) 
Figure (6-2) demonstrates the behaviour of the 
plate at the pre- and post-buckling stages. The per- 
formance in this early stage (to near the critical load) 
is similar to the strut problem, and could be verified 
by the Southwell Plot technique, I. e., a straight line 
is obtained when the deflection W is plotted against 
the ratio W/P, the slope of which gives a value of the 
critical load. In the latter stage, when buckling 
occurs, tensile membrane stresses are produced in the 
plate, These in-plane stresses create extra stiffness 
in the plate, and make it possible for the plate to 
carry compressive load beyond buckling. The rate of 
deflection in this stage decreases as the compression 
increases. 
wo Deflection 
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6.2 LARGE DEFORMATIONS OF PLATE UNDER LATERAL PRESSURE 
A useful basis for comparison with the computed 
results is Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU) (Ref. 67). 
Since the curves in this Data are plotted non-dimension- 
ally, the actual size and properties of the plate are 
irrelevant and therefore will not be reported. 
A square plate which initially is assumed to be 
perfectly flat, with all edges simply-supported and 
free to wave in-plane, is under uniformly distributed 
lateral pressure. Because of the symmetrical nature 
of the deflected shape, only a quarter of the plate 
need be analyzed in the present finite element method. 
The plate is loaded so that the maximum deflection 
reaches five times the plate thickness. In order to 
assess the effect of mesh size, four solutions were 
obtained using the plate program with 2x2,4x4,6x6, 
and 8x8 element meshes respectively. Numerical con- 
vergence studies of the stiffness matrix have indica- 
ted that it performs adequately. The plate is loaded 
by a uniformly distributed load and also by a central 
concentrated load. Table (6-1) gives the numerical 
factors for the maximum deflection of a square plate, 
and Figure (6-3) and Figure (6-4) illustrate conver- 
gence behaviour of the element. It should be noted that 
convergence may occur from "above" as well as from 
"below. " This is due to lack of slope continuity along 
adjacent edges of the plate elements. If the element 
edges were continuous with respect to both displacements 
and slopes (not just displacements), then the finite 
element model would always be stiffer than actual plate, 
and convergence would always be from "below. " 
The results obtained are compared with the Timo- 
shenko (Ref. 65) exact solution, where the equations 
for maximum deflection in the two cases are: 
ctqa 'max D 
(Uniformly distributed load) 
(6-1) 
w= yPa 
2 
max D 
(Concentrated load) (6-2) 
in which D is the flexural rigidity of a plate. (See 
Equation (5-3). ) 
From Table (6-1),, - it is observed that convergence 
for uniformly distributed loads is starting from "below" 
whereas convergence for concentrated loads begins from 
"above. " 
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Mesh Total (Uniformly % im- (Concentra- % im- 
Size No. of distributed) prove- ted load) prove- 
Nodes ment ment 
2x2 9 . 003446 12% . 0138 13% 4x4 25 . 003940 12% . 0123 2.5% 6x6 36 . 004030 2% . 0120 1% 8x8 81 . 004034 . 09% . 0118 Exact . 004062 . 0116 
TABLE (6-1) 
The percentage in Table (6-1), which indicates 
the convergence of the computed result shows that the 
effect of increasing the mesh size for 2x2 to 4x4 is 
approximately twelve times greater than for an increase 
in mesh size from 6x6 to 8x8. It seems that 
beyond 8x8 mesh size, improvement in accuracy is very 
slight, compared to the large computer effort that 
would be involved. 
Figure (6-5) shows the degree of convergence of 
the deflection for different mesh sizes under normal 
pressure. The results obtained were not intended for 
achieving high accuracy, but only for showing the im- 
provement in accuracy for the different number of 
elements. 
in using the normal pressure in the computer 
program as applied load, the pressure must be conver- 
ted to concentrated loads and distributed between the 
nodal points, taking into account that boundary and 
corner nodes are only carrying a half and a quarter of 
an internal node load respectively. The system of 
loading of the plate is shown for the 3x3 mesh size per 
quarter in Figure (6-6). 
Total load =PT 
Unit load =pU 
Nodes =N 
Total load (25N)(P )+(20N)( PU + (4N) ( PU U24 
ppT U 36N 
= 36N 
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The analysis is initially performed by the in- 
cremental procedure to produce an approximate solution. 
As expected, the results are not satisfactory because 
of the drift from the true solution previously found 
in the incremental procedure (Chapter, 4). The analysis 
was then followed by an incremental with modified Newton- 
Raphson procedure, using two iterations at each load 
increment. Initially, the question of how to select 
the load increment was studied. Since the first incre- 
mental load is in effect computed on the basis of small 
deflection theory, where the effect of membrane stress 
is neglected, the first load increment might be chosen 
so that it produces the maximum-possible deflection 
subject to the limitations of small deflection theory. 
From the second incremental load onwards, however, large 
deflection theory is employed. 
For the first computer, run, the step size was 
arbitrarily chosen and it was-found that the size of 
the load increment was sufficiently large to lead to 
some unexpected inaccuracies. 
The total load was divided into 42 unequal load 
increments. The size of the load increments decreased 
with increase of applied load because the geometric non- 
linearity of the plate becomes more severe as the lateral 
deformation of the plate increases. In order-to demon- 
strate that the result obtained was near the-fully con- 
verged solution, a special computer run with-half size 
of the previous load increment was preformed. The re- 
sulting improvement of accuracy was found to be insig- 
nificant, confirming that the desired convergence had 
in fact been obtained with the plate program. 
Figure (6-7) shows the result of the computer run 
for the central deflection of the plate against-ESDU 
(Ref. 67) curves. It is observed that the curves, up to 
approximately W/t =4 are very similar, but beyond that, 
probably when the lateral deformation becomes. relatively 
very large, so that the approximation for angles in 
the local and global axes does not hold very accurately, 
an error of approximately 2% exists when the maximum 
deflection reaches five times the thickness of the plate. 
The computer program as developed is primarily 
intended to produce accurate displacement results. Al- 
though the program calculates the stresses in the ele- 
ments, high accuracy is not expected. The'output tensile 
stress results for the centre of the plate are'evaluated 
by extrapolation and plotted against the ESDU (Ref. 67) 
result in Figure (6-8). As expected, around W/t-= 3.5, 
the drift from ESDU results starts. Evidently, this 
causes the deviation of displacements in Figure (6-7). 
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FIGURE 6-6 
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6.3 DEFORMATION OF PLATE IN COMPRESSION 
While the previous section gives some check on 
the accuracy of the large deflection performance of the 
computer program, a more stringent test is perhaps given 
by a plate subject to in-plane load. In compression, a 
plate passes through a stage in which its stiffness re- 
duces, while the plate under lateral load is continuously 
increasing stiffness. The post-buckling behaviour of 
plates with initial imperfections subject to uniform 
compression has been investigated by Coan (Ref. 68), 
Yamaki (Ref. 69), and Yang (Ref. 70). For plates with 
initial imperfection, the most accurate of these solu- 
tions is that of Yamaki (Re. 69) who uses a double tri- 
gonometric series with four coefficients to solve the 
fundamental equations. 
A plate with various degrees of initial imper- 
fection has been studied for pre- and post-buClýling 
behaviour. The plate is assumed simply-supported, and 
because of its symmetry, again only one quadrant is to 
be analyzed. The initial imperfection function is 
assumed to be 
w Wý- sin(Trx/a) sin(Try/b) (6-3) 
00 
Three cases where WO has the values 0.025t, 0.1t, 
and 0.4t are considered. The compressive load is applied 
as point loads at the nodes. Since the line across the 
loaded edges must be kept straight, the appropriate 
degrees of freedom of the nodes at the end of the plate 
are coupled together. This facility is already incor- 
porated in the program (by adding the in-plane stiffness 
and load). Since the applied loads are coupled, the 
correct ratio of these loads for the different type 
of nodes (i. e., corner or middle node) is not necessary, 
and could be considered as either distributed or as 
total load. The comparison of plate buckling with the 
above references is based on non-dimensional parameters, 
so that the particular properties and dimension of the 
plate are irrelevant, except for examining the predic- 
tion of critical load by the Southwell Plot. The value 
of the theoretical critical load is: 
p 
cr 
(theoretical) = 400 lbf. 
Initially, a plate with imperfections of W. /t = 0.1 
is idealized into lxl, 2x2,3x3, and 4A mesh size per 
quarter. The plate is loaded in compression up to three 
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times the critical load for each idealization. The 
incremental procedure with twelve increments of loads 
is chosen in each case. Figure (6-9) is intended to 
show the improvement in accuracy of the solution, as 
well as to illustrate the transition from the pre- to 
the post-buckling range, for different numbers of ele- 
ments. Because of the purely incremental solution, 
errors in the actual deflection calculated are expected, 
and no attempt was made to obtain an accurate solution 
at this stage. 
In order to achieve theýmost accurate result 
possible, for comparison with classical results, the 
plate with an initial imperfection W. /t = 0.1 was ideal- 
ized into a 4x4 mesh size per quarter. The total load 
was taken up to three times the critical load and was 
incremented by 24 step loads. The procedure chosen was 
the incremental with modified Newton-Raphson using two 
iterations at each load level. For this case the un- 
loaded edges are considered free to wave in-plane. 
To verify the pre-buckling behaviour and to obtain 
a prediction of critical load approximate to this finite 
element idealization, the Southwell Plot technique was 
again used. Figure (6-10) is the Southwell Plot. (Note 
that the results do in fact fall in a straight line) 
giving a critical load of 415 lbf. In order to demon- 
strate that the results obtained have fully converged 
and cannot be improved, the size of the load increments 
were halved, and the results found to be almost identi- 
cal to the previous one. 
Figure (6-11) shows the computed result compared 
with other investigations. It is seen that the computer 
result shows a very close agreement with Coan (Ref. 68) 
and especially with Yamakils load-deflection curves. 
Yang's (Ref. 70) curve shows a departure from these two 
classical solutions. As has already been discussed, 
Yang's derivation of the incremental stiffness when used 
in an iterative procedure, was found to be in error. His 
formulation was investigated and it was found that ap- 
propriate terms for the contribution of initial imper- 
fection are not collected in the proper order for the 
incremental stiffness. Since each order of incremental 
stiffness matrix is multiplied by different constant 
(see Equation 5-24) in the iterative procedure, it is 
essential to collect the appropriate terms for the dif- 
ferent orders of incremental stiffness. 
The following procedure for different levels of 
initial imperfection and different conditions of simple 
support for the unloaded edges was followed. Three 
initial imperfections W0 /t = 0.4, W0A=0.1, and 
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WO/t = 0.025 for each of the unloaded edge conditions 
were studied. The procedure and number of load incre- 
ments were intended to be similar in all cases. However, 
for WO/t = 0.025, the modified Newton-Raphson method 
fails around the critical load. This is because the 
initial imperfection is small and the load-deflection 
curve behaves somewhat like a perfectly flat plate. 
Therefore, when the load reaches close to the critical 
load, it will-form a sharp corner and nonlinearity be- 
comes very severe. 
Different unloaded edges are considered here. 
First, those which are are free to wave; second, those 
which are kept straight, but free to move laterally. 
This condition is performed by coupling the nodes along 
the unloaded side. Third, those unloaded edges which 
are straight, but not free to move laterally. 
Figure (6-12), Figure (6-13), and Figure (6-14) 
show the behaviour under these edge conditions, for 
different initial imperfections. The computer results 
of stresses are plotted in Figure (6-15) and Figure 
(6-16) for a square plate with unloaded edges free to 
wave. These figures show the ratio of stress to average 
stress for central longitudinal and transverse elements. 
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6.4 PERFECTLY FLAT PLATE UNDER COMPRESSION 
Unlike an imperfect plate, a perfectly flat plate 
under increasing compressive loading will remain flat 
before buckling at the critical load. Nevertheless, 
the post-buckling behaviour of a perfectly flat plate is 
very similar to that of a plate with initial imperfection. 
Since the in-plane and bending deformations of the 
plate are not initially coupled, investigation of the 
post-buckling behaviour of a perfectly flat plate is 
somewhat cumbersome. In this case, in order to initiate 
bending stiffnesses in the computer program, a fictitious 
normal load or a small out-of-plane displacement is re- 
quired. 
For all practical purposes of the computer program, 
a small normal concentrated load is chosen to start the 
interaction of the in-plane and bending stiffnesses after 
the critical load is reached. The concentrated load is 
removed gradually to avoid upsetting the solution. The 
value of the concentrated load was found initially by 
classical plate bending theory, to achieve a maximum de- 
flection equal to the computer result for the maximum 
displacement of the same plate with an initial imper- 
fection W,. /t = 0.025 at critical load under compression. 
Since the object is to reduce the fictitious load to the 
minimum without losing its effect, reduction of this 
fictitious load was found to be approximately one-quarter 
of the initial value obtained as described above. How- 
ever, it was discovered that further reduction of the 
fictitious load caused the solution to diverge. 
The procedure for obtaining post-buckling behaviour 
of a perfectly flat plate by the computer program is as 
follows: 
1) One large increment of the compressive load, 
equal to the critical load, is applied. The 
displacement results obtained contain no 
out-of-plane deformations. 
2) A small concentrated fictitious load is applied 
at the centre of the plate. Small out-of-plane 
displacements are now produced by the concentra- 
ted normal load. 
3) Incremental compressive loads and a gradual 
reverse of the concentrated load are applied 
simultaneously. 
This method is used for simply-supported plates 
with unloaded edges which are both free to wave and held 
straight but free to move laterally. The analysis again 
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uses one-quarter of the plate because of the symmetry. 
The application of loads and properties of the plate 
are the same as in the previous sections. 
Because of the initial linear solutions, a purely 
incremental procedure is chosen for the application of 
the critical loads for first and second load increments 
respectively. However, for the remainder of the solution, 
an incremental method with modified Newton-Raphson pro- 
cedure using two iterations is selected. 
Figure (6-17) and Figure (6-18) show-the post- 
buckling behaviour of the square plate with two dif- 
ferent unloaded edges. As expected, the curves are 
very similar to the post-buckling part of the load- 
displacement curves of the plates with small initial 
imperfections (W, /t = 0.025). 
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7.1 POST-BUCKLED STIFFNESS 
Post-buckled stiffness can be defined as the 
ratio of the rate of change of average stress in the 
plate to the rate of the change of apparent strain, for 
example in compression: 
CT 
e 
(7-1) 
This is also referred to as the "tangent" stiffness. 
After a plate has buckled, a reduction in stiff- 
ness will occur due to the non-uniform stress distribu- 
tion across the plate. The stiffness will remain con- 
stant after buckling as long as the form of the buckle 
pattern remains unchanged. However, when the state of 
stress is not uniform over the plate, the mode of buck- 
ling is likely to change progressively as buckling de- 
velops which, in itself, leads to a change of stiffness. 
The stiffness of a perfect plate before buckling 
is constant, with the value equal to that of the material 
itself (i. e., in case of plate in compression this value 
is Young's modulus E). A useful definition of relative 
stiffness is the ratio of the post-buckling (E*/E) with 
a value less than unity. For a plate with imperfection, 
the reduction in stiffness occurs before the theoretical 
critical load. 
Computer results for pre- and post-buckling 
displacements were printed out for all degrees of free- 
dom, thus the same output used for the out-of-plane 
displacements described in Chapter 6 is used to evaluate 
plate stiffness behaviour in compression. The post- 
buckled stiffness reduction of a plate with different 
initial imperfections, including the perfectly flat 
plate, with two different unloaded edge conditions, is 
studied here. The self-correcting procedure (incremen- 
tal with iteration at each load increment) was used to 
obtain the results. As previously mentioned, since the 
rate of change of displacement is required to evaluate 
plate stiffness, a calculation of deformation at dif- 
ferent load increments is ideal. By taking a small load 
increment, the tangent stiffness of the plate is evalu- 
ated as the ratio of incremental average stress to in- 
cremental strain. 
As explained in Chapter 6, the in-plane degrees of 
freedom of loaded nodes are "coupled" for plates subject 
to compression. This "coupling, " which keeps the loaded 
edge of the plate straight, makes it possible to obtain 
uniform contraction during loading. 
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7.2 PURE COMPRESSION 
Since the computer results used for the stiffness 
calculation are the same output as in Chapter 6, detailed 
information about plate properties, boundary conditions 
and application of loads may be obtained from that chapter. 
In order to deduce the stiffness of the plate, the 
axial contraction is used to find the apparent strain, 
and the average stress in the plate is then divided by 
this results. Since the tangent plate stiffness is being 
calculated, the deformation is taken at each load incre- 
ment. The stiffness results are then plotted in a non- 
dimensional form, as relative stiffness E*/E against load 
ratio P/P cr* 
Figure (7-1) shows the stiffness reduction of a plate 
having unloaded edges free to wave for different initial 
imperfections (including no imperfection). The stiffness 
of the perfectly flat plate or plates with small initial 
imperfections, e. g " WO /t < 0.1 starts equal to, the value 
of the material itself (E*/E = 1), whereas the stiffness 
of a plate with more severe imperfection, e. g-j WO/t > 0.41 
starts somewhat less. This early stiffness reduction-of 
the plate, for an imperfection W. /t = 0.4, is 9% of the 
material stiffness. 
The overall characteristics of the curves may be 
summarized as follows: 
1) Plates with imperfections show a gradual loss 
of stiffness before and after buckling. 
2) The rate of stiffness reduction increases with 
reducing plate imperfection, above about 75% 
of the critical load. 
3) The curves all intersect around E*/E = 0.5 
about 15% above the critical load. 
4) Beyond the critical load, the curves tend to 
converge to a value of E*/E = 0.4. 
These curves, for a square plate in compressionj are 
entirely consistent with the more familiar results for 
a long plate (see, for example, Ref. 2). It must be men- 
tioned that theoretically, for plates with no imperfection, 
the compressive stiffness drops at the critical load and 
then remains constant. However, in the computer program 
the loading is incremental, therefore the stiffness re- 
duction will not be instantaneous. This phenomenon is 
demonstrated in the figure. 
Figure (7-2) shows the relative stiffness of plates 
with unloaded edges held straight, but free to move laterally, for different initial imperfections. Plates 
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with imperfections Wa/t :j0.1, have an initial stiff- 
ness equal to that of the material (E*/E = 1), but the 
plate with an imperfection W, /t = 0.4, has an initial 
stiffness 8% less than the material. 
As shown, the curves intersect at about E*/E = 0.6, 
and converge to a value approximately E*/E = 0.5. 
The classical post-buckled stiffness of a long 
simply supported rectangular flat plate is E*/E = 0.408 
for sides free to wave, and E*/E = 0.5 for sides held 
straight, free to move laterally (Ref. 71). 
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7.3 PURE SHEAR 
The nature of the post-buckled shear stiffness of 
a plate may be considered somewhat different to post- 
buckled stiffness in compression. The reduction in 
post-buckled stiffness in shear is gradual, and is known 
to be less pronounded that the reduction in post-buckled 
compressive stiffness. 
The behaviour of a square plate with and without 
imperfection, for two different boundary conditions, is 
investigated. The plate is simply supported along all 
edges with one pair of opposite sides acting, in effect, 
as stiffeners. In case (a), these transverse stiffeners 
are considered to be not sturdy (As = 0), e. g., a compon- 
ent flat of a corrugated web; whereas, in case (b), the 
stiffeners are assumed inextensible and very sturdy i 
(As = -), e. g., a shear web with heavy transverse stiff- 
eners. In order to achieve such boundary conditions, 
the "coupling" technique is used as in Chapter 6. For 
case (a), the in-plane degrees of freedom for the one 
pair of opposite sides, in the direction at right angles 
to these sides, are coupled, in order to keep these sides 
straight. For case (b), the degrees of freedom are 
"coupled" to ensure inextensibility along the two sides 
acting as stiffeners. The boundary conditions for cases 
(a) and (b) are also illustrated in Figure (7-3). In 
this figure, the in-plane degrees of freedom with the 
same number are "coupled" to each other. 
Two types of plate are considered for shear stiff- 
ness behaviour; a perfectly flat plate and a plate with 
an initial imperfection W. /t = 0.1. The initial mode 
shape used for this study is explained in Section 7.4. 
The post-buckled stiffness of the plates is plotted as 
both tangent and secant stiffness, for both boundary 
conditions. The tangent shear stiffness is defined as 
the ratio of the rate of change of average shear stress 
in the plate to the rate of change of shear strain. 
ST (7-2) 
6y 
The secant stiffness is simply the ratio of average 
shear stress to apparent shear strain. The shear stiff- 
ness for a plate with initial imperfection, as well as 
for a plate with no imperfection, is simply that of the 
material (G*/G = 1) before buckling. Shear stiffness 
reduction of the plate with imperfection starts somewhat 
before the critical load (see Section 7.4) is reached. 
The shear stiffness reduction for the plate with no 
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imperfection is gradual after the buckling load is 
reached, possibly in part because of the incremental 
load approach. 
When the mode of buckling changes, a corresponding 
change of stiffness is observed. For case (a), a sudden 
change of stiffness takes place at approximately 
Q/Qcr ý__ 1.6; and for case (b), a sudden change of stiff- 
ness occurs at about Q/Q cr ý 
1.7. The subsequent stiff- 
ness tends to converge to a constant value, as the load 
is further increased, as shown by dotted lines in 
Figures (7-4), -(7-5), (7-6) and (7-7). Changes in the 
mode of buckling are examined in Section 7.4. 
The relative shear stiffness reduction plotted in 
ESDU (Ref. 72) is for a long flat panel with various 
flange and stiffener dimensions, and with boundary 
conditions quite different to the square plate considered 
in cases (a) and (b). Nevertheless, as far as the stiff- 
ness reduction is concerned, Figures (7-4), (7-5), (7-6), 
and (7-7) have generally similar characteristics to 
ESDU (Ref. 72). 
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7.4 CHANGE OF MODE SHAPE IN PURE SHEAR 
As noted in Section 7.3, the post-buckled shear 
stiffness of the plate shows a sudden reduction, likely 
to be due to a change of mode shape. In order to inves- 
tigate the correlation of shear stiffness and change of 
mode shape, the lateral displacements of the plate for 
both boundary conditions are now examined. 
Plates, both with and without initial imperfection, 
are considered for pre- and post-buckling behaviour. 
For the initial imperfection of the plate, the following 
expression is used: 
m=- n=- 
w=jia sinm"x sinn"y (7-3) 
m=J n=I nm a 
Only the terms a and a2 of the above expression 
are taken for an initilai approximation of the mode shape. 
The maximum amplitude is chosen as 10% of the plate 
thickness. For perfectly plat plates, the system of 
loading is similar to the plate subject to compression. 
The plate is initially loaded to the critical chear load, 
found by the Southwell Plot technique, then a fictitious 
load (see Chapter 6) is applied at the center of the plate, 
where the maximum amplitude of the mode shape occurs. 
Because of the complicated shape of the actual 
buckling mode, the whole plate is used for the calcula- 
tion. To save computer timer the 6x6 mesh is chosen 
rather than the 8x8 mesh. Before commencing the large 
deflection analysis, the critical load is calculated by 
the Southwell Plot technique. A 6x6 mesh gives an answer 
16% higher than the classical value (Figure 7-8). It 
must be mentioned now that the critical shear load re- 
ferred to in the text or in the graphs is considered to 
be the calculated computer value (Southwell Plot). 
Initially, the incremental procedure with iteration 
at each load increment was chosen. Iteration failed at 
approximately Q/Q cr ý_ 
1.9. It was found that, as the 
mode shape starts to change in the post-buckling range, 
convergence fails at the point where the maximum dis- 
placement starts to reverse. In order to obtain a solu- 
tion up to about Q/Q cr = 
3.0, the solution was then con- 
tinued by a purely incremental procedure. This pattern 
of changing mode shape is demonstrated in the following 
graphs.. Figure (7-9) and Figure (7-10) show the central 
displacements against the load ratio for cases (a) and (b) 
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respectively. Figures (7-11), (7-12), and (7-13) show 
the change of mode shape for different values of Q/Qcr 
in the form of amplitude at different sections of 
the plate, and as a contour plot to show the whole sur- 
face of the plate. The contour graphs are executed by 
computer plotter facilities at the Computer Center 
(Figures 7-14,7-15,7-16,7-17, and 7-18). Since the 
number of points available for contour plotting in the 
computer is small, the contour lines are not smooth 
curves. The points used for mapping the whole surface 
are the total number of nodal points available in the 
finite element mesh. 
Comparing the displacement results with the shear 
stiffness results, it is observed that both have similar 
characteristics, as far as the effect of mode change is 
concerned. Also, by observing the stiffness reduction 
and reversal of centre displacement in the figures, it 
is noticed that the subsequent stiffness reduction is 
very sensitive to change of mode shape and occurs before 
displacement reversal takes place. 
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7.5 EFFECT OF SHEAR BUCKLING ON COMPRESSIVE STIFFNESS 
The effect of buckling on the shear stiffness of 
plates loaded in pure shear has been investigated. When 
the plate is loaded by a very small compressive load in 
addition to the shear load, the effect of shear buckling 
on the compressive stiffness becomes a matter of practical 
interest. Actually, the small compressive load is intro- 
duced here only as a means of detecting this change in 
stiffness. Compressive stiffness in this case can be 
defined as 
6a 
(7-4) 
6ea=o 
(Note that E* now is the compressive stiffness, in the 
limit as the compressive stress approaches zero, at 
specified values Of T/T cr* 
) 
Application of this study can be found in corrugated 
webs (or any stiffened web for which buckling may occur 
either in the web between stiffeners or in a mode invol- 
ving both webs and stiffeners). In a corrugated web (such 
as shown in cross section in Figure 7-19) in pure shear, 
local buckling can be defined as buckling within the 
component flats of the web, which depends on the thickness 
of the web and the width of the flats. On the other hand, 
overall buckling is the buckling of the complete web, 
which may be analyzed as an orthotropic plate. The fol- 
lowing equation used in Reference (73) assumes two dif- 
ferent flexural rigidities in the perpendicular directions 
of the web: 
D D3 
cr 4ks 1 2- (7-5) b2t 
t 
FIGURE (7-191 
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where K is the buckling coefficient and D, =-1 * 
Et3 
s t' 1-2 
D2 = EtIp 2 are the flexural rigidities of the web about 
axes parallel and perpendicular to the direction of 
corrugation respectively. The buckling coefficient kS 
depends on the rigidity D3. which however, is usually 
negligible for a corrugated web. If there is a loss 
of compressive stiffness due to loacl-buckling in shear, 
the effective rigidity of the cross-section (i. e., the 
D2 value) will be correspondingly reduced, and premature failure in overall buckling will occur, provided of 
course that local buckling proceeds overall. 
A square plate with simple support, loaded up to 
and beyond the buckling load in pure shear, is now in- 
vestigated. The boundary conditions for case (a) (see 
Section 7.3), are suitable for this problem, because 
the supports do not act as stiffeners to proved any 
additional in-plane stiffness, so that the results are 
applicable to an unstiffened square plate in shear. In 
order to keep the computer time to a minimum, a 6x6 mesh 
is employed. Two cases are considered here: one with 
an initial imperfection W /t = 0.1 (see Section 7.3), 
and another with no imperlection. The method explained 
in Chapter 6 is used for the interaction of iný-plane and 
out-of-plane stiffnesses for the perfectly flat plate. 
The solution method used for the plates is incremental 
with modified Newton-Raphson porcedure. 
To determine the compressive stiffness of the plate in pure shear, the following steps were taken: 
A shear load is applied up to an arbitrary 
value of Q/Q cr* 
2) A very small compressive load is applied. 
3) The shear load is increased to the further 
value of Q/Q cr , with 
immediate and simultaneous 
removal of compressive load. 
The procedure is repeated for desired loads at 
different levels. 
Figure (7-20) shows the change of relative com- 
pressive stiffness with the ratio Q/Q cr* 
The stiffness 
variation in the two'cases is demonstrated in the figure, 
and the following observations are made: 
There is a severe loss of compressive stiffness 
for the imperfect plate, with an even more 
severe loss for a perfectly flat plate. 
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The greatest loss of compressive stiffness 
occurs for the perfectly flat plate at shear 
loads close to Q cr , and recovers to some 
extent as the shear load is increased, 
The maximum compressive stiffness reduction 
for the perfectly flat plate is shown to be 
75% of the material itself, whereas, the 
maximum compressive stiffness reduction of 
the'plate with an imperfection (W, /t = 0-1) 
is only 40%. 
iv) Compressive stiffness has an oscillating be- 
haviour, and begins to converge to a value of 
E*/E = 0.65 for the plate with imperfection 
(WO/t = 0.1), but since at about Q/Qcr = 1.7, 
a subsequent reduction of compressive stiff- 
ness takes place (see Section 7.3 and 7.4), 
the converged value for a perfectly flat 
plate is not ascertainable. 
From these results, it is seen that the stiffness 
ratio E*/E reduces to as low as 0.25, for the perfectly. 
flat plate previously described. If this reduction is 
applied to the value of D2 in Equation (7-5), for the 
corrugated web, the corresponding loss of buckling 
strength in the overall mode is 65%. This severe stiff- 
ness reduction appears to be located in a narrow band 
between about Q/Q- 1 and Q/Q = 1.3. cr cr 
However, the loss of buckling strength is in fact 
less for the web with local imperfections, because of 
the nature of the stiffness behaviour for the imperfect 
plate, as shown in Figure (7-20). The stiffness reduc- 
tion for the imperfect plate becomes significant for 
Q/Qcr > 0.8. 
On the above basis, suggestions for the design of 
corrugated webs can be made as follows: 
1) restrict overall (orthotropic) buckling to 
or 
be greater than 0.8 x local buckling, 
2) ensure that overall buckling is sufficiently 
in excess of local, and take proper account 
of the loss of stiffeners due to local buck- 
ling. 
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8.1 PLATE DEVELOPMENT 
This section describes experiments carried out on 
lipped channel section struts. The object of these 
experiments was to simulate the behaviour of an imper- 
fect simply-supported square plate in compression, in 
order to illustrate the complexity of pre- and post- 
buckled deformation, as well as to obtain some experi- 
mental results which could be compared with the results 
of the computer program. The work involves an assess- 
ment of the imperfections in the specimen before loading, 
and the growth of those imperfections during loading. 
No attempt was made to measure post-buckled stiffness 
in the experiments. 
The choice of test specimen is based on the fol- 
lowing considerations: 
1) An actual square plate would lead to diffi- 
culties with the edge attachment. 
2) A square tube would model a square plate satis- 
factorily, but would 
* 
create manufacturing 
difficulties in fabricating the tube. 
3) A channel section, with the web representing 
the plate, would model a simply-supported 
square plate adequately if it possessed: 
i) The same elastic buckling stress 
ii) buckling half wave-length equal to the 
width of the web 
iii) no other form of buckling. 
The choice of a lipped channel section strut - 
proved suitable, because it has a sufficient number of 
dimensions which could be varied to meet the above re- 
quirements, it is easy to manufacture, and, in addition, 
access to both sides of the web is very useful. 
Dial gauges as well as the mechanical interference 
between a coarse grid and its shadow are used to define 
the displacement contours of the plates. The grid 
shadow method is particularly useful to obtain a pictoral 
deformation of the whole working area and has the advan- 
tage that its implementation is conceptually simple. 
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8.2 TEST SPECIMEN 
The lipped channel section for studying pre- and 
post-buckling behaviour was designed for compression 
up to at least three times the local buckling load. 
The design of a lipped channel strut involves consider- 
ation of four possible modes - local, flange, torsional- 
flexural, and flexural. In all modes, displacements 
vary sinusoidally in the longitudinal direction with a 
half wave-length of X. The local mode involves rota- 
tion about the junctions between the web and flanges with 
lateral displacement at the junctions of the flanges and 
lips. In the torsional-flexural and flexural modes the 
cross section remains undistorted and either translates 
while rotating or simply translates. 
In order to find the correct dimensions for a 
lipped channel section to correspond in behaviour to a 
simply-supported plate, the computer program VIPASA 
(Ref. 74) was used. In the first computer run, various 
d/_c ratios were used to locate the correct buckling co- 
efficient K=3.62. As shown in Figure (8-1), d/c =5 
gives values both above and below this buckling coeffi- 
cient. Figure (8-2) illustrates the variation of K with 
X/b, in this case for d/c = 2. In the second computer 
run, only the values of b and d were altered, with 
d/c =5 (Figure 8-3). In this way a test specimen was 
found with K=3.62 and X/b = 1.0. After obtaining 
suitable cross-section dimensions, the specimen was 
checked for torsional-flexural buckling using ESDU (Ref. 75). 
Two specimens were manufactured; one with its own 
natural imperfections and the other with a specific 
geometric defect. The specimens were 21.2 in. long, 
24 S. W. G. L70-aluminium alloy. The dimensions are given 
in Figure (8-4). The specimens are manufactured from 
sheet material simply by folding the flanges and lips 
in a folding machine without heat treatment, and casting 
"cerrobend" end fittings. The "cerrobend" was then 
machined to k in. to present a flat surface to the 
testing machine platens. 
In order to determine the stress-strain charac- 
teristic of the specimens, coupons were cut from the same 
sheet as the specimen and tested. Stress-strain curves 
were obtained for compression and tension, for the lon- 
gitudinal and transverse directions of the parent sheet. 
The curves are given in Figure (8-5) and Figure (8-6). 
The two specimens were checked for deviations from 
flatness by setting them up on a surface table and taking 
dial gauge readings at intervals along the web. The 
readings are recorded for reference in Figures (8-7) and (8-8). 
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8.3 TEST INSTRUMENTATION 
Two sets of instrumentation are used for deflec- 
tion measurements. For the first experiment, deflec- 
tions were measured by the grid-shadow technique, but 
in order to verify the correctness of the results, dial 
gauges were also used on the back of the specimen. The 
arrangement of the glass grid and the placing of the ball 
bearings on the face of the web are shown in Figure (8-10). 
Eight dial gauges were used for finding the body movement 
of the glass grid, as well as for the web deformation. 
Figure (8-9a) shows the location of the dial gauges 
corresponding to the front face of the web. 
Dial gauges numbers 1,2, and 8 are used to find 
the reference plane movement whereas the rest of the 
dial gauges are solely used for displacement measure- 
ments. The arrangement of dial gauges in the rear view 
of the specimen is shown in Figure (8-11). 
For the second specimen, the first experiment 
was repeated up to P/P cr = 
1.5 to demonstrate the fringe 
pattern for the more severe initial displacement. Dial 
gauges were used exclusively on the second specimen 
after fitting the support attachments. Figure (8-12) 
shows the support attachment and dial gauge arrangement. 
Because the support attachments were used, only eight 
dial gauges could be used. The location of the dial 
gauges is shown in Figure (8-9b). More dial gauges were 
used around the area of the defect in order to obtain 
more detailed results in this area. 
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8.4 THE GRID-SHADOW MOIRE TECHNIQUE 
The mechanical interference between a coarse grid 
and its shadow as cast upon a mat surface by oblique 
illumination has been applied to the analysis of surface 
topography. The application of Moire interferometry is 
demonstrated by a number of investigators. Ref. (76) 
uses the grid-shadow Moire technique for determining 
the displacements in a large shear web in place of a 
large number of dial gauges. 
The procedure for employing Moire's technique con- 
sists of using a white or monochromatic collimated ob- 
liquely incident light beam to illuminate the model sur- 
face. A reference grid is attached close to the surface 
of the model and the interference pattern of this gra- 
ting and its shadow produced by the oblique light beam 
is photographed in a position normal to the model. In- 
terference patterns before and after the loading of the 
specimen allow the determination of isopachics which 
are the lines of equal thickness. 
The basic principle of the method used is presen- 
ted in Figure (8-13). A small section of a reference 
grid having a pitch "e" is illuminated by a collimated 
light source at an angle of incidence 0. The ligh rays 
collected by the camera are considered to be parallel 
to each other and normal to the plane of the reference 
grid. If the shadow plane is coincident with the refer- 
ence grid plane, the shadow of line A will lie directly 
under-line A. As the shadow plane moves away from the 
grid plane, the shadow of line A will appear to trans- 
late toward line B in the plane of the grid. When the 
shadow plane moves a distance h, the shadow of line A 
is directly under line B and tHe shadow appears to h7ave 
moved a distanceý e, in The plane of the reference grid. 
I 
Collimated Light 
To Camera 
BA /Reference Grid Plane -7 
/1i 
-10. 
FIGURE 
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The light reaching the camera 
a minimum and back again to a 
plane moves down the distance 
of one fringe in the pattern. 
system in terms of the out-ofý 
shadow plane per fringe is: 
varies from a maximum to 
maximum. The shadow 
L, resulting in a shift 
The sensitivity of this 
-plane displacement of the 
e 
tan 
and for the small angles 0 
h (8-2) 
The distance h, expresses the difference in the 
separation of the grid and the model at the points where 
two successive fringes occur. 
I 
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8.5 ExPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GRID-SHADow TECHNIQUE 
A simple optical arrangement was devised using a 
500 W slide projector as the light source. A suitable 
reference grid line density, the choice of which depends 
on the sensitivity desired (the maximum displacement 
expected to be about three times the specimen thickness) 
is 65 lines/in. Although a higher line density would 
result in greater sensitivity, the fringe contrast at 
large displacements would be unsatisfactory.. The grid 
film was photographed on a special photographic glass 
in order to obtain a perfect plane surface. 
The test surface was prepared by spraying it with 
a thin and uniform layer of white paint. The side of 
the grid on which the lines are printed was placed 
nearest to the test surface. The reference, grid glass 
was suspended parallel to the test surface after the 
grid was placed against three 1/8" ball bearings on the 
assumed nodal lines which served as reference points in 
order to minimize the movement of the grid plane. 
Prior to running the experiment, a calibration 
photograph was obtained, shown in Figure (8-14). A 
wedge containing known slopes in two opposing directions 
was positioned on the test surface. The double wedge 
was used to eliminate errors which might arise in using 
a single slope wedge on a surface which is not initially 
flat. The calibration utilized was the average of the 
values obtained from the two surfaces of the wedge. 
Since the angle of incidence of light must be regulated 
to produce 8he best contrast, tests were made until an 
angle of 60 was found to produce sufficiently dense 
and sharp patterns. The calibration also eliminated 
errors in determining the angle of incidence and tended 
to reduce errors associated with the displacement of 
the test surface from the reference grid. The nonpara- 
llel nature of the fringes in Figure (8-14) is due to 
a rotation of the surface on which the wedge is placed. 
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8.6 DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATION OF TESTS 
a) First Specimen (A) 
After measuring the initial imperfection of the 
specimen, the area of interest in the web was painted in 
order to use the grid-shadow Moire method. The painted 
area then was marked to correspond to the finite element 
mesh. Three 1/8" ball bearings were placed on the as- 
sumed nodal lines of the web in order that the grid 
plate would make contact and would produce a plane of 
reference. (A preliminary test was made to establish 
the approximate location of the nodal lines, after which 
the nodal lines were located by measurement, the nodal 
lines being the width of the web apart. ) The grid, glass 
is suspended by the means of a cord from the platens of 
the testing machine where the axial contraction of the 
specimen does not interfere with the fringe pattern. 
As well as using the front side of the web to record the 
displacements by Moire fringe technique, eight dial ga 
' 
uges 
are set up on the reverse side to record the deforma- 
tion simultaneously. After setting up the measurement 
devices, crosshead drive is engaged, and compression is 
applied to the specimen. Load increments are chosen as 
100 lbf for pre-buckling, and 50 lbf for the post-buckling 
range. Displacements are photographed, and dial gauge 
readings are recorded. 
During the loading of the specimen, it was noticed 
that when the load had reached approximately P/P cr ý'- 
2.4, 
the assumed nodal lines start to move. This behaviour 
occurred because of the rearrangement of the mode shape 
forming. This new mode pattern caused the grid glass 
to make contact with the web, and upset the fringe 
pattern readings. From this point, only dial gauge 
readings were used, and the specimen was loaded until 
it was no longer able to carry the applied load. 
b) Second Specimen (B)__ 
Initially, two tests were planned for the lipped- 
channel strut. The first with its natural imperfection 
and the second with a more severe imperfection in the 
web. Since, in the first experiment, the nodal line 
movement was found in the post-buckled range, it was 
decided to use a support attachment in order to provide 
a better comparison of experimental results with the 
computer results in the higher post-buckled range. The 
object of these clamps (see Figure 8-12) is to keep the 
nodal lines straight and in the same position during 
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loading. Since the support attachments interfere with 
the grid glass, two tests were now planned for the 
specimen, the first using the grid shadow technique 
without the support attachment, and the second with 
the support attachment fitted and measuring displace- 
ments by dial gauges only. 
In order to find the exact nodal line positions, 
the specimen was first set up in the compression testing 
machine, and was loaded to initial buckling. After 
marking the web area to be used in the test, a dent was 
made in the lower quarter of that area. Measurements 
of the initial deviation from flatness were then made. 
The web area was painted and the finite element mesh 
marked. After setting up the grid glass, and calibra- 
ting the light source and camera, the specimen was 
ready for test. The arrangement of the dial gauges was 
similar to the previous test. The specimen was to be 
carefully loaded beyond buckling without damaging it. 
Load increments were 100 lbf up to buckling, and 50 lbf 
up to P/P cr "2 
1.6. Photographs were taken at each load 
increment. 
During loading, it was observed that with a more 
severe imperfection, deformation in the web was more 
apparent than in the previous test. It was also noted 
that when applied load reached P/Pcr'-': 1.7, a snap- 
through occurred (this was both audible and visible in 
the grid pattern). 
For the second test, the support attachments were 
mounted on the specimen, and eight dial gauges were 
used (see Figure 8-12). Loading procedures were similar 
to the previous test, and dial gauge readings were re- 
corded until the specimen was not able to carry an 
additional load. 
In this test, the snap-through did not occur, 
presumably because of the effect of the support attach- 
ments. After local buckling load had been reached, a 
slight waviness of the lips and flanges was observed. 
Further increase in load produced more deflection in 
the web and more waviness in the lips and flanges, as 
well as widening the distance between the flanges. 
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8.7 ExPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
_pecimen 
A 
ment: 
Two types of results are obtained for this experi- 
1) web displacements in terms of fringe patterns 
up to P/P cr ýý 
2.4, and 
2) dial gauge readings of the web up to the 
failure point of the specimen. 
In order to demonstrate the results in a nondimensional 
form, the applied load is shown as the load ratio P/P cr* P 
cr 
is the theoretical buckling load for the web 
which was calculated to be 540 lbf. Figures (8-15) 
through (8-20) show the fringe patterns at different 
load levels. In order to evaluate the fringes in each 
picture, the rigid body movement of the grid glass must 
be accounted for at each load level. As the loading 
increases, a new fringe emerges from the centre of the 
web. The value of zero fringe is assigned to the fringe 
which passes nearest to the three ball bearings (nodal 
points), with the subsequent series of concentric fringes 
inside of the zero fringe numbered consecutively from 1; 
and those outside of the zero fringe numbered -1, -2f 
etc. Each fringe is evaluated by the calibration method, 
and for this case is found to be 0.012 in, per fringe. 
In order to find any displacement on the area of the web, 
interpolation of fringes is required. A sample calcu- 
lation of displacements on the center line by the fringe 
pattern technique is shown for, P/P cr = 
2.04. Rigid body 
movement is found by taking dial gauge readings of 1,21 
and 8. Linear movement of rigid body can be formulated 
as 
. 001 031 .. I wx+0.017 (8-3) 
rb 1.76 2.64 
Fringe values are shown in Figure (8-21). Now, if the 
coordinate points are substituted in Equation (8-3), and 
the fringe values are evaluated, the net deflection can 
be found. 
Center Point 
Rigid body movement @x=0.86 in.; 
@y=1.32 in. 
w 
rb 
0.002. in. 
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Fringe value is obtained with respect to 
reference fringe (zero fringe) 
0.012 (2.1) = 0.0252 in. 
Displacement = 0.0232 in. 
Dial gauge reading of this point is recorded as 0.023 
in. The displacement values of the web obtained from 
these fringe patterns are plotted in Figures (8-22), 
(8-23), and corresponding dial gauge readings are also 
shown in the figures. As is demonstrated, the values 
of displacment obtained by Moire fringe pattern techni- 
que were very similar to the dial gauge readings. The 
advantage of this technique is the observation of mode 
shape forming in the web. Displacement results from 
dial gauge readings are plotted in non-dimensional 
form in Figure (8-24). 
Specimen B 
The effect of a severe local imperfection in the 
web is demonstrated by Moire fringe patterns in the 
first specimen. As shown in Figures (8-25) through 
(8-29),, initially the local imperfection is dominating 
the mode shape, but with increase in load, soon the 
overall mode takes over. During this test, as described 
in Section (8-7), a snap-through sound occurred, the 
result of which is not apparent in the fringe pattern 
pictures. However, in the dial gauge reading, the 
snapping is noticeable, and in order to emphasize this 
effect, web displacements are plotted against load in 
Figure (8-31). From the figure, it is observed that 
at approximately P/P 
cr'7- 
1.18, a sudden change of dis- 
placement takes place. The results from the second ex- 
periment on Specimen B with support attachments are 
plotted as non-dimensional load ratio against displace- 
ment. 
Since the purpose of the second test is to compare 
the results with a computer run for the same initial 
imperfection, dial gauge readings of the initial devia- 
tion from flatness were evaluated. From Figure (8-8), 
for the initial imperfection, an estimate of the overall 
waviness of the web was obtained as 0.0002 in., (i. e., 
the first Fourier component). This value was reduced 
by 20%, to 0.00016 in., in order to make some allowance 
for the flattening effect of the support attachments. 
To implement the initial imperfection for the computer 
program, the edges are assumed to be simply supported 
with no initial deflection. The overall mode was 
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considered as a sinusoidal function with a maximum ampli- 
tude of 0.00016 in., on to which was then superimposed 
the defect introduced into the web. It was judged that 
this could be represented by initial displacements -. 008, 
-. 008 and -. 048 at points 2,4, and in between respec- 
timely (see Figure-8-9'B). Thus the computer analysis 
uses only the principal characteristics of the imperfect 
plate. 
By running the computer program, it was found 
that the program is very sensitive to sharp imperfec- 
tions of the type introduced by the defect. However, 
the results of the computer program are very similar 
to the experimental results, considering that the 
initial imperfections employed in the program could not 
model precisely the actual imperfection of the web. 
From the experimental results, Figure (8-32) 
and Figure (8-33) show the displacement behaviour for 
different points of the web. Displacements obtained 
from the computer results of the corresponding points 
are plotted in Figure (8-34) and for the sake of 
comparison of experimental and computer-results, the 
two figures are re-plotted in Figure (8-35). 
Note: Because the fringe pattern pictures (Figure 8-15 
through Figure 8-30), were printed in an incorrect 
sequence, they are presented in an inverted position in 
this thesis. ) 
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9.1 CONCLUSION 
A general finite element program which is appli- 
cable to pre- and post-buckling behaviour has been de- 
veloped for plates with imperfections. The computer 
program has been checked against classical solutions 
for the large deflection behaviour of elastic plates, 
and good agreement has been found. The program is 
used to investigate the effect of different levels of 
imperfection, and various boundary restraints, on the 
in-plane stiffness behaviour of plates. 
A preliminary program for a strut is used as a 
prototype to examine finite element formulations and 
to evaluate geometrically nonlinear procedures. The 
conclusions generally remain valid if the solution 
techniques are incorporated into a large-scale computer 
program capable of handling a large number of degrees 
of freedom. 
For the geometrically nonlinear problem, it 
appears that the conventional incremental 
procedure is too prone to drifting from the 
true solution to be of any real value. Im- 
proving the accuracy simply be decreasing 
the load increment size is likely to be very 
expensive in terms of computer time. 
2) The Newton-Raphson method is probably the 
most accurate method available to date, but 
unfortunately it is also the most expensive 
from the standpoint of computer expenditure 
because of the constant updating and inver- 
ting of the coefficient matrix. 
3) The modified Newton-Raphson is a very accurate 
method, and iteration is shown to be both a 
very powerful as well as an economical means 
of correcting the solution at each load in- 
crement. Since most of the correcting is 
achieved by the first and second iterations, 
there is generally little purpose in proceeding 
beyond two iterations. 
4) Carry over of residual forces into the follow- 
ing increment of load without actually com- 
pleting the iteration was found to be not 
beneficial from the point of view of computer 
time. 
5) The loss of accuracy involved in the use of 
the fixed coordinate system is very small 
compared with the moving coordinate system. 
On the other hand, there is a considerable 
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simplification in formulation of the element 
stiffness for the fixed coordinate system. 
Although the incremental stiffness matrices of 
a rectangular plate element with four nodes and twenty 
degrees of freedom are generated, by replacement of the 
stiffness matrices and minor changes in the program, 
any type of element could easily be incorporated. All 
programs developed are listed, and user information 
supplied with a view to further development of these 
programs. 
Investigation of post-buckled stiffness was car- 
ried out for a square plate, for which compressive 
stiffness behaviour was very similar to that of classý- 
ical long plates. For the square plate subjected to 
shear load, a change of mode shape was found in the post- 
buckled range, which caused a sudden drop of stiffness. 
It was also found that a great loss of compressive 
stiffness occurs at the critical shear load. 
Experimental work on a lipped channel-section 
strut has been carried out to simulate a simply-supported 
plate under compression. The Moire fringe technique was 
used for measuring deflections on both specimens (with 
its own natural and artificial imperfections) and proved 
very successful when compared to dial gauge readings. 
Results show the general behaviour of such plates, and 
are also compared with generally similar computer re- 
sults for the developed program. 
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9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
The effect of shear buckling on compressive 
stiffness was investigated by the finite element method 
in Section 7.5. A considerable loss of compressive 
stiffness in the vicinity of the critical shear load, 
as well as considerable variation in compressive stiff- 
ness with respect to T/T cr , was 
found. In order to 
verify the results obtained, experimental work is now 
suggested. * 
A suitable test specimen can be considered in the 
form of a square tube, because shear stress is readily 
obtained by torsion, and compressive stiffness is also 
easily measured by application of small axial loads. 
Preliminary calculation showed that the square tube 
needs to be rather thin, in order to buckle well before 
material yielding; thus, an extruded section is unsuit- 
able. Alternatively, to avoid a fabricated joint, a 
welded section is probably most suitable. In order to 
achieve a buckling stress not greater than 1/3 of the 
effective yield stress of the tube, and also to obtain 
a width to thickness ratio b/t = 120, L70 * aluminium is deemed the most suitable choice. This specific 
aluminium alloy is a reasonable compromise between 
weldability and mechanical properties. Two types of 
welded square tubes can be manufactured; first, two 
right angles, which probably involves less distortion 
but more residual stress; and second, a channel and 
plate which probably involves more distortion but less 
residual stress. Since residual stress must be avoided, 
the second type of specimen is recommended. 
Torsion load is applied through two steel blocks 
fitted at the ends of the square tube. A very small 
compressive load is required to measure the axial 
contraction, while the specimen is loaded in shear 
(see Figure 9-1). The experiment should then proceed 
by application of shear load through the torsion ma- 
chine, checking the compressive stiffness at different 
shear load levels by applying a very small compressive 
load through the turn-buckle. Since the axial defor- 
mation is extremely small, an electrical measurement 
device is required to record the measurements accurately. 
Appropriate drawings, as well as a design analysis, 
is available in Appendix C. 
*Note: Work based on these recommendations is currently 
being carried out at Cranfield Institute of Technology. 
(M. 8c. Thesis to be presented September, 1978.1 
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A-I NOTATION - PROGRAm D67A AND D67B 
LNO Number of elements 
A Element Area 
DL Element length 
DI Element moment of Inertia 
E Element Modulus of Elasticity 
NBO Number of constraint degrees of freedom 
NIN Number of Initial displacements 
U Total displacements 
F Applied load increment 
DP Total load 
INCT Number of increments 
NITER Number of iterations 
NOD Number of nodes 
BETA Initial element rotation 
SUBROUTINE SOLV 
w Load vector 
AMA Incremental displacements 
EI Assembled stiffness matrix 
um Total net displacements 
SUBROUTINE TRANSFOR 
ES Elastic stiffness 
EG Geometric stiffness 
TATA Total element rotation 
TM Transformation matrix 
t 
SUBROUTINE NODFORCE 
UL Local displacements 
AM Local element forces 
AMA Global element forces 
w Out-of-balance forces 
SUBROUTINE ITER 
AMA Displacements due to residual forces 
w Residual forces 
U Total displacements 
UM Total net displacements 
Wt 
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MASTER SEGMENT 
READ, 
LNO, NEA, NBOp 
NIN 
NIN= 0 YES 
NO 
Find initial 
element 
Orientation 
READ 
NHM, INCT; 
TYPE, NITER 
STOP 
AINCT 
0 
NO 
READ 
OAD VECTOR, 
2 
CALL SOLV 
TYPE >1 
NO 4 
YES 
FCALL 
NO 
3 
FIGURE A- I 
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SUBROUTINE SOLV (MOVING COORDINATE SYSTEM) 
NSTE 
SEG, 
CALL TRANSFOR 
CALCULATE 'I 
DISPLACEMENT CALL STIFFEL 
CALL STIFFGO 
RETURN 
CALL TRANSFM 
ASSEMBLE 
STIFFNESS MATRICE 
CALL FOIACF 
FIGUR E A-2 
RETURN 
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SUBROUTINE SOLV (FiXED COORDINATE SYSTEM 
SEG 
CALL TRANSFOR 
CALCULATE 
DISPLACEMENTS CALL STIFFEL 
FCA 
LL NO 
tRETURN 
CALL N1 
CALL N2 
Assemble 
Stiffness Matrice 
CALL FOIACF 
R ETURN-) ULR N IN 
FIGURE A-3 
I 
251. 
JOB CA501s,, ALLAHYARI 
MAXTIME 2000 
CCFORTRUN D67A,, LIST, 2000 
VOLUMEE 3000 
SEND TO(ED, SEMICOMPJOBA) 
DUMP ON(ED, PROqRAM JOBA) 
WORK(ED, PROQRAM WRKA(O)) 
LIBRARY (SUKROUPNAGF) 
PROGRAM (D67A) 
INPUT 1=CRO 
OUTPUT 2=LPO 
COMPRESS INTEGER AND LOGICAL 
COMPACT DATA 
END 
c 
c MASTER SEQMENT 
c 
MASTER STRUT 
DIMENSION U(51), BETA( 
* 
16) 
C014MON/PROP/A(16), DL(16), DI(16), Lr--(16) 
COr, ', MO, N/Sl/ES(6,6), EF(52,52), EE(6,6), EQ(t"), 6) 
COMMON/S2/B(52,52), Z(52) 
CONMON/SM: 'l (51,51 ), Ull (51 
COI-II-10iý! /S4/Sln'VE(100), W(51), DP(51), MM(51) 
COf, lMON/s5/TM(6,6) 
COMMOý,, /s6/UL(6), Am(6), AMA(51), P(51), tIBC(51), tiCC(51) 
INTEQER TYPE 
C 
c TYPE=l PURELY INCREMENTAL 
c TYPE=2 INCREMENTAL AND ITERATION BY NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
c TYPE=3 INCREMENTAL AND ITERATION BY MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
c 
READ(1,15) LNO 
15 FORMAT00) 
WRITE(2,14) LNO 
14 FORMAT(Ifil., ////, 52X, 15liNO OF ELEMENTS=, 15) 
NJNT=LNC+l 
NDFT=NJNT*3 
READ(1,15) HEA 
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(CON'T) 
IF(NEA) 71,0,400 
NELL=l 
GO TO 401 
400 NELL=LN0 
401 CONTINUE 
WR I TE ( 2,403) 
DO 404 1=1,14ELL 
PEAD0,19) NO, A0), DL0), DI0), E0) 
WRITE(2,405) NO, A(I), DL(I), DI(I), E(I) 
4 04 
, 
COMT I HUE 
19 FORM-AT( 10,3FO. 0, E10-3) 
403 FORMAV/28X, 10HELEMENT NO, 2X, 4HAHEA, 4X, 6HLENQTH 
1,2X, 17Hl! OlllEN'T OF INERTIA, 2X, 21HMODULUS OF ELASTICITY) 
405 FORMAT(31X, 13, FlO. 3, FlO. 3,2X, F10.3,12X, 2PE10-3) 
READ(1,15) NB0 
DO 96 1=1,14BO 
READ(1,101) NOD, N UM 
II A=NOD* 3. +NUM- 3. 
96 MM(I)=IIA 
READ(1,15) NIN 
IF(NIN-1) 1,0,0 
READO, 17) MMX), MX=l, NDFT) 
17 FORMAT( 3FO. 0) 
WPITE(2,18) 
18 FORMAT(///, 46X, 29H#*#*INITIAL DISPLACEMENTS****) 
WR I TE (2,300) 
302 FORI', AT(//44X, 36HNODE DEGREES OF FREEDOM TOTAL LOAD) 
DO 27 1=1, NJNT 
JX=1*3-2 
JY=1*1-1 ,l JXY=1*3 
27 WRI TE(2,500) (I# U(JX), UWY), UWXY) 
DO 50 LL=1, LNO 
KK=KK+3 
IF(NEA) 50,0,4o6 
LNOO=1 
GO TO 407 
406 LNOO=LL 
407 CýNT I NUE 
50 EETA(LL)=ATAN((U(KK+2)-U(KK-1))/DL(LNOO)) 
KK=O 
1 CONTINUE- 
READ(l, 100) NPO, ACC 
100 FORMAT00, F0.0) 
35 READ(1,101) NHM, INCT, TYPE, NITER 
101 FORMAT(410) 
IFONCT) 0,71,0 
253 
61 
21 
62 
22 
63 
23 
64 
25 
24 
102 
32 
2 
301 
34 
94 
82 
64 
(CON'T) 
GO TO(61,62,63,64) TYPE 
WPITE(2,21) 
FORMAT(///, 41X, 40H********** PURELY INCREMENTAL 
GO TO 24 
iimTý 17 
f 1) 1) 1) 
W r, 11 [ý. kLI c- c- I 
FORt'iAT(///, 29X, 62H*. **** 114CREMENTAL 
1N METHOD 
QO TO 24 
WRITE(2,23) 
FOR, 'IAT(///, 25X, 71H***** INCREMENTAL 
1ON-RAPHSON METHOD 
QO TO 24* 
WRITE (2,25) 
AND ITERATION BY NEWON-RAPHSO 
AND ITERATION BY MODIFIED NEW 
FORMAT(///32X, 48H***** INCREMENTAL PLUS CARRY OVER 0. B. FORCES*****) 
IF(INCT) 0,71,32 
READ(1,102) NOD, NUM, F 
f-'if, 'lM=NCD*3-+NUrl-3- 
FORMAT( 210, FO. 0) 
TPP=F 
GO TO 34 
CONT I NUE 
NIHM=O 
DO 2 IHM=l, NHt, l 
READ(1,102) NOD, NUM, F 
IAA=NOD*3-+NUl-1-3- 
P(IAA)=F 
FOR14AT(42X, 14,8X, 15, lOX, Fl2.5) 
INN=INCT 
C Oll TIH UE 
JI=JI +1 
DO 94 1=1,1, IDFT 
DPO)=DPO)ýP(l) 
WPITE(2,302) 
DO 95 1=1, NDFT 
INOW=l 
IF(DP(l)) 0,95,0 
IF(I-3) 0,0,82 
NODD=l 
NUMM= I 
GO TO 83 
CONTINUE 
NOW=I 
NOW=NOW-3 
INOW=INOW+l 
IF(NOW-3) 0,0,84 
NODD=INOW 
NUMM=NOW 
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83 
95 
73 
33 
80 
31 
26 
99 
71 
200 
201 
"I doo 500 
410 
900 
(CON'T) 
WR I TE ( 2,301 ) (N ODD, NUMM, DP (I 
CONTINUE 
CALL SOLV(LNO, NEA, U, NDFT, TYPE, ýIBO, BETA) 
SAA=AMA (NPO) 
GO TO(31,0,0,33) TYPE 
SA=AMA(T, IPO) 
CALL NODFORCE(LI, 10,1, IEA, U, BETA, NDFT) 
CALL I TER (LHO, NEA, U, BETA, NDF T, TYPE, NBO) 
NC=NC+l 
SAA=SA+Ar'iA(NPO) 
IF(ABS(SA)-ABS(SAA)) 0,0,80 
IMC-NITER) 73,33,0 
IF(ACC-AMA(NPO)/SA) 73,0,0 
GO TO 33 
CALL NO, r', FORCE(LNO, NEA, U, BETA, NDFT) 
COINTINUE 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,200) NC' 
Nc=0 
CONTINUE 
WRI TE(2,410) 
WRITE(2,300) 
DO 26 1=1, NJNT 
JX=1*3-2 
JY=1*3-1 
JXY=1*3 
14"I'll TE(2,500) (1 , U(JX), U(JY). UWXY) 
SAVE(Jl)=SAA 
I NN=1 NN-1 
IF(INN) 0,0,34 
IF(INCT) 0,71,35 
FACT=(SAVE(Ji)-SAVE(JI-1))/SAVE(JI-1) 
DO 99 1=1, NDFT 
P(I)=P(l)-FACT*P(l) 
IF(DP(MMM)-TPP) 34,35,35 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(//, 45X, 15HRESULT FOUND IN. 15,111-1 
FOPMAT(////, 50X, 11HTOTAL LOAD=, FS. l) 
I TE RAT I ON S) 
FORMAT(/34X, 46H NODE AXIAL TRANSVERSE 
FORMAT(/34X, 15,3X, 3(lX, lPE13.6)) 
FORMAT(/46X, 29H******* DISPLACEMENTS 
FORMAT(5(lX, lPE12-5)) 
STOP OK 
END 
ROT AT ION) 
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C 
C ELASTIC STIFFNESS. 
C 
SUBROUTINE STIFFELM 
COMMON/PROP/A ( 16), DL (16), DI (16), E (16) 
COIMMOH/Sl /ES (6,6), EF (55 2.52), EE (6,6), EQ (6,6) 
ES(l, l), ES(4,4)=A(L)*r'--(L)/DL(L) 
ES(2,2), ES(5.5)=12. *E(L)*DI(L)/DL(L)**3 
ESQ, 2), ES(6,2)=6. *E(L)*D I (L)/DL(L)**2 
ES(3,3), ES(6,6)=4. *E(L)*DI(L)/DL(L) 
ES(4,1)=-ES( 1,1 ) 
ES(5,2) =-ES (2,2) 
ES(5,3), ES(6,5)=-ES(3,2) 
ES(6,3)=2. *E(L)*DI(L)/DL(L) 
RETURN 
END 
c 
c GEOMETRIC STIFFNESS 
c 
SUBROUTINE STIFFGO(TATA, L, BETA, KK, LL) 
DIMENSION U(51), BETA(16) 
CoriMON/PROP/A(16), DL(16), DI(16), E(16) 
COMMON/Sl/ES(6,6), EF(52,52), EE(6,6), EQ(6,6) 
COMMON/S3/EI(51,51), UM(51) 
COMMON/S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), MM(51) 
DO 1 1=1,6 
Do 1 J=1,1 
EG(I, J)=O. O 
TP=(A(L)*E(L))*(((UM(KK+1)-UMCKK-2))-(UM(KK-1)- 
IUM(KK+2))*TATA)*(l/DL(L))--5*(TATA-Sr---TA(LL))**2) 
EG(2,2), ECi(5,5)=6. *TP/(5. *D, L(L)) 
EQ(3,2), ECA(o' 2)=TP/10. 
EG(3,3), E(ý(6: 6)=2. *TP*DL(L)/15- 
EG(6,3)=-2. *TP*DL(L)/60. 
EQ(5,2)=-EC; (2,2) 
EQ (5,3), EQ(6,5) =-EQ (3,2) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
c DI SPLACEMENT CALCULATI 
C 
SUBROUTIME SOLMNO, NEA, U, NDFT, MOD, NBO, BETA) 
DIMENSION U(51), BETA(16) 
COýIMOýI/PROP/A(16), DL(16), DI(16), E(16) 
COMMON/S3/EI(51,51), UM(51) 
COMMON/S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), MM(51) 
COMMON/S6/UL (6), Am (6), AMA (51 ), P (51 ), NBC (51), NCC (51 
CALL TRANSFOR(LNO, NEA, U, NDFT, NBO, BETA) 
DO 50 1=1, NDFT 
50 W(I)=W(I)+P(I) 
DO 1 1=1, NDFT 
1 AMA(I)=O. O 
DO 6 1=1, NDFT 
Do 6 J=1, NDFT 
IF(I-J) 0,0,8 
At-IA(I)=EI(J, I)*W(J)+AMA(l) 
GO To 6 
8 AMlA(I)=EI(I, J)*W(J)+Ar-IA(l) 
6 CONTINUE 
Do 61 M=1, NDFT 
U(M)=Ul'lll)+A'-IA(M) 
61 UM(M)=UM(M)+AMA(M) 
DO 78 1=1, NDFT 
78 W(I)=O. O 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c TPANSFORMATION MATRIX 
c 
, OUTINE TRANSFM(TATA) SUBP CommoN/S5/TM(6,6) 
TM(l, 1), TM(2,2), TH(4,4), TM(5,5)=COS(TA_TA) 
TM(1,2), TM(4,5)=SlH'(TATA) 
TM(2,1), TM(5,4)=-SIN(TATA) 
TMO, 3), TM(6,6)=1. 
RETURN 
END 
c 
C TRANSFORMATION PROCESS 
C 
SUBROUTINE TPANSFOR(LNO, NEA. U, NDFT, NBO, BETA) 
DIMENSION U(51), BETA(16) 
COIAMOýl/pp, OP/A(16), DL(lo'), DI(16), E(16) 
Coi',! 140N/Sl/ES(6,6), EF(52,52), EE(6,6), EQ(6,6) 
CoMHlOM/S2/B(52,52), Z(52) 
CO. ý, IMOt,, '/S3/EI(51,51), Uý1(51) 
COMMON/S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), MM(51) 
COMFON/S5/TM(6 
DO 3 Jill=l, NDFT+l 
DO 3 J=1, Jm 
3 EF(J, JM)=O. 
DO 5 IA=1, LN0 
DO 1 1=1,6 
DO 1 J=1,6 
1 EE(I, J)=O. O 
KK=KK+3 
LL=LL. + 1 
IF(NEA-1) 0,21,21 
LNOO=l 
GO TO 22 
21 LNOO=1 A 
22 CONTINUE 
IF(IA-1) 25,25,0 
IF(LNOO-1) 23,23,0 
25 CONTI MUE 
CALL STIFFEMNOO) 
23 CONTINUE 
TATA=ATA! -I((U(KK+2)-U(KK-1))/DL(Lý, 100)) 
CALL ST! FFQO(TATA, LNOO. BETA, KK, LL) 
DO 10 1=1, ý 
DO 10 J=1,1 
10 EQ( 1, J)=ES( I, J)+EC; ( 1, J) 
6 
2 
4 
5 
50 
40 
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(CON'T) 
CALL TRANSFM(TATA) 
DO 2 i=1,6 
DO 2 j=1,6 
DO 2 K---l, O' 
IF(K-1) 0', 0,0 
EE(J, I )=till (I'l, J)*EG(K, I )+EE(J. I: 
GO TO 2 
EE(J, I )=TI"'I(K, J)*EQ( 1, K)+EE(J, 1: 
CONTINUE 
DO 4 1=1, t) 
Do 4 j=i, 6 
DO 4 K=1,6 
EF( I+ KK-3, J+KK-3) =EE(J, K)*TM M 
CONTINUE 
KK=O 
LL=O 
DO 50 11=1,! -,! BO 
EF(MM(II), MM(IM=1. E50 
IA=1 
ESP=1. E-8 
N=NDFT 
IEF=52 
CALL F01ACF(N, ESP, EF, IEF, B, 52, 
DO 40 11=2, NDFT+l 
DO 40 JJ=2,11 
EI(II-1, JJ-1)=EF(11, JJ-1) 
RETURN. 
END 
I )+EF( I +KK-3, J+KK-3) 
Z, L, IA) 
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C 
C NODAL FORCE CALCULATI ON' 
C 
SUBROUTINE NODFORCE(LIý0,14EA, U, E3ETA, NDFT) 
DIMENSION Ul"--Jl ), BETA (16) 
COIý-', ý'iOý', /PROP/A(16), DL(16), Dl(lb'), E(16) 
Co,,. fllýiotý/si/ES(6,6), EF(52,52), Er--(6,6), ECi(6,6) 
COMMON/SYE 1 (51,51), U7-1(51) 
COIýM014/S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), tlt', (51) 
COMIMON/S5/TM (6,6) 
commoN/s6/UL(6), Ai4(6), Af-lA(51), P(51),? qBC(51), NCC(51) 
DO 9 IC-=l, NDFT 
9 AMA(IB)=0-0 
DO 8 IA=1, LNO 
KK=KK+3 
LL=LL+l 
lF(MEA-1) 0,81,81 
LMOO=1 
GO TO 82 
81 LNOO=IA 
82 CONTINUE 
TATA=ATAýl((Q(KK+2)-U(KK-1))/DL(LNOO)) 
UL(1)=U,, I(V!, %'-2)*COS(TATA)+. 5*(U, M(KK+2)-U'i'I(KK-1))* 
1 (TATA-BETA(LL))+UM(KK-1)*SIN(TATA) 
UL(3)=UH(KK)-(TATA-BETA(LL)) 
UL(4)=U[I(KK+2)*Slýl(TATA)+tjl'I(KK+1)*COS(TATA) 
UL(6)=UM(KK+3)-(TATA-BETA(LL)) 
DO 1 1=1,6 
1 AW I) =0. 
IFOA-1) 85,85,0 ' 
IF(LNOO-1) 83,83,0 
85 CONT I NUE 
CALL STIFFEMMOO) 
83 CONTINUE 
CALL STIFFQO(TATA, LMOO, BETA, KK, LL) 
DO 20 1=1,6 
DO 20 J=l, 1 
20 EG(I, J)=ES(I, J)+EQ(I, J) 
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(CON"T) 
DO 2 i=1,6 
DO 2 j=l, 6 
IF(I-J) 0,0,11 
AM(I)=EQ(J, I)*UL(J)+AM(I) 
QO TO 2 
11 AM(l ) =EG( I, J) * UL(, J)+All (I 
2C ON TINUE 
CALL TRANSFM(TATA) 
DO 3 1=1,6 
DO 3 J=1,6 
3 AMA(I+KK-3)=TM(J, I)*AM(J)+AMA(I+KK-3) 
CONTINUE 
KK=O 
LL=O 
DO 4 I8=1, NDFT 
4 W(IB)=DP(IB)-AMA(IB) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C ITEPATIO14 BY NEWTON-RAPIHSON METHOD 
C 
SUBROUTINE I TER (LNO, NEA, U. BETA, NDFT, MOD, NBO) 
DIMENSION U(51), BETA(16) 
COMMON/Sl/Es(6,6), EF(52,52), EE(6,6), EQ(6,6) 
COMMON/S3/EI(51,51), UM(51) 
CONMON/S5/TM(6,6) 
COMýION/S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), I-IM(51) 
COr, lý', ON/St')/UL('o), Aill(6), At, lA(51), P(51), 14BC(51), NCC(51) 
DO 5 15=1, NDFT 
AMA(IB)=0.0 
IF (NOD- 2) 10.0,10 
CALL TRANSFOR(Lý10, ýIEA, U, NDFT, NBO, BETA) 
10 CONTINUE 
Do 6 IF5=1, NDFT 
Do 6 JB=l, i,, 'PFT 
IF(IB-JB) 0,0,12 
AtIA(1,9)=EI(JB, I-B)*W(JE3)+AMA(IB) 
QO To 6 
12 AMA( I B)=El ( IB, JB)*W(JB)+AMA(IB) 
6C ONT INUE 
DO 7 IB=1, NDFT 
UM (I B) = UM (I B) + AlAlA (I B) 
7 U0F-1)=U(IB)+AMA(IB) 
DO 8 1=1, NDFT 
8 w(l)=0.0 
RETURN 
END 
FINISH 
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JOB CA501s,, ALLAHYARI 
MAXTIME 2000 
CCFORTRUM D67B,, LIST, 2000 
VOLUME 3000 
SEND TO(ED, SETlICOMPJOB, STORE) 
DUMP ON(ED, PROqRAM JOBA) 
WORK (ED, PROCýRAJI WRP-, A(O)) 
LIBRARY (SUBQROUPNAQF) 
PROQPAll (D678) 
IMPUT 1=CRO 
OUTPUT 2=LPO 
COMPRESS INTEQER ANID-LOGICAL 
COMPACT DATA 
TRACE 2 
END 
c 
c MASTER SE,:; MENT 
c 
MASTER STRUT 
DIIIIENSION, U(51), BETA(16) 
COMMOýI/PROP/A(16), DL(16), DI(16), E(16) 
COMMON/Sl/Es(6,6), EF(52,52) 
COr4MOl. l/S2/B(52,52), Z(52) 
COI, ', MON/s3/El (551,51), U11(51 
COMMOý! /S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), Mý1(51) 
commoN/s6/UL(51), Aý'IA(51), P(51) 
INTEGER TYPE 
c 
c TYPE=l PURELY INCREMENTAL 
C TYPE=2 I NCREMENTAL AND I TERATI ON BY NEWTON-HAPHSON IMETHCD 
c TYPE=3 INCREMENTAL AND ITERATION' BY MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
C 
READ( 1,15) LNO 
15 FORMAT(10) 
ý'RITE(2,14) LNO 
14 FORMAT(lHl, ////, 52X, 15HNO OF ELEMENTS=, 15) 
NJNT=LN0+1 
N DF T=NIJ H T* 3 
READ(1,15) NEA 
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(CON'T) 
IFNEA) 71,0,763 
NELL=l 
GO TO 401 
763 NELL=LN0 
401 CON'T I MUE 
WRITE(2,403) 
DO 404 1=1, NELL 
READ(1,19) NO, A0), DL(I), DI0), E0) 
WRITE(2,405) NO, A0), DL0), DI0), E(I) 
404 COTN-TINUE 
19 FORMATOMFO. O, E10-3) 
403 FORMAV /28X, 1 OHELEMENT NO,, 2X, 4HAREA, 4X, 6HLENGTH 
1,2X, 17HMOMENT OF lNERTIA, 2X, 21HMODULUS OF ELASTICITY) 
405 FORMAT(31X, 13, FlO. 3, FlO. 3,2X, F10.3,12X, 2PE10-3) 
READ(1,15) NB0 
DO 96 1=1, N60 
READ(1,101) NOD, NUM 
IIA=NOD*3. -, NUM-3. 
96 MM(I)=IIA 
RZEAD(1,15) HIN 
IF(NIN-1) 1,0,0 
READ( 1,17) (U(MX), ViX=l, NDFT) 
17 FORMAT(3FO. 0) 
'WRITE(2,18) 
18 FORMAT(///, 46x, 29H****INITIAL DISPLACEMEMTS"") 
WRITE(2,300) 
302 FORMAV//44X, 36HNODE DEGREES OF FREEDOM TOTAL LOAD) 
DO 27 1=1, NJNT 
JX=1*3-2 
JY=1*3-1 
JXY=1*3 
27 WPITE(2,500)(1, U(JX), U(JY), U(JXY)) 
DO. 50 LL=1, LH'0 
Ki(=Kl<+3 
IFNEA) 50,0,406 
LN'OO=l 
GO TO 407 
406 LNOO=LL 
407 CONT I NUE 
50 E"'TA(LL)=ATAtl((U(KK+2)-U(KK-1))/DL(LNOO)) 
KK=O 
1C ON TIN UE 
READ(1,100) NPO, ACC 
100 FORl', lAT(10,, F0.0) 
35 PEAD(l, 101) NIHM, I NCT, TYPE, NI TER 
101 FORMAT(410 ) 
IFONCT) 0,71,0 
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(CON'T) 
GO TO(61,62,63,64) TYPE 
61 WRITE(2,21) 
21 FORMAT(///, 41X, 40H********** PURELY INCREMENTAL 
62 
22 
63 
2 3o 
64 
25 
24 
102 
32 
2 
301 
34 
94 
82 
84 
QO TO 24 
WRITE(2,22) 
FORMAT(///, 29X, 6211***** INCREMENTAL AND 
1N METHOD 
QO TO 24 
WPITE(2,23) 
FORMAT(///, 25X, 711i***** INCREMENTAL AND 
1014-RAPHSON METHOD 
QO TO 24 
WRITE(2,25) 
ITERATION BY NEWTON-RAPHS0 
ITERATION BY MODIFIED NEW 
I-ORý-IATý///3bX, Abl-l*****ItICREMENTAL PLUS CARRY OVER 0. B. FORCES*****) 
IF(INCT) 0,71,32 
READ(1,102) NOD, NUM, F 
MMM=N. OD-3. +NUI-1-3. 
FORMAT(210, F0.0) 
TPP=F 
GO TO 34 
CONTINUE 
NIHM=O 
DO 2 IHM=I, NHM 
READ(1,102) NOD, NUM, F 
I AA=NOD*3. +NUM-3- 
P(IAA)=F 
FORMAT(42X, i4,8X, I5,10X, F12-5) 
INN=INCT 
C ON TIM UF 
JI=Jl+l 
DO 94 I=1, MDFT 
DP(I)=DP(I)+P(l) 
WRITE(2,302) 
DO 95 1=1, NDFT 
INOW=1 
IF(DP(l)). 0,95,0 
IF(I-3) 0,0,82 
NODD=l 
NUMM=1 
GO TO 83 
CONTINUE 
NOW=l 
NOW=NOW-3 
INOW=lNow+1 
IF(NOW-3) 0,0,84 
NODD=INOW 
NUMM=NOW 
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83 
95 
I- 
33 
60 
31 
26 
99 
71 
200 
201 
IN 
500 
400 
900 
(COWT) 
WRI TE(2,301) (MODD, MUNM. DP( I 
CONTI MUE 
CALL SOL V (LMO, NEA, U, VDF T, TYPE, NBO. BETA) 
SAA=AMA (NPO) 
GO TO(31,0,0.33) TYPE 
SA=AMA (NPO) 
CALL NODFORCE(LMO, NEA, U, BETA, NDFT) 
CALL I TER(LNO, MEA, U, BETA, NDFT, TYPE, NBO) 
Nc=NC+1 
SAA=SA+AMA(NPO) 
IFOIC-MITER) 73,33,0 
IF(ABS(SA)-ABS(SAA)) 0,0,80 
IF(ACC-AMA(MPO)/SA) 73.0,0 
GO TO 33 
CALL NODFORCE(LNO, NEA, U, BETA, IqDFT) 
C014TI NU77 
CONTI NUE 
WRITE(2,200) NC 
NC=O 
CONIT I NUE 
WRI TE(2,400) 
'100) WRITE(2, 
DO 26 1=1, NJNT 
JX=1*3-2 
JY=1*3-1 
JXY=143 
lJRI TE(2.500) (1 , U(JX), UWY). U(JXY)) SAVE(Jl)=SAA 
I NNI =I NN- 1 
IF(INN) 0,0,34 
IF(I'l,! CT) 0,71,35 
FACT=(SAVE(Ji)-SAVr-. (JI-1))/SAVE(JI-1) 
D. 0 99 1=1, NDFT 
P(I)=P(I)-FAr, T*P(I) 
IF'(DP(1'1'fltl)-TPP) 34,35,35 
CONTI NUE - 
FCRMAT(//, 45X, 15HRESULT FOUND I N, 15,111-1 
FORMAT(////, 50X, 11HTOTAL LOAD=, F8.1) 
ITERATIONS) 
MXIIATý/. 544#40H NUUL AXIAL TRANSVERSE 
FORMAT(/34X, 15,3X, 3(IX, lPE13.6)) 
FORMAT(/46X, 29H******* DISPLACEMENT-6 
FORMAT(5(lX, lPE12-5)) 
STOP OK 
END 
ROTATION) 
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C 
C ELASTIC STIFFNESS 
c 
SUeROUTINE STIFFELM 
COt', 'itýION/PROP/A(16), DL(16), D I (16), E(16) 
commom/sl/Es(6,6), E-F(52,52) 
ES(1,1), ES(4,4)=A(L)*E(L)/DL(L) 
ES(2,2), ES(5,5)=12. *E(L)*DI(L)/DL(L)**3 
ES(3,2), ES(6,2)=6. *E(L)ODI(L)/DL(L)**2 
ES(3,3), ES(6,6)=4. *E(L). *DI(L)/DL(L) 
ES(4,1 ) =-ES( 1,1 ) 
ES(5,2) =-ES (2,2) 
ES(5,3), ES(o, 5)=-ES(3,2) 
ES(6,3)=2. *E(L)*DI(L)/DL(L) 
RETURN 
END 
c 
c ZERO ORDER INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS 
c 
SUBROUTINE NOýL, BETA, LL) 
DIMENSION U(51), BETA(16) 
COMMON/PROP/A(16), DL(lo), DI(16), E(16) 
CO'MMON/V, Or-)D/, E: "O(6,6), E1,111 (6,6), EN2 (6,6) 
Et4O(2,1), ENO(5,4)=A(L)*E(L)*(BETA(LL))/DL(L) 
EMO( 2,2), E? NO(5,5) = (A (L) *E(L) /DL M (BETA (LL) 2 
ENO(4,2) , ENO(5,1 ) =-ENO(2,1) ENO(5,2)=-F-MO(2,2) 
PETURN 
END 
c 
c FIRST ORDER INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS 
c 
SUBROUTINIE Nl(L#TAW, 8L- ETA, LL, KK) 
DI MENSION U(51), BETA(16) 
CO, m, MON/PROP/A(16), DL(16), DI(16), E(16) 
CO. ";, T4ON/S3/E 1 (51,51 ), UM (5 1) 
Cý&MON/NODD/ENO(6,6), EN1 (6,6) , EM2(6,6) COMMON/Sl/ES(6,6), EF(52,52) 
EV1 (2,1 ), EN1 (5,4) =A(L)*E(L) * (TATA) /DL (L) 
EN1 2,2), EN1 (5,5) =- (A(L) *E(L) /DL (L) (UT-1 (KK-2)-Ul,,, (KK+l )/DL (L) 
1+3. (A(L) *E M/DL (L) )*TATA* BETA(LL) 
EM1(4,2), EN1(5,1)=-EN1(2,1) 
EM1 (5,2) =-EN1 (2,2) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C SECOND ORDER INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS 
C 
SUBROUTINE N2(L, TATA) 
DIMENSION U, 51), BETA(16) 
COMliOýI/PROP/A(16), DL(16), DI(16), E(16) 
COMMON/NODD/ENO(6,6), E141 (6,6), E'j'12 (6,6) 
Eý', 2(2,2), EN2(5,5', '=1-5*(A(L)*E(L)/DL(L))*TATA**2 
EP 2(5,2) =- EN2 (2,2) 
RETURN 
END 
c 
c DI SPLACEMENT CALCULATION 
c 
SUBROUTINE SOLMNO, NEA, U, HDFT, MOD, NBO, BETA) 
DIMENSION U(51'ý, BETA(16) 
COMMOý4/PROP/A(10), DL(16), DI(16), E(16) 
COMMON/Sl/ES(6,6), EF(52,52) 
COMMON/NODD/E7No(6,6), EN1 (6,6), EN2 (6,6) 
COMMON/S3/EI(51,51), UM(51) 
COMMON/S6/UL(51), AMA(51), P(51) 
COMMON/S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), MM(51) 
CALL TRANSFOR(LMO, NEA, U, NDFT, NE30, E3ETA) 
DO 50 1=1, NDFT 
50 W(I)=W(1)+P(I) 
DO 1 1=1, MIDFT 
1 AMAM=0.0 
Do 6 I=1, N'DFT 
Do 6 J=1, NDFT 
IF(I-J) 0,0,8 
AMA(I)=EI(J, I)-W(. J)+AMA(I) 
GO To 6 
8 AMAM=EI(I, J); ýýW(J)+AMAM 
6 CONT I NUE 
Do 61 M=1, NDFT 
'M U(111)=Uý &)+AMA01) 61 Uýl'(M)=Ull(M)+AMA(M) 
Do 78 1=1, NDFT 
78 W(I)=O. O 
RETURN 
END 
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TPANSFORMATION PPOCESS 
SUPROUTINE TRMSFOR(LNO, NEA, U, NDFT, NBO, BETA) 
DIMENSION U(51), 13ETA(16) 
COMMON/PROP/A(16), DL(16), DI(16), E(16) 
COmmON/sl/ES(6,6), EF(52,52) 
COF, ', MOý, '/t,! ODD/Eý, 10(6,6), Eý11(6,6), EN2(6,6) 
COM, M0N/S2/B(52,52), Z, ', 52) 
COrý'. t', OýI/S3/EI(51,51), Uiý, 1(51) 
CO, I, IIMOýI/S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), I-IM(51) 
DO 3 JM=1, Mr., FT+l 
DO 3 J=1, NDFT+1 
3EF(J, JIM) =0. 
DO 5 IA=1, LNO 
Y, V, =KK+ 3 
LL=LL+ 1 
IF04EA-1) 0,21,21 
LHOO=l 
GO TO 22 
21 LNOO= IA 
22 CONTI NUE L 
IMA-1) 25,25,0 
IF(LNOO-1) 23,23,0 
25 CONTINUE 
CALL STIFFEL(LMOO) 
23 CC 4", TI NI UE 
TATA=ATAlq((U(KK+2)-U(KK-1))/DL(Lt, 100))-BEI*A(LL) 
CALL NO(LM0O, P-ETA, LL) 
CALL Nl (LNOO, TATA, BETA, LL, KK) 
CALL N2(LNMCO, TATA) 
DO 4 i=1,6 
DO 4 J=1,1 
4 EF(J+vl<-3, I+I<K-'. 41)=ES(I, J)+ENO(I, J)+EN11(1, J)+EN2(1, J) 
1+EF(J+Kl<-3, I+KK-3) 
5 CONTI NUE 
KX=0 
LL=O 
DO 50 11=1, tFjo 
50 EF(f*1(ll), MMl(II) =1. E50 
IA=l 
ESP=1. E-8 
N=NDFT 
IEF=52 
CALL F01ACFk'TI, ESP, EF, IEF, B. 52, Z, L, IA) 
DO 40 11 =2, NDFT+ 1 
DO 40 JJ=2,11 
40 EI(II-1, JJ-I)=EF(11, JJ-1) 
RETUR'M 
END 
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c 
c NODAL FORCE CALCULATION 
c 
SUBROUTINE NODFORCE(LHO, NEA, U, BETA, NIDFT) 
D111ENSION U(51), BETA(16) 
COMMOýI/PROP/A(16), DL(16), DI(16), E(16) 
comlmotq/sl/Es(6,6), EF(52,52) 
COMMON/S4/SAVE(100), W(51), DP(51), i4M(51) 
C(', 'viMO!, I/S6/Ul- (51 ), AMA (51 ), P (5 1) 
COMMON/NODD/ENO(6,6), Eý11(6,6), EN2(o, 6) 
DO 30 1=1,!, IDFT 
DO 30 J=I,! 
30 EF(I, J)=O. O 
DO 9 IP=1, NDFT 
9 UL (I B) =0. 
DO 8 IA=1, LN0 
KK=KK+ 3 
LL=LL+ 1 
IF(NEA-1) 0,81,81 
LNI () O= 1 
GO TO 82 
81 LNOO=IA 
82 CONTI NUE 
TATA=ATAN( (U(KK+2)-U(KK- M /DL (LNOO) )-BETA (LQ 
CALL NO(LNOO, BETA, LL) 
CALL 141 (LNOO, TATA, BETA, LL, KK) 
CALL N2(t. NOO, TATA) 
DO 3 1=1,6 
DO 3 J=1,1 
3 EF(I+KK-'. 3, J+KK-3)=ES(I, J)+ENO(I, J)+. 5*Eý! 1(1, J)+(1/3. )*EN2(1$J) 
1+EF(I+KK-3, J+KK-3) 
8 CONTINUE 
DO 22 1=1, NDFT 
DO 22 J=l, t\'DFT 
IF(I-J)0,0,21 
UL'(I)=EF(J, I)*UM(J)+UL(I) 
GO To 22 
21 UL(I)=EF(I, J)*U?,! (J)+UL(I) 
22 CONT I NUE 
KK=O 
LL=O 
DO 41 B=l, NDFT 
4 W( I B) =DP( I B)-UL( I B) 
RETURN 
EN D 
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c 
c 
c 
5 
10 
12 
6 
7 
8 
I TERATI ON BY NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
SUBROUTINE I TEMPO, NEA, U, BETA, NDFT, MOD, NBO) 
DIMENSION Uk'51), F)ETA(16) 
commot! /Sl/ES(6,6), EF(52,52) 
COMjJOTJ/S. 3/El (51,51 ), UII(51) 
COMMON/S4/SAVE(100) , W(51) , DP(51 
), 1414(51 
commoN/s6/uL(51), AMA(51), P(51) 
DO 5 IP3=1, MDFT 
AMA( 1 B)=0-0 
IF(MOD-2) 10,0,10 
EA, U, NDFT, NBO, BETA) CALL TTIRANSFOR(LNO, NL- 
CONT I NUE 
Do 6 1B=1, NDFT 
Do 6 JE3=1, NDFT 
IF(IB-JB) 0,0.12 
AMA(IB)=EI(JB, IE3)*W(JB)+AIIA(IB) 
GO To 6 
AtIA(IB)=F-I(IB, JB)*W(JD)+AMA(IB) 
CONTINUE 
Do 7 1B=1, NDFT 
UM(IB)=UM(IB)+AMA(IB) 
U(IB)=U(IB)+AI, IA(IB) 
DO 8 1=1, NDFT 
W(0=0-0 
, 
RETURN 
END 
FINISH 
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INPUT DATA 
(Punched on Separate Cards) 
DOC DATA-D67A 
3 
0 
4.66667 1 10. OE06 
3 
12 
41 
43 
1 
0.0 0. 
0. - . 14 0. 
0. . 2425 0. 
0. . 28 0. 
1 0. 
1232 
ii 6o0. 
0000 
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SAMPLE OUTPUT 
NO OF ELFMENTS= 3 
FLFMFNT NO AREA LENGTH VOMENT OF TNFRTIA MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
1 1.010 4.667 oiloo 10. OOE 06 
****INITIAL DISPLACEMENTS**** 
NODE AXIAL TRANSVEPSE ROTATION 
1 O. 000600E 60 O. OOOOOOE 00 n. noooooF 00 
2ý 0.01)0000E -)o 1.4000, OOF-01 0. ý, OOOOOE 00 
3 0.000000E Of) 2.425COOE-01 n. oonOnOE 00 
14. n. 000000E 00 2.800DOOE-01 O. OOOOOOE 00 
'4*** INCREME'lTAL AND ITERATION BY MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD ***** 
NODE DEGREES OF FREEDOM TOTAL LOAD 
11 60n. 00non 
RESULT FOUND IN 2 ITERATIUMS 
DIS PLACENEMTS 
Noop AXIAL TRANSVEpSF ROTATION 
I 1.178430E-03 4.288587E-59 1.535320F-03 
2 6.878916E-n4 1.468512E-01 1.129650E-03 
3 2.95093OF-114 2.543645E-01 7. A? 6927E-04 
4 1.800000E-47 2,936 988E-01 5.197331E-48 
NODE DEGREES OF FREEDOM TOTAL LOAD 
1 
RESULT FOUND IN 2 ITER ATIONS 
DIS PLACEMENTS 
NODF AXIAL TRANSVERSE ROTATION 
1 2.411431E-03 1.467(143E-58 3.232610E-03 
2 1.396397E-A3 1.544256F-01 7.799571E-03 
3 5.926286E-04 2.674813E-01 1.616372F-03 
4 4,800000E-47 3.088432E-01 1,444773E-47 
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A-2 NOTATION - PROGRAm D67C 
SUBROUTINE STIFFEL 
A Element dimension 
B Element dimension 
E Elastic stiffness 
v Element Poisson's ratio 
ET Element modulus of Elasticity 
T Element Thickness 
SUBROUTINE TRANSFM 
us Element orientation 
N Node numbering 
IKK Counters for node numbers 
TATX Element rotation IxI direction 
TATY Element rotation 'y' direction 
BETX Element initial rotation 'x' direction 
BETY Element initial rotation 'y' direction 
LNO Element number 
CC- Coeffici ent factor for incremental stiffness 
SUBROUTINE SOLV 
NC Boundary Condition Counter (Constraint B. C. ) 
NE Number of Eliminations performed 
NR Lowest node number in an element 
NS Highest node number in an element 
NW Back substitution number 
LNO Element number 
NNAA Disc back-substitution number 
KST Initial Disc number 
NWW Total back-substitution number 
MODE Type of procedure 
N Node number 
IKK Counters for node number 
DU Incremental displacements 
U Total displacements 
UM Total net displacements 
SUBROUTINE ELIM 
M Degrees of freedom code (see imput data) 
NFF "Coupling" degrees of freedom 
NF2 "Coupling" degrees of freedom 
EE Assembled stiffness matrix 
ILL Counters for degrees of freedom number 
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MM NuiTber of back-substitution coefficients stored 
VI Inverse diagonal matrix 
w Back-substitution coefficient 
SUBROUTINE NODFORCE 
F Element force vector 
um Total het displacements 
EE Assembled stiffness matrix 
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MASTER SEGMENT 
I READ 
NEL, NJNT, NNE, 
NDF, MD, NEA, 
READ 
Nodal Points dat 
)ordinates, B. C. )j 
READ 
NSTR, NWRDEF, 
NLDEF, NIN A 
NO NIN >0 
ES 
READ 
aIa 
initial displacements nts 
N >0 
ES 
co Ic ulate 
& 
isplacements 
>0 
D 
S 
element orientation7 
4 
READ 
NHM, INCRT, 
TYPE, NITER 
7. 
2 
-"% READ 
0 
5ý- INCRT Lo AD VECTORS 
I <0 I 
REA D FINN 
--- INCRT TOTAL LOAD 
fI 
I NCT = INCT +1 
1 
MODE =1 
CALL SOLV 
3 
FIGURE A-4 
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277 
278 
SUBROUTINE TRANSFM 
SA 
UB 
Find Element 
Orient at ion 
ýýE 
S <ýMODE >1 
NO 
CALL STRESS 
WRITE 
STRESS 
CALL STIFFEL 
CALL NO 
CALL N1 
CALL N2 
Assemble 
Stiffness 
Matrice 
I RETURN 
FIGURE A-5 
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SUBROUTINE SOLV 
280 
SUBROUTINE ELIM 
FIGUFýE A-T 
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. 
SUBROUTINE BCKSUB 
SUB 
3OLV 
CALL PUT ARRAY 
NW 2000 
CALL GET ARRAY 
- 
F-- 
J= TOTAL D. O. F. I 
YES 
Displacement 
JK 0 
I 
"'E, 
>"Sd 
'Coupled' Displacement 
NO 
YES < NW>, MM M 
NO 
CALL GET A-R-RA-Y-ý 
NW= NW - MM(J) 
Calculate 
Displacements 
i-I 
j=0 
YES 
RETURN 
FIGURE A-8 
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SUBROUTINE ITER 
4AST 
SEG 
N MODE = 2ýý 
Ys ES 
MODE =1 
CALL SOLV 
I MODE =2 
CALL GET ARRAY 
I 
J TOTAL DO. F. 
NO <: m MM(i) >0 
YES 
CALL GET ARRAY DU U0 
IFIND 
COEFFICIEN 5ý 
j-0 
YES 
NW 7 2000 
1, 
CALL GET ARRAY 
_T_ 
J -TOTAL 11O. F. 
FIGURE A-9 
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I 
mm M<o' YES YES 
NO 
N W>, MM (J) 
LYE S 
NO 
CALL GET ARRAY1 
NW= NW- MM(J) 
CALCULATE 
D IS PLACE ME NTS 
i=i-1 
NO_< j=0 0 
YES 
RETURN 
Displacement 
Coupled Displacement 
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JOB CA501S,, ALLAHYARI 
MAXTIME 2000 
CCFORTRUN D67C,, LIST, 2000 
VOLUME 3000 
SEND TO(ED, SEMICOMPJOBA, STORE) 
DUMP ONNI(ED, PROGRAM JOBA) 
WORK (ED, PROGRAM WRKA(O)) 
PROQRAM(D67C) 
INPUT1 =CRO 
OUTPUT 2=LPO 
COMPRESS INTEGER AND LOGICAL 
END 
c 
c MASTER SEGMENT 
C 
MASTER PLATE BUCKLING 
COMMON/US/US(20), SAVE(100) 
COMMOtl/STIFE/E(20,20), Eý10(20,20), EN1(20,20), EN2(20,20) 
CO,, lMON/ANQ/BETX(200), BETY(200) 
COrAMOýI/PROP/A(200), B(200), T(200), V(200)tET(200) 
COýIMON/BS/W(2000), i-11--I(l210),, 'E(70,70) 
COMMCN/COEF/VI(1210), DP(1210) 
COMMOý'i'/DISP/U(1210), DU(1210), UM(1280) 
COMMON/tIODE/N(972), ý1(1210), tl, llm(7) 
CO, M',, iOý1/11,! FRC/F(1210), P(1210), FI (1280)' 
COI"ýMON/STDF/NST(200), NDEF(1210), NLL(100) 
INTEGER TYPE 
c 
c TYPE=l PURELY INCREMENTAL 
c TYPE=2 INCRIEMENTAL AND ITERATION BY NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
c TYPE=3 INCREMENTAL AND ITERATION BY MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
c 
'CALL USE Fl-LE(4,2HED, 12HDE117ALLAHYA, 0,0) 
READ(1,1100) NEL 
WRITE(2,70) NEL 
70 FORMAT(-lHl, ////, 48X, 16HNO. OF ELEMEMTSýý, 12) 
READ( 1,100) NJNT 
WRITE(2,72) NJNT 
72 FORMAT(/48X, 13HNO. OF HODES=, 13) 
READ( 1,100) NNE 
WRITE(2,80) NME 
80 FORMAT(/48X, 25HI\10. OF NODES PER ELEMENT=, 14) 
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(CON'T) 
READ(1,100) NDF 
WRITE(2,71) NDF 
71 FORMAT(/48X, 26HNO. OF DEGREES 'OF FREEDOM=, 12) 
READ(1,100) MD 
WRITE(2,669) MD 
669 FORMAT(/48X, 17HMATR IXDI MIENSI ON=, 13) 
READ(1,100) NEA 
IF(NEA) 3,0,888 
NELL=l 
GO TO 999 
888 NELL=NEL 
999 CONTINUE 
WRIITE(2,702) 
DO'701 1=1, NELL 
READ(1,19) NO, A(I)PB(I), T(I), V(I), ET(I) 
WRITE(2,703)(ý! O, A(l), E3(1), T(l), V(I), ET(l)) 
701 CON TIN UE 
703 FORMAT(23X, 13,4X, F. C. 2,7x, F9.2,2X, F10.3,5x, FlO. 3,9X, 2PE10-3) 
702 FORMAV/ 1 SX, 1 OHELEMENT NO, 2X, 14HELEMENT LENQTH, 2X, 13HELEMDlT. VIDTH 
1,2X, 9HTýIICKýIESS, 2X, 13ýIPOISSON RATIO, 2X, 21HMODULUS OF ELAS71CITY) 
19 FORMAT(10,4FO. 0, ElO. 3) 
NDFT=NJNT*NDF 
DO 865 1=1, t, IJNT+l 
READ(l, 100) (N(NKE+INK), IfIK=l, NNE) 
865 NKE=NKE+NNE 
WRITE(2,73) 
73 FOR11AT(/44X, 30H***ELEMENT NUMBERING SYSTEM***/) 
DO 866 1=1, tIJ'NT+l 
WRITE(2,200)(N(ýIKK+NCS), NCS=1, Ntl'E) 
866 NVY, =NKK+t, 'NE 
READ(l, 100) UNBC 
WRITE(2,74) 
Do 666 IKI=l, tiNýBc 
READ(1,100) 0lM1I(IR), IR=1, NDF+l) 
14RI TE(2,201) (rlMM (I R), I R=l, NDF+l 
Do 667 1=1, NDF 
I CU=NDF*MMI,, l (1 )-NDF+ 1 
667 M(ICU)=MMM(1+1) 
666 CONT I NUE 
74 FORMAT(/48X, 2511***BOUNDARY CONDITIONS,;, **/ 
1 45X, 4HNODE, 8X, 11HD .0. F 
READ(1,100) NSTR 
IF(NSTR) 401,401,0 
DO 402 1=1, HSTR 
READ(1,100) NSTRR 
402 N SST(NSTRR) =1 
401 CONTI NUE 
READ( 1,100) 14WRDEF 
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(CON'T) 
IF(NWRDEF) 416,416,0 
DO 403 1 =1, NWRDEF 
READ(1,100) NODDEF 
403 NDEF(NODDEF)=l 
416 CONTINUE 
READ0,100) NLDEF 
IF(NLDEF) 405,405,0 
DO 404 IL=1, NLDEF 
READ(1,90) NOD, NUM, TLOAD 
NDI-D=NOD*NDF-NDF+NUM 
404 NLL(IL)=TLOAD 
ICC=l 
405 CONTINUE 
READ(1,100) NIN 
IMIN-1) 1,0,0 
DO 91 11 N=l, NIM 
READ(1,90) NOD, H'U'l4, DEF 
90 FORMAT(210, F0.0) 
I AA=NOD*NDF+NUM-NDF 
U(IAA)=DEF 
91 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,18) 
18 FORMAT(///, 46X, 291i****l NI TIAL DISPLACEMENTS****/) 
WRITE(2,77) 
77 FOR, ', IAT(/24X, 69HNODE Uv 
1ATION Y-ROTATI ON/) 
DO 27 1=1, NJNT 
WRITE(2,500) 1, (U(IGL+IR), IR=1, NDF) 
27 IGL=IGL+NDF 
500 FORýIAT(22X, 15,2X, 5(lX, lPE12-5)) 
DO 1 1=1, NEL 
IF(N(NN+2)) 0,0,777 
NN=NN+NNE 
777 CONTINUE 
US(3)=U(N(NH+1), vNDF-2) 
US(8)=U(N(NN+2)*NDF-2) 
US(13)=U(N(N'N+3)*NDF-2) 
US(18) =U(N(NN+4) *NDF-2) 
IF(NEA-1) 0,496,496 
LNOO=l 
QO TO 497 
496 L1400=1 
497 CONTINUE 
BETX(I)=(US(8)-US(3)+US(13)-US(18))/(2. *A(Lt, 100)) 
BETY(I)=(US(18)-US(3)+US(13)-US(8))/(2. *B(LNOO)) 
NN=N', ', l+NNE 
1 CONTINUE 
READ(1,90) NOD, NUM, ACC 
X- ROT 
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300 
96 
711 
61 
21 
62 
22 
63 
23 
64 
25 
24 
51 
93 
2 
40 
94 
(CON'T) 
N PO=N OD* MDF- N DF+ N UM 
FORMAT(//44X,. 36HNODE DEGREES OF 
READ( 1,100) NHM, I NCRT, TYPE, NI TER 
DO 711 1=1, NDFT 
P(I)=O. O 
IF(INCRT) 0,3.0 
IF(LONG-1) 0,51,51 
GO TO(61,62,63,64) TYPE 
WRITE(2.21) 
FREEDOM TOTAL LOAD) 
FORIIAT(///, 42X, 40H********** PURELY INCREMENTAL 
GO TO 24 
WRITE(2,22) 
FORMAT(///, 29X, 62H***** INCREMENTAL AND ITERATION BY NEVTON-RAFHSO 
1N METHOD 
GO TO 24 
WRITE(2,23) 
FORMAT(///. 25X. 71H***** INCREMENTAL AND ITERATION BY MODIFIED NEW 
1ON-RAPHSON METHOD 
GO TO 24 
WRITE(2,25) 
FORMAT(///38X, 481i*****INCREMENTAL 
IF(LONG-1) 0,52,52 
CONTI NUE 
IF(INCRT) 0.3,93 
READ(1,90) NOD, NUM, ALOAD 
MMI =NOD*NDF-NDF+NUM 
TPP=ALOAD 
GO TO 40 
CONTINUE 
NIH11=0 
DO 2 IHM=1, NHM 
READ(1,90) NOD, NUM, ALOAD 
I AA=NOD*NDF+NU,,. l-NDF 
P(IAA)=ALOAD 
INN=INCRT 
CONTINUE 
I NCT=I NCT+1 
DO 94 1=1, NDFT 
DU(I)=P(I)+F(i)- 
DP(I)=DP(I)+P(l) 
IF(LONQ-1) 0,55,55 
WRITE(2,300). 
DO 41 1=1, NDFT 
INOW=l 
IF. (DP(l)) 0,41,0 
IF(I-NDF) 0,0,86 
NODD=l 
NUMM=l 
PLUS CARRY OVER O. B. FORCES*****) 
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(CON ý' T) 
GO To 88 
86 CONT I HUE- 
NOW-=1 
87 NOW=NoW-NDF 
I 1,11014=1 III ow+l 
IF(NOW-f! DF) 0,0,87 
NODD=INOW 
NUMM: 7-NOW 
88 WRITE(2,301)(NODD, NUMM, DP(I)) 
41 CONTINUE 
55 CONTINUE 
301 FORMAT(43X, I4,8X, I5,8X, F12-5) 
MODE=l 
CALL SOLV(NEA, MD, NDF, MODE, MISS, NEL, NDFT, NNE, 
mI=o 
SAA=DU(NPO) 
IF(TYPE-2) 26,0,0 
SA=DU(NPO) 
SAG=1. E50 
97 CONT IH UE 
F(l)=0-0 
CALL FM0VE(FC1), F(2), (fIDFT-1)) 
FI(l)=0-0 
CALL FI-IOVE(FI(i), FI(2), (NDFT+MD-1)) 
MODE=TYPE 
CALL SOLV(ýIEA, MD, NDF, MODE, NSS, NEL, tIDFT, NNE, 
DO 98 1=1, MJNT 
DO 926 J=1, NDF 
IF(M(J+ILL)) 926,926, o 
NMM=M(J+ILL)4NDF-NDF+J 
F(NMM)=F(NMM)+F(ILL+J) 
926 CONTINUE 
ILL=ILL+NDF 
98 C Oll'. T IN UE 
ILL=O 
DO 50 1=1, NDFT 
50 F(I)=DP(l)-F(l) 
IF(TYPE-3) 0,0,33, 
CALL ITER(NEA, MD, ýIDF, MCDE, tISS, NEL, NDFT, NNE, 
NC=NC+l 
SAA=SA+DU(N. PO) 
IF(NC-NITER) 97,33,0 
IF(ACC) 0,33,0 
IF(ABS(DU(NPO)')-SAG) 0,0,85 
SAG=AE3S(F)U(NPO)) 
SAQQ=SAq, /ABS(SA) 
IF(ACC-SAQ(ý) 97,0,0 
I GN, I NCT, N STR, MIN LDEF ) 
I CM# I NCT, NSTR, M 1, NLDEF) 
1 GN, INCT#N STR, MI NLDEF) 
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(CON'T) 
IF(ACC-DU(NPO)/SA) 97,0,0 
33 CONTINUE 
85 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,207) tic 
NC=O 
26 CONTINUE 
IF(LONG-1) 56,0,0 
QO TO(61,62,63,64) TYPE 
52 CONTINUE 
WR I TE (2,300) 
Do 57 1=1, NDFT 
INOW=l 
IF(DP(I)) 0,57,0 
IF(I-NDF) 0,0,89 
NODD=l 
NUMM= I 
QO To 600 
89 CONTINUE 
NOW=I 
6ol NOW=NOW-NDF 
INOW=IN014+1 
IF(NOW-NDF) 0,0,601 
14 ODD= I NOW 
NUI, IM=NCW 
6oo WRITE(2,301)(MODD, NUMM, DP(I)) 
57 CONTINUE 
56 CONTINUE 
LOIIG=l 
IF(NLDEF) 407,406,0 
IF(DP(NDLD)-NLL(ICC)) 406,0,0 
ICC=ICC+l 
MI=l 
407 CONTINUE 
IF(NWRDEF) 0,406,0 
WRITE(2,204) 
WRITE(2,77) 
Do 76 1=1, NJNT 
IF(NWRDEF) 408,76,0 
IF(NDEF(I)) 0,411,0 
408 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,500) 1, (U(ICL+IR), IR=1, NDF) 
411 ICL=ICL+NDF 
76 CONTINUE 
406 C014TINUE 
ICL=O 
SAVE(INICT)=SAA 
I NN =IN, N- 1 
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99 
3 
556 
555 
100 
101 
200 
201 
203 
204 
207 
(CON ' T) 
IFONN) 0,0,40 
IFONCRT) 0,3,96 
FACT=: (SAVE( I liCT)- SAVE( I HCT-1 ))/SAVE( I NCT- 1 
DO 99 1=1, NDFT 
P(I)=P0)-FACT*P0) 
IF(DP(MllI)-TPP) 40,96,96 
CONTINUE 
LSTR=l 
LNO=O 
I Kl<=l 
DO 555 1=1, NEL 
LNO=LNO+l 
IF(N(IKK+1)) 0,0,556 
IKK=IKK+NNE 
CONTI NUE' 
CALL TRAMSFM (NEA, HDF, 14 ODE, LNO, I QN, I NCT, HSTR, 
IKK=IKK+NNE 
CONTINUE 
CALL FREEFILE(4) 
FORMAT(1310) 
FORMAT(l 10,510) 
FORMAT(47X, 1315) 
FORMAT(45X, 13,715) 
FORMATMU, 1PE13.6)) 
IKK, MioNLDEF, LSTR) 
FORMAT(/45X, 35H********** DISPLACEMENTS 
FORMAT(//, 45X, 15HRESULT FOUND IN, 15,11H ITERATIONS) 
STOP OK 
END 
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ELASTIC STIFFNESS 
SUBROUTINE STIFFEL(LO) 
COfIMON/PROP/A(200), B(200), T(200), V(200), ET(200)- 
COMM ON/ST I FE/E(20,20), ENO(20,20), EN1 (20,20), EN2(20,20) 
C=(B(LO)/A(L0»**2 
D= (A (L 0)/ I3(L0) )«-*2 
El=B(LO)/A(L0) 
F=A (LO) /B(L0) 
AA=(ET(1.0)«, T(L0»/(12*(1-( 
BB=ET(LO)*(T(LO)**3)/(12*( 
E(i. 1). E(6.6). E(ii. 11). E(l 
EU, 2-), E(7,7), E(12,12), E( 
E(3,3), E(8,8), E(13,13), E( 
E(4,4), E(9,9), E(l4,14), M 
1*(B(L0) **2) *BB 
E(5,5), F( 10,10), E(15.15)9' 
l* (A (LO) **2) *BB 
V(LO)**2))). 
1-(V(LO)**2))*A(LO)*B(LO)) 
6.16)=(( 
7,1 7)= ((A 
8,18) = (4* 
19,19) = 
4*El)+(2*(l-V(LO))*F))*AA) 
*F)+(2*(l-V(LO))*El))*AA 
(C+D)+1. /50 (14-(4*V (LO) )) )*E3E3 
/3*D+4. /15*(l-V(LO))) 
E(20,20)=(4. /3*C+4. /15*(l-V(LO))) 
E(2,1), F-(16,7), E(l2,11), E(I7,6)=(3. /2*(1+V(LC»»*AA 
E(4,3), E(9,8)=-(2ýD+1. /5*(1+(4*V(L0»»*B(L 0)* BB 
E(5,3), E(20,18)=-(2*C+l . /5*(1+(4, »V(L0»»* A 
(LO)*BB 
E(5,4), E(l5,14)=V(LO)*A(LO)*B, (LO)*BB 
E(6,1), E(i6,11)=«-4*El)+(1-V(L0»*F)*AA 
E(7,2), E(l7,12)=«2*F)-(2*(1-V(L0»)*El)*AA 
E(7,6), E(l1,2), E(l2,1), E(l7,16)=(-3. /2*(1+V(L0»)*AA 
E(8,3), E(l8,13)=(-2*«2*C)-D)-1. /5*(14-(4*V(L0»»*BE3 
E(8,4), E(9,3)=(-D+1. /5-(1+(4*V(L0»»oB(LO)*]3B 
E(i3,5), E(20,13)=(2*C+1. /5*(1-V(L0»)*A(LO)*E)B 
E(9,4), E(l9,14)=(2. /3*D-4. /15*(1-V(L0»)*(B(LO)**2)*BB 
E(l0,5), F-(20,15)=(2. /3, *C-1. /15*(1-V(L0»)*(A(LO)**2)*BB 
E(l0,8), E(l5,13)=(2*C+1. /5-*(1+(4*V(L0»»*A(LO)*BB 
E(10,9), E(20,19)=-V(L 0)* A (L 0)* B(LO)*BB 
E(i1,6), E(i6,1)=«2*El)-(2*(1-V(L0»*F»*AA 
E(l1,7), E(6,2), E(l7,1), E(i6,12)=(3. /2, »(1-(3*V(L0»»*AA 
E(l2,6), E(7,1), E(l7,11), E(i6,2)=(-3. /2*(1-(3#V(L0»»*AA 
E(l2,7), E(17,2)=( (-4* F)+ (1-V(L0»»El )*AA 
E(l3, -3), E(l8,8)=(-2*(C+D)+1. /5*(14-(4*V(L0»»*BB 
E(l3,4), E(l8,9)=(D-1. /5*(1-V(L0»)*B(LO)*BB 
E(l3,5), E(20,8)=(C-1. /5*(1-V(L0»)*A(LO)*BB 
E(l3,9)=(2*D+1. /5*(1-V(L0»)*B(L0)*BB 
E(l4,3), F-(19,8)=(-D+l . /5*(1-V(L0) ) 
)4B(L 0)* BB 
E(l4,4)=(1. /3*D+1. /15*(1-V(L0»)*(B(LO)**2)*BB 
E(l4,9), E(l9,4)=(2. /3*D-1. /15*(1-V(L0»)*(B(LO)**2)*E3B 
E(l5, c'», F(l3,10)=(C-1. /5*(1+(4*V(L0»»*A(LO)*BB 
E(l5,3), E(li3,10)=(-C+1. /5*(1-V(L0»)*A(LO)*BB 
E(l5,5), r-(20,10)=(1. /3*c+1. /15*(1-V(L0»)0(A(LO)**2)*BE3 
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(CON'T) 
E(l8,3), E(l3,8)=(2o(C-(2*D»-1. /5*(14-(4*V(L0»»*BB 
E(l7,7), E(12,2)=( (-24F)-(Elt (1-V(L0»»*AA 
E(16,6), E(11,1)=«-2eE1)-«1-V(L0»*F»*AA 
E(l8,15), E(l0,3)=-(2*C+1. /5-»(1-V(L0»)*A(LO)*BB 
E(l4,13), E(19,18)=(2-OD+1. /5-(1+(4*V(L0»»*B(LO)*BB 
E(l9,3), E(l4,8)=(-2*D-1-/5*(1-V(L0»)*B(LO)*BB 
E(l9,9)=(1. /3*D+1. /15*(1-V(L0»)*(B(LO)**2)*BB 
E(20,5), F-(15,10)=(2. /3*C-4. /15, *(1-V(L0»)* (A (LO)**2)*BB 
E(l8,4)=(2*D+1. /5*(1-V(L0»)*B(LO)*BB 
E(l9,13), E(l6,14)=(D-1. /5*(1+(4*V(L0»»*B(LO)*BB- 
E(20,3), E(18,5)=(-C+1. /5*(1+(4*V(L0»»* A (LO)*BB 
RETURN 
END 
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ZERO ORDER INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS 
SUBROUTINTE NO(LO, L, CC) 
COr'4MON/PROP/A(200), B(200), T(200), V(200) , ET(200) cor 11"'i'ON! /STI FE/E(20,20), EN C(20,20) , Efll (20,20) , E112(20,20) COf'll'lOýl/ANG/BETX (200), BETY(200) 
D=B(LO)/A(L0) 
F=A(LO)/B(L0) 
ENO( 1,1)=0.0 
CALL FMOVE(ENO(l, l), ENO(2,1), 399) 
ENO(3,1)=CC*(2. *D*BETX(L)+2. *V(LO)*B"'TY(L)) 
ENO(3,2)=CC*(, 'c'. *V(LO)*BETX(L)+2. *FOBETY(L)) 
ENIO(3,3)=CC*(2*D*BETX([. )**2+2. *F*BETY(L)**2-V(LO)*D*BETY(L)*02 
1+4. *BETX(L)*BETY(L)+D*BETY(L)**2+F*BETX(L)**2-V(LO)*F*E3ETX(L)**2 
2-2. *(l-V(L0))*F, IETX(L)*BETY(L)) 
Ef4o(6,3)=CC*(-2. *D*BETX(L)-2. *V(LO)*BETY(L)+2. *(l-V(LO)) 
1*BETY(I. )+2. *(l-V(LO))*F*C-ETX(L)) 
ENOM 3) =ENO( 3,2) 
Et4O(5, l)=CC*(-2. *D*BETX(L)+2. *V(LO)*BETY(L)) 
ENO(8,2)=CC*(-2. *V(LO)*BETX(L)+2. *F*BETY(L)) 
ENO(8,3) =Cc* (-2. *D*BETX(L) ** 2+D*V(LO) * SETYM ** 2+2. *F*BETY(L)**2 
1+F*BETX(L)-*2-D*BETY(L)**2-F*V(LO)*E3ETX(L)**2) 
ENO(8,6) =Cc# (2. *D*EETX M-2. * (1-V (LO) )* BETYM-2. *V(LO) *BET YM 
1+2. *(l-V(LO))*F*BETX(L)) 
ENO(8,7)=Cc*(-2. *V(LO)*BETX(L)+2. *F*BETY(L)) 
ENO(S, 8) =CC* (2. *-D*BETX (L) ** 2-V(L 0) *D* BETY(L) ** 2+2. *F*BET Y(L) **2 
1-4. * EETX M *P-ETY (L)+D* BETYM *# 2+F*BETX(L) **2-V(LO) *F*E3ETX(L) * *2 
2+2. *(l-V(LO))*BETX(L)*t9ETY(L)) 
ENOO 1,3) =CC* (- 2. *D*BETX(L) -2. *V(LO) * BETYM-2. * (1-V(LO) ) *BET Y(L) 
1-2. *F*(l-V(LO))oF, ETX(L)) 
EMO(11,8)=CC*(2. *D*BETX(L)-2. *V(LO)*BETY(L)+, 2. *(l-V(LO)) 
1*BETY(L)-2. *F-(l-V(LO))*BETX(L)) 
ENO(12,3)=CC*(-2. *V(LO)*BETX(L)-2. *F*13ETY(L)-2. *D*(l-V(LO))* 
1BETY(L)-2. *(l-V(LO))*BETX(L)) 
ENO(12,8)=CC*(2. *V(LO)*13ETX(L)-2. *F*BETY(L)+2. *(l-V(LO))*D* 
1BETY(L)-2. *(l-V(LO))*DETX(L)) 
ENO(13,1)=-ENO(3,1) 
ENO(l 3,2) =-ENO(3,2) 
ENO(13,3)=-ENO(3,3) 
ENO(l 3,6)=-ENO(6,3) 
ENO(13,7)=-ENO(3,2) 
ENO(13,8)=-EMO(8,3) 
ENO(13,11)=-ENO(11,3) 
ENO(13,12)=-EMO(12,3) 
ENO(13,13)=EHOO, 3) 
ENO(16, 
-'4, 
)=ENO(3,1) 
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(COWT) 
ENO(16,8)=ENO(8,1) 
ENO(16,13)=-ENO(3,1) 
ENO( 17,3)=Cc*(-2. vV(LO)*BETX(L)-2. *F*BETY(L)+2- * (1-V(LO) )*D 
1*E&'-TY(L)+2. *(l-V(LO))*BETX(L)) 
ENO(17,19) =CC* (2. *V(LO) *BETX(L)-2. *F*BETY(L)-2. (1-V(LO) )*D 
1*BETY(L)+2.0(1-V(LO))*BETX(L)) 
ENO(17,13)=-ENO( 17,3) 
ENO(13,1 )=-EM00,1 ) 
ENO(18,2)=-ENO(8,2) 
ENO(18,3)=-ENO(8,3) 
ENO(18,6)=-ENO(8,6) 
ENO(18,7)=-EM0(8,7) 
ENO(18,8)=-ENO(8,8) 
ENO(18,11)=-ENO(11,8) 
ENO(18,12)=-ENO(12,8) 
ENO(18,13)=EMO(8,3) 
ENO(18,16)=ENO(18,1) 
ENO(18,17)=-ENO(17,8) 
ENO(18,18)=ENO(8,8) 
RETURN 
END 
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FIRST ORDER INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS 
SUISROUTINE ýll(LO, TATX, TATY, L, EX, EY, EXY, CC) 
COMtION/PROP/A(200), B(200), T(200), V(200), ET(200) 
COMMOINI/ST I FE/E(20,20) ENO( 20,20), EN1 (20,20), EN2)(20,20) 
COr-1110N/AMG/SETX (200), BETY(200) 
D=B(LO)/A(LO) 
F=A(LO)/B(LO) 
EN1(3,1)=CC*(2. *D*TATX+2. *V(LO)*TATY) 
EN 1 (3,2) =CC* (2. *V(LO) * TATX+2. *F* TATY) 
EN 1 (3,3) =CC* (2. *D*EXq-2. *V(LO) *D*E Y+2. *F*EY+2. *V(LO) *F*EX+2. 
1 (1-V(LO) ) *EXY+6. * D*TATX* BETX(L) +2. *TATY* BETYM *D+4. *TATX* BET YM 
2+4. *BETX M *TATY+2. * TATX*BETX(L) *F+6. *F*BETY(L) * TATY) 
EI, 11(6,3)=CC, *(-2. *DOTATX-2. *V(LO)*TATY+2. * 
1( 1- V(LO)) *TPiTY+2. * (I-V(LO) TATX*F) 
EN1(7,3)=ENl(3,2) 
EN 10,2) =CC- (- 2. *V(LO) * TATX+ 2. *F*TATY) 
EN1 (8,1) =CC* (-2. *D*TATX+2. *V(LO) * TATY) 
EN 1 (8,3) =CC* (-2. *D#EX-2. *V(LO) * D*E Y+2. *F*E Y+2. *V(LO) * F*EX-6., t 
1D*TATX*E3ETX(L)-2. *TATY*BETY(L)*D+2. *TATX*BETX(L)*F+6. *F*BF-7- YM 
2*TATY) 
EN1(8,6)=cc*(2. *D*TATX-2. *(l-V(LO))*TATY 
1-2. *V(LO)*TATY+2. *(l-V(LO))*F*I'ATX) 
EN1(8,7)=Cc*(-2. *V(LO)*TATX+2. *F*TATY) 
EN1(8,8)=CC*(2. *D*EX+2. *V(Lo)*D*EY+2. *F*EY+2. *V(LO)*F*EX-2. *(l- 
1V(LO) ) *EXY+6. *D*TATX*BETX (L)+2. *TATY* OETYM *D-4. *TATX* BET YM- 
24. *BETX(L)*TATY+2. *TATX*BETX(L)*F+6. *F*TATYOE3ETY(L)) 
EN101,3)=CC*(-2. *D*TATX-2. *V(1-10)*TATY-2. * 
1(1-V(LO))*TATY-2. *(lýV(LO))*F*TATX) 
EN1(11,8)=CC*(2. *D*TATX-2. *V(LO)*TATY+2. * 
1( 1-V(LO) )*TATY-2. *(l-V(LO))*F*TATX) 
EN102,3)=Cc-(-2. *V(LO)*TATX-2. *F*TATY-2. 
1*(l-V(LO))-D*TATY-2. *(l-V(LO))*TATX) 
Et4l(l2,8)=CC*(2. *V(LO)*TATX-2. *F*TATY+2- 
1*(l-V(LO))*TATY-2. *(l-V(Lo))*TATX) 
EN1(13,1)=-EN1(3.1) 
EN103,2)=. -EN1(3,2) 
EN 1( 13,3) =-EM (3,3) 
'EN1(13,6)=-EN1(6,3) 
EN1(13,7)=-EN10,2) 
EN1(13,8)=-ENl (8,3) 
EN103, ll)=-EN1(11,3) 
EN1(13,12)=-EN1(12,3) 
EN 1 (13,13) =EN1 (3,3) 
EN1(16,3)=EN1(3,1) 
EN1(16,8)=EN1(8,1) 
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(CON'T) 
EN 1(16,13)=-E, '41(3,1) 
Etil (17,3)=CC*(-2. *V(L 0)* TATX-2. * F* TATY+2. 
1*(1-V(L0) ) *D-»TATY+2. *(1-V(L0) )*TATX) 
EN l(1 7,8)=CC* (2. *V(1.0)*TATX-2. '* F* TATY-2. # (1 
17M0) ý *D*TATY+2. * (1-V(L0»* TATX) 
EN l (17,13)=-F1,11 (17,3) 
EN l(16,2) =-EN l(8,2) 
EN l (18,3)=-Eýll(8,3) 
F-Ni(18,6)=-EN1(8,6) 
EN l(18,7)=-Ehll(i3,7) 
Etil (18,8) =-EN 1 (8,8) 
EN 1 (li)', 11) =-Eýll (11,8) 
EN 1 (18,12) =-EN1 (12,8) 
F-N, 1(18,13) =EN l 03,3) 
EN l(18,16)=Eý, ýll (18,1 EN 1 (18,17) =-EN1 (17,8) 
EN1(18, 
RETURN 
EN D 
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SECOND ORDER INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS 
SUBROUTINE N2(LO, TATX, TATY, GC) 
COI"LMOM/PROP/A(200), B(200) , T(200), V(200), ET(200) 
COMliON/STIFE/E(20,20), ENO(20,2O), Et4l(20,20), EI42(20,20) 
F=A(LO)/B(LO) 
D=B(LO)/A(LO) 
EN2(3.3)=Cc*(3. *D*TATX**2 
1+3. *F*TATY*-*2+4. *TATX*TATY+D*TATY**2+F*TATX**2) 
Et42(8,3)=Cc*(-3. -*D*TATX**2+3. *F*TATY**2 
I-D*TATY**2+F*TATXO*2) 
EN2(8,8)=CC*(3. *D*TATX**2 
1+3. *F*TATY**2-4. *TATY*TATX+D*TATY**2+F*TATX**2) 
EN2(13,3)=-EN20,3) 
EN2(13,8)=-EN2(8,3) 
EN2(13,13)=EN2(3,3) 
EN2(18,3)=-El,! 2(8,3) 
EN2(1S, 8)=-EN2(8,8) 
EN2(18,13)=EN2(8,3) 
EN2(18,18)=EN2(8,8) 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c TPA14SFORMATION PROCESS 
c 
SUBROUTINE TRANISFM(NEA, NDF, MODE, LNO, I qNj I NCT, NSTRP I KK, MI NLDEF 
1L STR) 
CO141lON/US/US(20), SAVE(100) 
COMMON/STIFE/E(20,20), Et, 10(20,20), Etll(20,20), EN2(20,20) 
COMMON/PROP/A(200), B(200), T(200), V(200), ET(200) 
COMMON/ANG/BETX(200), BETY(200) 
COMMON/DISP/U(1210), DU(1210), UI-4(1280) 
COMMON/NODE/N(972), Iý1(1210), MMM(7) 
COMMON/STDF/IqST(200), ýIDEF(1210), NLL(100) 
US(1)=U(N(IKK)*NDF-4) 
US 2) =U (H I KK )* NDF- 3) 
US 3) =U (N I KQ *N DF- 2) 
US (6) =U (N I KK+ 1) N DF- 4) 
U SM =U (N I KK+ 1 NDF- 3) 
US(8)=U(N(IKK+1)*NDF-2) 
US(11)=U(N(IKK+2)*NDF-4) 
US(12)=U(N(IKK+2)*NDF-3) 
US( 13) =U(N( I KK+2) *NDF-2) 
US(16)=U(N(IKK+3)*NDF-4) 
US(17)=U(N( I KK+3)*NDF-3) 
US(18)=U(N(IKK+3)*NDF-2) 
IF(NEA-1) 0,21,21 
LNOO=l 
QO TO-22 
21 LNOO=LNO 
22 CONTI NUE 
TATX=(US(8)-US(3)+US(13)-US(18))/(2. *A(Lý100)) 
TATY=(US(18)-US(3)+US(13)-US(8))/(2. *E3(LNOO)) 
EX=(us(6)-us(l)+US(11)-US(16))/(2. *A(L'i'100)) 
EY=(US(17)-US(2)+US(12)-US(7))/(2. *B(LNOO)) 
EXY=( (US( 11 )-US (6)+ US( 16)-us(1) ) /(2. *E3(LNOO) )+(US (12)-US(1 7) 
1+us(7)-US(2))/(2. *A(LNOO))) 
IF(NS'rR) 0,10,0 
IF(NLDEF) 30,2, n 
-IF(NST(LNO)) 10,10,0 IF(MI) 0,10,0 
30 CONTINUE 
IF(LSTR-1) 0,20,0 
IF(MODE-1) 0,0,10 
IF(INCT-1) 10,10,0 
IFOGN-1) 0,10,0 
20 CALL STRESS (LHOO, TATX, TATY, LHO, EX, E Y, EXY) 
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(CON'T) 
IF(LSTR-1) 0,2,0 
10 CONTINUE 
TATX=TATX-BETX(LMO) 
TATY=TATY- BE TY (LM 0) 
IF(KKK-1) 0,26,26 
IF(LNO-1) 25,25,0 
26 C014TINUE 
IF(I-NO'O-1) 23,23.0 
25 CONTI NUE 
CALL STIFFEMNOO) 
PP=ET(LIIOO) *( (T(LNOO) 3) (12* (1- (V(LNOO) **2) 
CC=3. *PP/(2. *(T(LNOO)*02)) 
Y, KK=l 
23 CONTINUE 
CALL NO(LNOO, LNO, CC) 
CALL tll(Lý100, TATX, TATY, Lt, 10, EX, EY, EXY, CC) 
CALL N2(LNOO, TATX, TATY, CC) 
IF(MODE-1) 0,0,1 
DO 12 1=1,20 
DO 12 J=1,1 
12 Eý10(1, J)=E(I, J)+ENO(I, J)+EN1(1, J)+Eý12(1, J) 
GO TO 2 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 13.1=1,20 
DO 13 J=1,1 
13 Eý10(1, J)=E(I, J)+ENO(I, J)+. 5*EN1(1, J)+(1/3. )*EN2(1, J) 
2 CONTI NUE 
RETURN 
END 
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COUPLING PROCESS 
2 
3 
4 
5 
SUBROUTI'ME COUPL(L, ME, NFF, NF2) 
COMMON/BS/14 M0100), MM (1210) , EE(70,70) COI, IIMOti/COEF/VI(1210), DP(1210) 
COMMON/DISP/U(1210), DU(1210), UM(1280) 
14Fl=NFF-NE 
EE(NF2, NF2) =EE(NF2, NF2)4-EE(NF1, NF1 )+2* EE(NF2, NF1 
DO 1 1=1, NF1 
EE(NF2,1)=EE(?,. TF2,1)+EE(NF1, I) 
DO 2 I=NF1+1, NF2-1 
EE(NF2,1)=EE(NF2, J)+EE(I, NFl) 
DO 3 I=NF2+1, L 
EE(I, NF2)=EE(I, NF2)+EE(I, NFl) 
DO 4 1=1, NF1 
EE(NF1,1)=O. 
DO 5 I=NF1, L 
EE(I, NF1)=O. 
DU(NF2+NE) =DU(NF2+NE)+DU(MFF) 
DP(NF2+NE)=DP(NF2+NE)+DP(NFF) 
DU(NFF), DP(NFF)=O. O 
RETURN 
END 
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SOLUTION ROUTINE 
SUBROUT I 14E SOLV (NEA, MD, NDF, H ODE, NSS, NEL, NDFT, NNE, I QN, IN CT, 
VT STR, MI, NLDEF) 
COMMON/ST IF E/E (20,20) , ENO(20,20), EN 1 
(20,20), EN2 (20,20) 
COf-', MON/BS/W(2000), MM(1210), EE(70,70) 
COMMON/NODE/N (972), M( 1210) , MMMM 
COMMON/D I SP/U ( 1210), DU ( 1210) , UM 
(128 0) 
COrMON/COEF/VI(1210), DP(1210) 
COMýION/INFRC/F(1210), P(1210), FI(1280) 
NC, NE, MR, NS, NW, LMO=0 
NWW, KST=2 
NNAA, IKK=l 
ILL=-NDF 
NOO=MD/flDF 
EE(1,1)=O. O 
CALL FIIOVE(EE(l, l), EE(2,1), (I, ', D*MD-1)) 
1 IF(N(IKK)-NR) 0,9,0 
IF(NR)0,3,0 
IF(MODE-1) 0,0,4 
CALL ELI MMF, MC, NS, NE, ILL, NR, NNAA, NW, NWW, KST) 
QO TO 8 
4 CALL NODFORCE(MD, MDF, NE, NOO) 
IF(N(IKK)-NR)7,3,3 
8 IF(N(IKK)-NR) 16,0,0 
3 NR=N(IKK) 
IF(N(IKK+1)) 2,0,2 
1 KY, =l KK+NME 
ILL=ILL+NDF 
QO TO 1 
9 CONTINUE 
ILL=ILL-NDF 
2 CONTI NUE 
IF01OH-1) 0,0,10 L 
DO 15 I=1+IKK, MNE+IKK-1 
IF(N(l)-NS)15,15.14 
14 NS=N( I) 
15 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
LNO=LNO+l 
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(mý"I') 
CALL A SSMU('NEA, NDF, MOPE, LNO, I CiN, I NCT, NSTR, I KK, M I NLDEF, NNE 
1, NE, ILL) 
GO TO 1 
16 CALL BCKSUq(KST, NW, NNAA, NDF, NS) 
NSS=NS 
DO 5 I=1, NDFT 
5 UMM=DUM+UM(l) 
Do 6 1=1,14DFT 
6 U(I)=U(I)+DU(I) 
7 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
C ELIMINATION PROCESS 
C 
SUBROUTI NE ELI M(NDF, NC, NS, HE, ILL, NR, NNAA, NW, NWW, KST) 
COMMOýl/NODE/N(972), ý1(1210), MMM(7) 
COMMOýl/DISP/U(1210), DU(1210), UM(1280) 
COMMON/BS/W (2000), MM ( 1210), EE (70,70) 
COVlM-OM/COEF/VI (1210), DP(l 210) 
DO 2 11=1, NDF 
K=1+NC 
L=NS*NDF-NE 
IF(M(l I+ILL)) 11 110 
NFF=11+ILL 
NF2=M(11+ILL)*t4DF-NDF+11-NE 
CALL COUPL(L, TIE, NFF, NF2) 
1 CONTI NUE 
J, JJ=(NR-1)*NDF+ll 
lF(M(II+ILL))4,0,4 
EE(K, K)=1.0/E-c(K, K) 
VI(J)=EE"(K, K) 
CU(J)=DU(J)*EE(K, X) 
MI-I(J)=L-K 
I F(MM(J) )0,6,0 
NNAA=NNAA+MM (J) 
lF(NW+MI-l(J)-2000) 9,9,0 
CALL PUT ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
NWW=NW+NWW 
KST=MWW 
DO 7 IA=1, NW 
7 W(IA)=O. 
MW=0 
9 CONT I NIUE 
DO 8 I=K+1, L 
N W=N W+ 1 
jj=, Ij+l 
DU(JJ)=DIJ(JJ)-DU(J)*EE(I, K) 
8 W(I,, 'W)=Er--(I, K)*EE(K, K) 
DO 3 I=P, +l, L 
DO 3 J=K+1, I 
3 EE(I-K,, ]-K)=EE(I, J)-EE(I, K)*W(NW+J-L) 
DO 5 1=1--K+1, L 
DO 5 J=1,1 
5 EE(I, J)=O. 
6 NE=NE+', ', 7C+l 
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(CON'T) 
NC=O 
QO TO 2 
DU W) =0 - 
mm(i)=O. 
IF(li(ll+ILL). QE. 
N C=N C+ 1 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
1) MM(J)-(M(11+ILL)*NDF-NDF+11) 
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BACKSUBSTITUTION PROCESS 
SUBROUTINE BCKSUF3(KST, HW, NNAA, NDF, NS) 
COMMOýl/BS/W(2000), MM(1210), EE(70,70) 
COMMON/DISP/U(1210), DU(1210), Urý1(1280) 
CALL. PUT ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
NW=2000 
NNAA=NNAA-2000 
IF(NNAA) 0,2.2 
NW=1999+NNAA 
KST=2 
GO TO 3 
2 CONTINUE 
KST=NHAA+l 
3 CALL GET ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
J, JJ=NS*NDF 
DO 4 11=1, J, J 
IF(MM(J)) 5,5,0 
IF(NW-f-114(J)) 0,6,6 
NNAA=MMAA-2000+NW 
IF(NNAA-2) 0,8,8 
NW=1999+NNAA 
KST=2 
CALL GET ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
GO To 6 
8 CONTINUE 
KSI'=NNAA+l 
CALL GET ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
NW=2000 
6 CONTINUE 
NW=NW-MM(J) 
DO 10 1=1, MM(J) 
10 DU(J)=DU(J)-DU(J+I)*W(tlW+I) 
GO TO 4 
5 MF I X=-MM (J) 
IF(MM(J). LT. -l) DU(J)=DU(MFIX) 
4 J=J-l 
RETURN 
END 
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STIFFNESS ASSEMBLY 
SUBROUTINE ASSMB(NEA, NDF, MODE, LNO, I QN, I NCT, NSTR, I KK, MI NLDEF 
1, NNE, NE, ILL) 
COMýION/NODE/N(972), M(1210), MDIM(7) 
COMIION/BS/W (2)000), 1-11-1 (1210), EE(70,70) 
CO'I', 'IMON/STIFE/E(20,20), ENO(20,20), EN1(20,20), EN2(20,20) 
CALL TRANSFM(NEA, NDF, MODE, LNO, I QN, I NCT, NSTR, I KK, MI , NLDEF) 
DO 1 JJ=1, NME 
LL=(V(JJ+1KK-1)-l)*NDF-NE 
KI<K=l 
LLL=O 
DO 1 11=JJ, NNE 
KK=(N(11-1+IKK)-l)*NDF-NE 
DO 2 J=1, NDF 
L=LL+J 
JL =(JJ-1)*NDF+J 
JJJ=KKK*J+LLL 
DO 2 I=JJJ, NDF 
K=KK+l 
IF (LL- KK) 3.3,4 
4 L=KK+l 
K=LL+J 
3 lX=(11-1)*NNDF+l 
2 EE(K, L)=EE(K, L)+ENO(IK, JL) 
KKK=O 
1 LLL=l 
I KK=l KK+NME 
ILL=ILL+NDF 
RETURN 
END 
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NODAL FORCE CALCULATION 
SUBROUTINE NODFORCE(MD, NDF, NE, NOO) 
COMMON/BS/W (2000), MM ( 1210) , EE (70,70) COIIII-'iOtý', /INFRC/F(1210), P(1210), FI(1280) 
I COI"i-101ýf/DISP/U(1210), DU(1210), U', 1(1280) 
DO 2 1=1, NDF 
DO 3 J=l, I 
F(I+NE)=EE(I, J)*U! I(J+NE)+F(I+I, IE) 
IF(I-J) 3,0,3 
DO 4 J=1+1, MD 
4 F(I+ME)=EE(J, I)*Uýl(J+ýIE)+F(I+NE) 
F(I+flE)=F(I+NE)+FI(I+NE) 
QO TO 2 
3 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
NE=NE+t,! DF 
DO 7 1=1+NDF, MD 
DO 7 J=1,1, IDF 
7 FI(I-ýIDF+NE)=EE(I, J)*UI, I(J-NDF+ý, 'E)+FI(I-NDF+NE) 
NT=O 
DO 700 11=1, NOO-l 
DO 701 1=1, MD-NT 
DO 701 J=1, NDF 
701 EE(l+NT, J+NT)=0.0 
DO 5 I=1, MD-NDF-NT 
DO 5 J=1, NDF 
5 EE(I+ti'T, J+ýIT)=EE(I+NDF+NT, J+ýIDF+NT) 
NT=NT+T, IDF 
700 CONTINUE 
DO 702, I=1, MD-NT 
DO 702 J=1, MDF 
702 EE(I+NT, J+14T)=O. O 
RETURN 
END 
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I TERATIONAL PROCESS 
SUBROUTINE ITER(tIEA, MD, NDF, I'ýiODE, NSS, ýIEL, N'DFT, NýIE, IGN, INCT, N"-ý, TR, MI 
l, NLDEF) 
commoN/Bs/w(2ooo), MM0210), EE(70,70) 
COMMON/ N ODE/N (9 7 2), 11(1210) , '-'IMM (7) 
COMMOM/D1 SP/U(1210), DU(l 210), U11-110280) 
COMMON/COEF/VI(1210), DP(1210) 
COMMON/lý[FRC/F(1210), P(1210), FI(1280) 
NW=O 
KST=2 
NVW=2 
NNAA=1 
DO 4 J=1, NDFT 
4 DU(J)=F(J) 
IF(MODE-2) 10,0,10 
MODE=l 
IGN=l 
CALL SOLVNEA, MD, NDF, MODE, NSS, HEL, NDFT, NNE, I QNs I NCT, NSTR, M I NLDEF) 
IGN=O 
MODE=2 
GO TO 2 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL GET ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
DO 37 J=1,1, ISS*NDF 
jj=j 
IF(MM(J)) 36,36,0 
NNAA=NNAA+MM(J) 
DU(J)=DU(J)*VI(J) 
IF(f4W+MM(J)-2000) 666,6656,0 
NWW=fIWW+NW 
KST=NWW 
CALL GET ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
flw=o 
666 CONTINUE 
DO 
NW=NW+l 
JJ=JJ+l 
31 DU(JJ)=DU(JJ)-DU(J)*W(NW)/VI(J) 
GO TO 37 
36 DU(J)=O. O 
37 CONTINUE 
NW=2000 
NNAA=NMAA-2000 
IF(NNAA) 0,700,700 
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(CON'T) 
NW=1999+NNAA 
KST=2 
GO TO 701 
700 CONTI NUE 
XST=NNAA+1 
701 CALL GET ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
J, JJ=N S S*1NIDF 
DO 42 11 =1, JJ 
IF(MM(J)) 43,43,0 
IF (NW-Mll (J) )ý0,66 7,66 7 
NNAA=NNAA-2000+NW 
IF(NNAA-2) 0,668,668 
669 CONTINUE 
NV1=1999+1410, A 
KST=2 
CALL GET ARRAY(4, KST, W) 
GO To 667 
668 CONTINUE 
KST=NNAA+l 
CALL GET ARRAY (4, KST, W) 
NW=2000 
667 CONTI NUE 
NW=NUT-MM (J) 
DO 41 1=1, MMM 
41 DU(J)=DU(J)-DU(J+I)*W(MW+I) 
GO TO 42 
43 NFIX=-Mli(J) 
IF(MM(J). LT. -l) DU(J)=DU(NFIX) 
42 J=J-l 
2 CONTI NUE 
Do 5 1=1, NDFT 
5 UM(I)=DU(I)+UM(l) 
Do 6 J=1,1\'DFT 
6 U(J)=U(J)+DU(J) 
F(1)=O. O 
CALL Fl-1OVE(F(l), F(2), (NDFT-1)) 
RETURN 
END 
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CI 
C STRESS CALCULATION 
C 
SUBROUTINE STRESS (LNOO, TATX, TATY, LMO, EX, EY, EXY) 
COMMON/PROP/A(200), B(200), I'(200), V(200), ET(200) 
COMMON/At, IQ/BETX(200), BETY(200) 
X2=EX+. 5*(TATX)**2-. 5*(BETX(L. NO)**2) 
Y2=EY+. 5*(TATY)4*2-. 5*(BETY(LNO)**2) 
X=(ET(LNOO)/(l-V(LNOO)**c'-))*(X2+V(LI\100)*Y2) 
Y=(L-: -T(LNOO)/(l-V(LNOO)**2))*(Y2+V(Lt, 
100)*X2) 
XY=(ET(Lý! 00)/(2. *(l+V(LNOO))))*(EXY+TATX*TATY-BETX(LNO)*E3ETY(LNO)) 
WRITE(2,100) LNO 
100 FORMAT(/, '56x, 10HELEMENT NO, 15) 
WRITE(2,101) 
101 FORI"IAT(6ox, 6HSTRESS/50X, 26HAXIAL TRANSVERSE SHEAR) 
WRITE(2,102) Y, X, XY 
102 FORMAT(44X, 3F10.0) 
RETURN 
END 
FINISH 
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A-3 INPUT DATA PREPARATION 
The developed program is intended to be quite 
general in its application to the solution of plate and 
beam problems. ' Although the program listed in A- 
uses a four node rectangular element with five degrees 
of-freedom, any type of element could easily be incor- 
porated in the program by replacing the few appropriate 
subroutines (see Section 5.8). Since all the results 
obtained for plate problems use the listed elements 
from A-2, the example problems demonstrated in the 
input data preparation are also based on the same element. 
The input formats quoted in the data preparation 
_have -, 
standard FORTRAN meanings. The program makes use 
of free format, because of its simplicity and accuracy. 
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. 
LAYOUT OF INPUT DATA FOR PLATE 
The input data can be classified in eleven groups 
of cards, as in the table below: 
Group 
Number 
of 
Cards 
Purpose 
A 5 Details of element and finite element mesh 
B Element properties 
C Node numbering system 
D Details of boundary conditions 
E Specifies the extent of stress calculation 
F Controls the output displacements 
G Controls the output load levels 
H Details of initial displacements 
1 Specifies the accuracy of solution 
desired, for iterational procedure 
i Specifies the number of loads, the choice 
of constant displacements, the type of 
procedure, the number of iterations, and 
the magnitude and location of applied 
loads. 
K 1 Terminates the computer execution 
Depends on the number of elements 
Depends on the procedure used 
TABLE (A-D I 
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Group A 
First Card 
Reads the total number of elements. 
NEL 
(10) 
Second Card 
Reads the total number of nodes. 
NJNT 
(10) 
Third Card 
Reads the number of nodes per element. 
NNE 
(10) 
Fourth Card 
Reads the number of degrees of freedom per node. 
NDF 
(10) 
Fifth Card 
Reads the maximum dimension of the stiffness 
matrix during assembly and elimination. This 
maximum dimension basically depends on the 
bandwidth, using the greatest difference be- 
tween the highest and lowest node numbers for 
any element. 
MD = 
ý[(Highest 
no. )-(Lowest no. )]+2 
) 
(NDF) (A- 1) 
MD 
(10) 
Note: The value of MD suggested in Equation 
(A-1) is only for economizing computer time. 
and core, 'size, - thus a greater value of MD 
will have no effect on the results. See also 
the-further requirements under Group D. 
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GROUP B 
First -ý Card-- 
Reads the number of elements for which data 
f ollows. 
NEA 
(10) 
I Warning: If all elements are identical, NEA 
-must 
be zero; 
_otherwise 
NEA = NEL. 
Following Cards'ýý" 
Reads'the properties of each element (one card 
per element. ) If NEA = 0, then only one card 
is required. 
NO A,. - Bý -ý-ýT V ET 
(IO, 4FO. O, ElO. 3)-, 
NO is the element reference number 
ýA, 
B are the element dimensions (see Figure 
5-1). 
T is the plate thickness 
V is the value of Poisson's ratio 
ET i. s'the modulus of elasticity 
GROUP C 
This group defines the node numbering system in the 
finite-, element mesh. In general, to minimise the 
bandwidth, the node numbering must start at one 
corner of the structure, proceed across its width 
and repeat the process along the next line of ele- 
ments across the width, until the entire structure 
is covered. 
Each card reads element node numbers in the order 
defined in"Figure (5-1). Each card'must contain 
the same number of integers as the number of nodes 
per element NNE. For the last node number on each 
line of elements, an extra "dummy" card must be 
prepared to indicate the end of a row or column. 
Since each card contains NNE integers, the first 
number on the dummy card must be the last node 
number of the line, and the rest must be set to 
zero. The organization of the cards in Group C 
must be such that the initial number on each card 
is in ascending order, and this initial number 
must be less than any other node number on the card. 
At the end of this groupt an extra card with NNE 
zeroes must. follow. 
(io, io,.... ) 
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GROUP D 
Boundary conditions and other constraints are in- 
troduced by this group. If there is a constraint 
ofý-any degree of freedom at a node, then informa- 
tion about all the degrees of freedom for that node, 
whether' constrained or free, must be read. In 
order to indicate that a degree of freedom is con- 
strained or free, '-1 or 0 respectively, must be 
used. If any of the degrees of freedom of a node 
is "coupled" to the corresponding degree of free- 
dom of another (higher numbered) node, then the 
node number of the latter must be entered as con- 
straint data. The term "coupled" implies displace- 
ments (or rotations) at two or more nodes are re- 
quired to'be equal,. 
Warning: - The higher node must be within the band 
width, or otherwise the value of MD must be suitably 
adjusted. - 
The value, of MD is then given in the 
between the coupled node numbers, as 
MD = 
f[difference 
between node 
It is desirable therefore, when more 
are coupled to each other, to couple 
turn to the next highest. 
difference 
follows: 
sl +21 (NDF) 
than two nodes 
each node in 
First'Card 
Reads, the total number of nodes which have 
any degree of freedom constrained or which are 
coupled to any other node. 
(10) 
Following Cards 
Each card reads first the node number and then 
constraint data for all degrees of freedom at 
that node. 
(10,100. 
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GROUP E 
This group specifies the extent of stress calculation. 
First Card 
NSTR 
(10) 
-1 -indicates that a stress calculation is 
required for all elements. 
0 indicates that no stress calculation is 
required. 
>0 is the total number of-elements for which 
a stress calculation is required. 
If NSTR is either -1 or 0, the following in- 
struction in this group is-not applicable and 
must be ignored. 
Following Cards 
Each card reads the element number for which a 
stress calculation is required. 
NSTRR 
(10) 
GROUP F 
-This group controls the nodes at which output of displacements is obtained. 
First Card 
NWRDEF 
(10) 
-1 indicates that output of displacements 
is required at all nodes. 
0 indicates that no output of displacements 
is'required. 
>0 is the total number of nodes for which 
output of displacements is required. 
If NWRDEF is either -1 or 0, the following 
instruction is not applicable and must be 
ignored. 
Following. Cards 
Each, card reads the node number for which output 
of displacements is-required. 
N6D'DEF, 
(10) 
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GROUP -G 
This group., qontrols. the load levels at which output 
of stresses and displacements is obtained. 
First Card 
NLPEF 
indicates that output of stresses and 
displacements for all load increments is 
required. 
51'- is the total number of load levels for 
which output of stresses and displacements 
is required. 
Following Cards 
Each card reads the node number at which the 
load level for output of stresses and dis- 
placements is defined. 
NOD NUM TLOAD 
(210jFO. O) 
NOD is the node number 
NUM is the degrees of freedom at that node. 
TLOAD is the total load level at node NOD at 
which output of stresses and displacements 
is required. 
GROUP H, - 
Reads the initial displacements (and rotations) 
First Card,,, 
N IN 
(10) 
0 indicates that there are no initial 
displacements. 
ý0- is the total number-of initial dis- 
placements. 
If'NIW= 0, -the'following instruction is not 
applicable, 'and must be ignored. 
Following Cards 
Each card gives the initial displacement for 
a single degree*of freedom. 
NOD is the node number. 
NUM'-is the degree of freedom at that node'. 
DEF is the value of initial displacement 
(or rotation) at that node. 
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GROUP I 
To use the iterative procedure with a fixed accuracy, 
the following information should be on a single card. 
NOD NUM ACC 
(210, FO. O) 
NOD_ is the node number at which the accuracy 
check is made. 
NUM, is the degree of freedom number at that 
node. 
ACC is the required percentage accuracy 
(iteration continues until the change in 
displacement is brought down to a pre- 
determined percentage of the displacement 
in, that increment). 
Warning: If fixed accuracy is not used, a single 
card with the following information must 
be'used 
11 
GROUP J 
This group is used to control the application ofý 
loads (forces or moments) in the program. If- 
various load increments (for example, initially a 
series of large increments followed by smaller in- 
crements) or different approaches (for example, 
initially purely incremental followed-by an iterative 
procedure) are required, this group may be repeated 
as many times as necessary, provided the proper 
sequence is preserved. 
The group starts with a single card, to give, in 
brder, 
NHM INCRT TYPE NITER 
(410) 
NHM is the numbe r of loads to be read for each 
increment of load. 
INCRT 
-1 approximately constant displacement 
is required 
0 terminates the computer run 
>0 is the number of load increments 
Warning: First load increment must start with 
INCRT >0. 
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TYPE There are four procedural options, 
indicated by the value of TYPE, as 
follows: 
1 Purely incremental 
2 Incremental with Newton-Raphson method 
3 Incremental with Modified Newton- 
Raphson method 
4 Incremental with carry-over of out-of- 
balance forces 
NITER is the number of iterations required 
Warning: - If'the number of iterations are con- 
trolled by accuracy# then NITER must 
be set to zero. 
The following cards define the location and magnitude 
of loads. For each concentrated load applied, one 
card must be supplied. All loads must be acting into 
the global X, Y, or Z direction (or moments about 
these axes). 
NOD NUM ALOAD 
(210pFO. 0) 
NOD is the node number at which a load is 
applied. 
NUM is the degree of freedom number at that 
node. 
ALOAD depends on previous information about 
INCRT. 
If INCRT >O, ALOAD is the magnitude of 
the load increment. 
If INCRT <O, ALOAD is the total-load to 
be reached by (approximately) constant 
displacements. 
Group J therefore contains (NHM + 1) cards and, as 
previously states, this group may be repeated as 
many times as necessary. 
GROUP K 
In order to terminate the computer execution, a 
single card is required: 
0000 
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The following examples are intended to make use 
of the facilities of all groups in Table (A-1). 
Example I 
This example demonstrates how the program can be 
used to calculate the pre- and post-buckling behaviour 
of a plate. 
A square plate with simple support along the four 
sides and unloaded edges free to wave in plane is uni- 
formly compressed in. the ly' direction (see Figure A-1). 
The properties of the plate are as follows: 
Length: 4 in. 
Thickness: 0.05 in. 
Poisson's Ratio 0.3 
Modulus of elasticity: 10 x 106 lbf/in 2 
The plate is symmetrical, so only a quarter of the 
plate need be analyzed. The number of elements chosen is 
four and the numbering of nodes is shown in Figure (A-1). 
The plate has-an initial imperfection Wo/t = 0.1, and by 
using the-, function 
Trx 
w=W sin- sinZZ 0 a- b 
the corresponding initial displacements at nodes 5,6,7 
and 9 are 0.0025,0.003535,0.003535, and 0.005 in., 
respectively. 
Since the problem in nonlinear, loads are applied 
in increments. The total compressive load'is to reach 
2000 lbf. but since only a quarter of the plate is taken 
into account, the total load is considered as 1000 lbf. 
The procedure chosen is as follows: 
1) Purely incremental procedure is used up to 
300 lbf. compressive load, in increments of 100 lbf. 
2) Incremental with modified Newton-Raphson method 
is used up to 700 lbf. compressive load, in increments 
of 50 lbf., with two iterations at each load increment. 
3) Fixed accuracy of 10% with the Newton-Raphson 
method is used up to 1000 lbf., in increments of 100 lbf. 
output display is obtained at every 100 lbf. Dis- 
placements are printed for nodes numbers 1,4,6, and 9. 
Stresses are output for element numbers 1 and 4. 
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FIGURE A-10 
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DATA PREPARATION 
Each line represents a data card. 
4 
9 
4 
5 
30 
Group A 
1 1.1. . 05 .3 10. E06 
I 
Group B 
1 11 - 1.11 1 
1 
- 2 
4 
7 
2 
1 
4 
Group C 
Group D 
Group E 
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4 
1 
4 
6 
9' 
0 
3 2 100. 
3 2 200. 
3 2 300. 
3 2 400. 
3 2 500. 
3 2 600. 
3 2 700. 
3 2 800. 
3 2 900. 
3 2 1000. 
4 
5 3 0025 
6 3 : 003535 
8 3 . 003535 9 3 . 005 
0 
100 
2 
50 
0 
100 
. 01 
Group F 
Group G 
Group H 
Group I 
Group J 
0 Group K 
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EXAMPLE' 'I I 
This example illustrates how the program is used to 
obtain elastic stresses and deflections for a flat plate 
under uniformly distributed normal pressure. 
A square plate with the following dimensions and 
properties is chosen: 
Length: 6 in. 
Thickness: 0.022 in. 
Poisson's ratio:. o. 3 
2 Modulus of ela6ticity: 10.5 x 106 lbf/in 
The sides are simply supported, but held straight and 
free to move-in plane. 
,., 
The applied loading is a uniform normal pressure of 
. 
10psi. In order to apply this loading in the program, 
it must be converted into concentrated loads. The total 
, 
load must be applied incrementally, because of the 
nonlinearity of the problem. 
The'plate is symmetrical and only a quarter of the 
plate need'be, 
, 
analyzed. Four elements are chosen for the 
quarter plate and the numbering of the nodes is shown in 
Figure (A-11). 
The distribution of concentrated loads is explained 
in Section 6.2. The concentrated loads for 1 psi pressure 
are 
361n2. x 1 psi = 36 lbf. 
Pu -= 
262.25 lbf. 16 
The procedure is as follows: 
1) Incremental with modified Newton-Raphson method 
with two iterations at each load increment is used until 
the normal pressure reaches 7 psi.,, -in increments of 
2.25 lbf. 
2) Fixed accuracy of 5% with. the Newton-Raphson 
method is used up to 10 psi normal pressure. Increments 
are controlled to give approximately constant changes of 
displacement. The printout of results will contain dis- 
placements at nodes 1 and 4, and stresses for element 4. 
Output is obtained for every 2 psi normal pressure. 
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DATA PREPARATION 
Each line represents a data card. 
4 
9 
4 Group A 
5 
30 
0 
1.5 1.5 . 022 10.5EO6 Group B 
1 2 5 4 
2 3 6 
3 0 0 0 
4 5 8 7 
5 6 9 8 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
8 
1 4 2 -1 -1 -1 
2 0 3 -1 0 -1 
3 -1 0 -1 0 -1 
4 7 0 -1 -1 0 
6. -1 0 0 0 -1 
7 0 -1 -1 -1 0 
8 0 -1 0 -1 0 
9 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 
I 
Group C 
Group'D 
Group E 
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m 
5 
5 3 4.5 
5 3 9.0 
5 3 13.5 
5 3 18.0 
5 3 22.5 
Group P 
Group G 
Group H 
4 
1 
3 . 05 Group I 
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532.25 
631.125 
831.125 Group J 
93 . 5625 
-1 20 
53 22.5 
0 Group K 
1 
01 
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DIAL GAUGE READINGS (MM) 
Dial Gauge Numbers 
Load 
lbf. 
11234567 
0 4.50 14.49 8.51 7.08 5.10 8.22 6.80 6.54 
200 4.50 14.49 8.50 7.07 5.10 8.22 6.80 6.54 
400 4.50 14.51 8.50 7.07 5.11 8.22 6.79 6.54 
500 4.52 14.53 8.49 7.07 5.07 8.20 6.75 6.54 
600 4.54 14.54 8.46 7.04 4.99 8.14 6.69 6.54 
700 4.55 14.57 8.42 7.02 4.90 8.05 6.60 6.52 
750 4.57 14.59 8.41 7.01 4.84 8.00 6.55 6.48 
800 4.60 14.62 8.40 7.00 4.79 7.95 6.50 6.45 
850 4.63 14.66 8.39 6.99 4.74 7.90 6.44 6.41 
900 4.69 14.73 8.39 6.99 4.68 7.85 6.39 6.34 
950 4.71 14.75 8.39 6.99 4.64 7.80 6.34 6.30 
1000 4.77 14.81 8.39 6.99 4.60 7.74 6.28 6.23 
1050 4.81 14.85 8.39 6.99 4.56 7.69 6.23 6.18 
1100 4.87 14.92 8.39 7.00 4.52 7.64 6.18 6.12 
1150 4.91 14.96 8.40 7.01 4.50 7.59 6.13 6.07 
1200 5.01 15.06 8.50 7.12 4.51 7.55 6.08 5.97 
1250 5.06 15.12 8.53 7.16 4.51 7.50 6.04 5.91 
1300 5.13 15.19 8.61 7.24 4.52 7.46 5.99 5.84 
1350 5.20 15.27 8.71 7.35 4.56 7.42 5.95 5.76 
1400 5.30 15.40 8.97 7.63 4.79 7.41 5.96 5.64 
1450 5.39 15.49 9.19 7.88 5.00 7.40 5.95 5.55 
1500 5.42 15.52 9.20 7.89 5.00 7.38 5.92 5.52 
1550 5.46 15.56 9.26 7.96 5.02 7.35 5.89 5.47 
1600 5.52 15.62 9.40 8.11 5.14 7.34 5.89 5.42 
1650 5.58 15.68 9.54 8.26 5.29 7.34 5.89 5.40 
1700 5.67 15.80 9.69 8.43 5.47 7.36 5.92 5.54 
Maximum Load = 1860 lbf. 
TABLE (B-1) 
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DIAL GAUGE READINGS (MM) 
Dial Gauge Numbers 
Load 
lbf. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 6.83 1.88 5.05 5.69 2.09 6.61 5.14 3.22 
100 6.86 1.89 5.05 5.69 2.07 6.61 5.14 3.21 
200 6.88 1.91 5.06 5.69 2.07 6.62 5.14 3.21 
300 6.92 1.93 5.09 5.71 2.07 6.62 5.14 3.22 
400 6.95 1.95 5.10 5.71 2.06 6.60 5.14 3.22 
500 6.99 1.95 5.12 5.71 2.03 6.58 5.13 3.22 
600 7.05 1.97 5.11 5.68 1.94 6.52 5.04 3.20 
650 7.04 1.96 5.03 5.62 1.85 6.48 5.00 3.25 
700 7.03 1.94 4.98 5.57 1.78 6.45 4.98 3.29 
750 7.03 1.93 4.95 5.54 1.73 6.44 4.96 3.35 
800- 7.01 1.91 4.88 5.48 1.65 6.04 4.95 3.41 
850', 6.99 1.88 4.83 5.43 1.59 6.38 4.94 3.48 
900 6.97 1.86 4.78 5.39 1.53 6.36 4.93 3.53 
Snap-through at 635 lbf. 
TABLE (B-2) 
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DIAL GAUGE READINGS (MM) 
Dial Gauge Numbers 
Load 
lbf 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 7.40 5.80 4.53 5.03 5.07 5.28 5.92 5.85 
100 7.40 5.79 4.53 5.03 5.07 5.29 5.92 5.85 
200 7.40 5.78 4.54 5.02 5.07 5.29 5.92 5.85 
300 7.40 5.78 4.55 5.02 5.07 5.29 5.91 5.83 
400 7.42 5.78 4.58 5.05 5.05 5.28 5.88 5.81 
500 7.46 5.81 4.66 5.09 5.00 5.25 5.83 5.76 
600 7.51 5.84 4.75 5.13 4.95 5.22 5.77 5.70 
650 7.54 5.85 4.79 5.15 4.92 5.20 5.74 5.68 
700 7.57 5.88 4.85 5.18 4.89 5.18 5.71 5.65 
750 7.60 5.89 4.90 5.21 4.86 5.15 5.67 5.62 
800 7.63 5.91 4.96 5.24 4.83 5.14 5.64 5.59 
850 7.65 5.92 5.01 5.26 4.79 5.11 5.61 5.56 
900 7.69 5.95 5.06 5.29 4.76 5.08 5.57 5.52 
950 7.71 5.97 5.11 5.32 4.73 5.05 5.54 5.49 
1000 7.74 5.99 5.17 5.35 4.69 5.02 5.50 5.46 
1050 7.77 6.00 5.21 5.38 4.66 5.00 5.47 5.43 
1100 7.80 6.02 5.26 5.40 4.63 4.97 5.44 5.40 
1150 7.83 6.04 5.31 5.44 4.59 4.94 5.40 5.36 
1200 7.86 6.08 5.37 5.47 4.55 4.91 5.36 5.32 
1250 7.89 6.09 5.42 5.50 4.51 4.88 5.32 5.29 
1300 7.92 6.11 5.47 5.52 4.48 4.85 5.28 5.26 
1350 7.95 6.13 5.52 5.55 4.45 4.82' 5.25 5.23 
1400 7.98 6.16 5.57 5.58 4.41 4.79 5.21 5.19 
1450 8.00 6.18 5.61 5.61 4.37 4.76 5.17 5.16 
1500 8.04 6.20 5.66 5.63 4.34 4.73 5.13 5.13 
1550 8.08 6.23 5.71 5.66 4.29 4.70 5.09 5.08 
1600 8.11 6.26 5.77 5.68 4.26 4.67 5.05 5.04 
1650 8.15 6.29 5.82 5.71 4.21 4.64 5.00 5.01 
1700 8.20 6.33 5.88 5. '73 4.16 4.61 4.95 4.96 
1750 8.28 6.37 5.96 5.74 4.09 4.57 4.87 4.90 
1800 8.37 6.44 6.07 5.75 3.99 4.55 4.78 4.82 
1850 1 8.48 6.52 6.20 5.75 3.94 4.53 4.66 4.73 
TABLE (B-3) 
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APPENDI, X C 
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70 
t . 036 in. 
b 4.32 in 
b/t 120 
L 20.0 in 
E 10.6 X 106 psi 
G 4X 106 psi 
Cr y 
36,000 psi 
Tb 3,550 psi 
'r y 
12,000 psi 
Torque Required 
at buckling 
5,300 in-lb 
Torque Required 
at Yield 
16,200 in-lb, 
CF' 
cr 
2,660 psi 
P 
cr 
1,660 lb 
Shear Angle . 342 
0 
Axial Contraction - 0015 
in 
*Nominal shear stress at yield is taken as 1/3 xCr , due to 
buckling and possible development of diagonal 
y 
tension. 
**At maximum torque taking GG effective 2 
***Pre-buckling range axial load 30% Of Pcr 
Post-buckling range axial load 10% Of Pcr and 
taking E 
effective 
1/3 E. 
TABLE (C-1) 
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